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NAT. GAITHER, Manager. I I, \ T e wan
CFetn.t 0-aith.er COzn.rara:yr,
1.10,vit I tr. l'Okri-
Planters' Warehouse,
TC:ACCO AND WIIZAT CCX1:311:0145anCZANT11,
HOPKINSVILLIIE, KY.,
'VS.7" 1st eQ/asetykserse. rireai aorst
!ogee Toes.
N•neill, 1). Itoale• seise.. T. ri M I..petine. A. t. !Wake
II .. AIII.R\ A1111 ABERNATHY.
.A.:23=MINT.......Pri-r= at CO..
-.4 TOBACCO
.nz±es.
4 COMMISSIN
ICREANTS
Centrals:-Warehouse,
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.
1 
.ample A ciainntodation for Teams and T gnat; rs Free ot harp.
W. witesfs.ft-
W. H. FAXON, Book-K per.
.1,11• • MILLS
WHEELER, MILLS & CO.,
Tobacco Warehousemen & Commission Merchants
.1N1)(iltAiIN
3E`ires-1:20 - cool NAT Es.r 4151:1c. use),
Ruseellville and Railroad Streets, IlopShaseitte, ,
Liberal Ailvaiwe on 'on.' en ine .1 is All Tolet.e.) sent us 'Covered toy Laurance.
T. C. H BERV M. F: SHRYER.
HOPKINSVILLE WAREHOUSE,
HA NBERY & SHRYER, Prop'rs ,
RAILROAD STREET, Bet. 10th and 11th.
ger Careful attention gis en to sa.nplong and selling all Tobacco coesigned to us.
LIBERAL ADVANCES ON TOBACCO IN STORE.
Good Quarters for Teams and Teamsters. 
Garner s-:-City-:-Pharmacy• •
No.7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
 Ow- of thellacire-t A.1.1 cdi11..es in the eity.- _
New and Complete in All Its Departments,
H. IL ,arner. of s.r.,•• tirrn •if ..5,n ilarner. t,.1•7 malt, rNr. .1.•,{ trade
Western li•ntucky. haviug purchaaed Or. Interest. is now ,oir proprietor of tile new 1.,3.114e.
will use all his experien. • and atmlity To increase if is thr reputation uf the 01.1 firm for
dealing. eualpetrucy an•I b.. eying
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
•ad stock of the best quality In all departments of the trade, at Use ion estprices. Drugs. Paints and
Oil. oft,. ery kind. including SHERWIN .5 WILLIAMS' CELEBRATED PAINTS. Patent Medicines,
the bent and usual popular In stock.
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
ISanufacture.,1 to any .,,,n(lands a specialty
.\ ,c Mad?. }Inc a *Ca,. Novell,- •
• -
PfBSCP1Di1011S CRroftLy Co%)Otilhd
-At any hour of th• liay r Nignt --
Isdr. C. 777-17...e=2". Galina Pillail101111
II. B. GARNER,
Suet:tailor to Gish .1t Garner
J. R. GREEN & COg)
DEALERS IN
Agricultural Implem'ts
roi sale A zee ts for the Follow ing Tine of Good- .
McCormick Binders
Reapers and Mowers,
C.%"%liver Plow,
Iron Duke Harms, Studebaker 11 agons,
AVERY'S CAST AND STEEL PLOWS,
Blount's True Blue Steel Plows,
LONE STAR STEEL PLOWS,
Iron Beam Double Shovels,
Brown's Walking and Riding
1(.7 wig JAL CO 1EL Sig
Wheel-Barrowa and Road-Scrapere, Frick & Co's Koginee, eeperators anti Saw-
M ills, Springfield Engines and Separatora, Eitgle Engines, aeparatore and Straw-
Stackers, Ross & Co'a Straw, Oats and Hay Cutters, and large Er sill sge Cutters
for steam power, Bell City Feed and Eneillage Cutters, all sizes both hand and
power; Thomas' Hay Rakee, Hoist Power, and Hay Forks, Corr
Shelters, Pumps for cisterns and deep wells; Mast, Foos & Co'a Turbin Engine
Wind Mills and Pumps for same,
Iowa Ilan Vigo Stretchers. Crliciacs, Milts &c.
Scaly, Itchy Skin
hod Ill I I. and ...al, •isirt
is al p Ill•ra•es , tired I.)
sisietala
Its11161 Stela, aesente, Triter, lasso ea 1.1(toot, Natalia, male Matt la .1 1 r1/01.
111111,114111: 1111flinf* lir. ere. stet st see, r um
011.5 sitel soars .1/011104 111 Ito lees, Russ
Itas ;welt, rattails Wotan -et akin See
;yelp, imie al Mete pee eeteel
stilt/it, it 4, lb. Shod Mile I tire, Slid 1 ph
. 114 fill API 111111 04 4111411F akin 11Pni11111114 as
hililj, 111%1 fill IA 111,11111.4 ilie twit
Iteata ramie neteneuelt, abet. phi sielitas awl
Oil Diller reesiolies fall
raw.. AMIN. 1411141.
John .1 t. See, P. S., h1111Ing id-aclieed
denistry in this, (nutty for 3.1 e r• and iwing
known to thousands liereaboute, with a ien
kelp any who •re enacted as I hase been bir
the limit t•else 'ears. testifying that the I ITI•
it OA has Kolar clired Int of Pporiaos, or X.
mon, In right days, after the ilia. tor a ith
hotel I bad conaliltrd gave me no help lIr rli
eolirreclitent \ It `I.
Negarus,
saterugausiati 4:141 PTION
I I Tit HA 11111111/110, 1 i a wen.
derful cure laid onioner 1.11m et eta elate.
rs. an old gentleman of art. tilt tear. of
age. a no •uffere.1 with a fearfully own:awing
eruption sin his head aril face. awl lio hen
tried all rout-doss itiol doctors to 30 p3rim....
.1 E. 11 A 1
'testes SloA, Ask
Ul NTPA lit fol'AILIKS
11 F.. Corpetiter, Ifelolvison, N. 1 , iired of
1.0presa, of terilia tears' Mobil.
ing, by t recs 114 1111111111linis The Mort sson•
;Ionia sure en Peened, A duodena fill of .111 011
fel, frees hint stain, ittostrusso shot his triestis
tholig1.1 he korai 'Ion
1.41111 ,13 114D14'.41.11.h
or the rad; .al cure ..f an oh I lent* ase
Eczema of long aniline. I sit e entire ertslit
tlw TI. 1111,111.1,11 •
P: Kit 11.11111c•O‘. N. a 11111041.1 .-11t1
4.6I lir all droggist. Pro,: i Ili I ItA, 0
rrnt•: X I sr. f I 131; .0A r cent. I's T-
rait [Ott \ 01 ureic si. , Roston
Send for "Slew to Core Sitio Diri•
ease.99
BEA' ITI Fl the t en
d skin 1,3 n.
111( tile 4•1:Tal ISA I‘OAt
3ti 
.
Thooe Worn "III I% Ill! PAH,. Arlie*
and Weal. flea.. diol relief in one nun-
ute in the l'uticurs Anti • Pain Pla•-
:// er At druggists. 25 1:1.nt4.
IT FEELS GOOD
S:iFface indications
"%Slat a velar wont), vers eroporrly term
ect see 1...? Set leas" of e isa hem
a I'.-• l'iniples. Sties Sore 1.4.ee.
I :of .1 1 OtittleOlin ErIllptiOnS IA WI
!c no. piano, et! ill +pries Blo-I
y 3I! sse r. The cif. to. matter accumit-
la al these the ills r 118.41111o, Dolt
Hake,. . asenee felt, throuell Neture-si
solonis ore OD I 1.1 it feint the svstilii.
!iiie It ia ft poi-on that :eaten'
lie Wass eat aes tha , tee into Scroll-
Ida. hir tattollisen ceitee deneseement
..f 11,e titres:toe tied uaiiitilatiory oreuits,
s; Si" a (celiac tof meas.:tams lemma, and
• earinesseaeten listen. spoken of its "only
• rine er." 'Clear are es Skies-. that
Noeure ie net ph.Y. linithlest thniw
o teams whirh weaken the %it:41
f .r 'I heal! h. Nature most 1.c
'1..1 1c fit 1....,41-idlrif1 Ile.:
11.111c ; sad hot lying rke A, etteetise 33
JI'S Sarsaparilla,
whi. i. ter". icrele is A-erne In expel
front the xtelu taint of tiered-.
Wiry Scruf
The meali.,,1 profession indorse A reales
S trete% re ie. s. ao.41 11)..0.• i.)
the iires a.tt; Clell by it come f row' arts
of C.- wo: 'd. It is. t !;dieletwe
Iles 1-Irgneig Jews•tt.  "gnisIoste
ar ef Msseahusett. eX-MaT0e of
`",its OP.0 proparat.oU that does
real. lealug geed."
reer sari) BY
Or. J. C. Apr & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Iheiggists: I'rice $1;
Six bottles for $.1.
ROSI[1011C0 tor Sgle
My residence on Rueaellvillestryet. The house
Is large Anil convenient having V rooms with
kitchen. servants rooma. carriage house, stable I
smoke house. hen house and coal house-every-
thing in the way of budding, that one would de-
sire. There are three acre* of ground with a
good orchard Any one wifthing to purchase
can make the payments to suit themselves. I
will sell at a bargain.
ROIVT MILLS,
Olt done TIL•ND.
The best sad rarest Remedy tor Care of
all diseases calmed by any deran,zement of
the Liver. Kidneys, Stomach and Bowels.
la-spepsia. Sick Headache, Constipation.
Bilious Complarete and Mahe-taut all kinds
yield readily to the heneasent influence of
It is pleasant to tho taste, tones up the
system, resteres and preserves health.
it is purely Vegetable, and amnia fall to
prose beneficial, both to old and young.
A. a Blood Purifier It is superior to all
others. Sold every-ss here at $1 00 • bottle.
Can't Riad Thil
Without learn,ne that Norma a Son have •
birge -toil' of
Holiday Goods,
oriaistisg of (Wending Carer, Toilet Sets,
Handeose Gift Books, Ports, Juvenile and
weellaneo is Book*, Dessa scrap Bi.oks.
Phut° and Autograph etc 'll%ey hags
just received a st,ek of superior
Shears and Scissors,
warranted. mon Can get Harper,' Bazaar Pat-
terns in any style you need, am they have •
large Mock of these pattern.
If you would Make litnne Cointortable line
your ‘,peto with
Heavy Paper Twill,
Our line of Bligales is full and complete, with lateet styles and at prices to suit
every one. We call special attention to the "HORSE SHOE BRAND" s•-•
keep nut the cold and ASV! your carpets.
They have a large stock of stationery. you
would do well to examine. Their stock of
FERTILIZER! Pictures, Picture FramesA • I/
and this guarantee is good morally and legally. Give um a call before buying.
For Tobsoco and Corn. Every hag has a guaranteed analysis printed thsreos MO U Lip N
Respectfully,
J. R. CREEN & CO.,
206 208 MAIN ST., HOPKINSVILLIE, KY
HARDWARE! HARDWARE!
GUNS, PISTOLS,
AND AMUNITION!
ne Cutlery, Knives and Razors!
HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS!
CALL AND SEE US!
"W"e Sell
And Cuarantee Satisfaction! DR. DARWIN BELL
Tooth Brushes,
GI
Ham Brushes, Combs, Toilet Soaps
an-1 everything in a well ordered drug sb-re.
Handsome stock of
Waal IP' a, lc. ex*
Ceiling Decorations.
More attention is gi“di to tlifoce decoration*
than ever before Call and see tis and we will
with 'Assailer show you mar goods.
Respectfully.
Hopper & Son.
YOU
The Christmas Tree.
Philadelphia New,
0,
the
tree
mu 111401t
Mid WPM II ,
Int Nita Mit
11111115 'lane
NMI the 011111.
hey phew Is aerie!
111111441i gspea wide
Ito poisileteitim JAN
The little stocking!' ere
all hung Ilp, and baby's
just makes fine. Won't
Santa Claus be surprised
w lieti lir finds there la one
more! There's an elegant
place op In the tree to bang
Jiiiiiiity's gun, anti a place fair
May mill one for Kate to leave
their Iloilo Nem. But for title lenity
blue eyes a lower branch he must
(howie, *here *lie may resell mild
fluid the place he'll lier tirst new
oho( • Turn doe ti the light. a little. flOO
eri 0141 Sating lella Call ore Anil
boby mill all Mlle' go to bed Niel
be lee good as good can ler,
sod tosiiiirrow mem get up
uarly, after it long 1,Ight'a
0111111,
14 11 11
emus,
1111111y
1111%11
lel Ille
Knots
it 11
Pi I.
W Ili, sill get the neat peep.
- --Nes • - - --
THE COMMON uyn
• little more for you. mailer apara
In which 10 tread. longcr stretch of seal
And higlwr hills. perhaps riper grace
To bear earth's liner
rpm your tree &grateful wreath if bays,
Mare smiling faces. oolstretehist bind* Ile
greet
A brighter glow of gun through all your dark
And few er corking cares percluuace to Meet.
And yet. by widely different paths. at last
To meet upon the baffle Unien610,.7 plata,
Otir lane joys and grods ni.i:e I.. oast,
Before the door we enter not again;
Where Peat!). the silent X a-der of the lowly door,
/1st not for pettier than Und Word more.
-Literary We.
MEN WHO WORK HARD.
Dissipation of • Dentition Regarding the
ltallway Mail der% Ice.
Did you ever notice the United States
Mail wagon en route to the postoffice
front llm Northern Pacific train from the
west. If so you have doubtlese; observed
a railway postal clerk sitting jauntily
beside the driver and have perhaps en-
vied him for his easy work, his opportu-
nity to see the country and hist $1,000 a
year salary. If so. don't be envious
again. No ten men in St. Paul work ea
hard or as many hours or begin to know
an they do what it is to be thorowrehly
exhausted and "worn out." There are
istunsleary and Tennis and Yost and
Brown. and they ere all numbered among
the most efficient railway rnail clerks in
the country, but no man who valuea his
health and his happiness and Ids free-
dom will ever seek "influence" to secure
their official scalps.
The man who would succeed them
must woirk six months for POO and com-
ma to memory every postoffirt• in Min-
nesota, Dakota. Montana. Iowa. Wiscon-
sin. Wyoming and foortione of other
territories and states-thousands in num-
ber. New offices are constantly heing
added. ohl ones are being discontinued,
new time tables; go into effect and the
lesson is never learned. If you think
you work hard let rue tell you of the
work that the shore named men do.
After studying night and day for six
months to pans an examination they are
ready to take a run. If they go west
Monday they must go to the postoffice
as early as noon and register and receipt
for registered letters and pout-hes. They
then go to their postal car on the side
track and work four long houre piling in
consecutive order tons and tons of heavy
letter and paper mail. About 4 o'clock
the train starts west and from the mo-
ment it leaves the Union depot until it
arrives in Bismarck, Disk., twenty-four
and a half hours after the work is com-
menced id the car. the clerk is on his
roet working with might and main.
There is not a moment to sit down,
sleep or eat:except a hasty cold lunch
frem a dinner pail. Mail must be put off
and taken on at every station night and
day, es en where the train does not stop.
The dintribution of the mail tiros the
mind. The swaying and jolting of the
car tires the legs. The lifting of the
sacks containing tons of paper and pub-
lic oloruments tires every muscle in the
body. The work cannot be neglected.
Sick or well, dead or alive, the work
must be pushed. a certain amount is
abselutely required to be performed.
Every error is checked and sent to de-
partment headquarters at Washington.
Valuable pao•kages must be receipted for
and kept under lock and key. Even
when Bistuarck is reached the work is
not complete until the mail is delivered
to Posamaster Slattery. and the regis-
tered pack:sees are checked off and re-
ceipted for. After twenty-seven hours
of ceditinuous work there are twenty-
four helms for rest, and then the same
hard work must be repeated on the re-
turn trip. Whenever you see a Northcin
Pacific postal clerk on a mail wagon, if
you have an endorsement for presenta-
tion tt) Postmaster General Vilna use it
So kindle a fire with. If you do you will
have future cause to be thankful.
ran live at home, and make mere
money at work fair than at any-
thing else In the world capital not,
needed; yon are started free; both
sexe-: all sites. •tiviine can do the work.
earning. sore from first start Costly outfit
and terms free. Better not delay. Coats you
nothing to send us your addre,si and find out; if
too arr wise vou will do so at onec /1. 11•1.-
LETT it tti., Poetised, Maine.
THOMPSON & ELLIS. i offers his pr,feaiionai aervices to the people 
of
Illopkinsville an-1 •icini:y.
lar'Oece over Planters But. Main St
Products off the Cringe.
"The products of the Congo,"said Mr.
Stanley, "art• very 'numerous. Of course
there is ivory, and it would be impossi-
ble for me to even imagine how many
herds of elephants there are. Let us
suppose a railway to Stanley Pool. I am
quite sure they would get 150 tons tif
ivory from the upper Congo alone. That
means L1,000 per ton in value, or R150,-
000. Of course that would not pay for
building tho railroad, but it would as-
sist. The staple products of the country
are rubber, gum copal, camwocxl, the
orchilla weed. coffee, palm oil, palm
nuts, peanuts and fibres like jute which
ran be used for paper. There has never
been a single botanist on the upper Congo
to tell what the botanic treasures are.
Lee me say that we don't want eolonists.
We want the trader, who goes between
the black man and the commercial man
in Europe; men that go with their cloth
goods among the negroee and barter
them for native products. The Dutch
house which settled at the north of the
Congo paid 17 per cent dividend. To-
day they pay nothing at all. That. how-
ever, does not indicate declining trade.
It proves that these people instead of
combining to build a railway competed
for a trade that was already well mob-
lished. It was fierce competition,-New
York Tillie%
Between the Tire.
Uncle Billy Latham, an aged colored
man who claims to be able to foretell
the weather for several months abeed,
mai asked yesterday as he was wander-
ing around the market if it wait to be a
hard or a soft winter.
"Am you in de poultry business?'' he
queried in return.
"No."
"It you war you'd want stidtly cool
weather, of co'se, so de potiltry wouldn't
vile, Am you sellin' untbrellas?"
"No."
"If you war you'd want a soft winter
wit rain 'bout free times week."
"Well, how will it be?"
"Bein• as you 'lain% got no 'tickler in-
terest in de matter your question am de-
- dared outer order an' de intatin' ern
adjourned," replied the old man as he
moved on.-Detroit Free Preen.
It is proposed to build a bicycling path
'between New York and Philadelphia.
Subscriptions to any- paper or maga-
zine in the world taken at title office at
club prices that will in many instances
save the price of the New Elea For in-
stance, the daily Courierelournal (six
issues a 'week) and the WEKKLY New
Ex'. for $10.50: Or Tall-WERK 11.Y for
$11 50.
The "Induceinents" offered by us to
subeeribere are Immenee. See another
column.
THE CHIEF OF BIRD PESTS. I
English Sparrows as Deetrey•rrCour.
grooms, Hardy and Peebles Creatures.
-For downright pluck and pereever-
ance and cleverness give me the Engliah
: he's a bard one to heat."
'rheas were the wools of one of those
rerlitafelle guardians of tha ISO --a Cow
perk 1'lie men heti been
it member ef ills (twee ftw *ewe! yeers
Mei in pureult Isle
laid Alkali many mileei through the
leywayi fuel highways of the park, elie-
cioutaing in his own mini! upun the
Merits ano demerits of these little fair-
Wipers.
' Nov,. where do you suppose that chap
is going to spend the winter," he Raid to
a young man who had found hint stand-
ing. I.•gs apart and urine akimbo, leisure-
ly observers the W111'111 a hnowit hacked,
blat it loriousitell efornov of the gentle; eel
wils.'i perviteil on a piwinsitet limb of
dm (emitting its feathers
With its bill.
"Sotnewhert• in the eolith, I rivkon,"
• the !writ( addrease..1.
"Newlin." *ai 1 the philtestiplier. "don't
migrate."
"Don't migrate', eta! Well, in a Ism in
eine tree in (lie (bark,"
' Saw'', !emelt n11 gone-rotted swill
es testis doWn. I'll tell you where that
pewett'll bunk tithe winter; haat stay
ri,:lit Itert.1111111MO trees end whet
time lie ain't flyitt' about It'lititilin' for
liOntlethine tea eat he'll he needing un a
With all puffed up ea he he 110W,"
!"I /1114/111.1 think It would freeze to
do Di imet Imes. Many a win-
deal.soth. t"hoy
ter tnorning, after an usitieually cold
night, Fee seen the ground covered with
their dead bodies, frozen hard. Pity.
Nut much. If we couldn't get rid of
some of 'em by freezin' they'd take the
town in a year or two. They're the big-
gest nuisance in New York city."
"Yet you admire their pluck"
"So I do; so I do. I admire pluck
wherever I see it. and you've got bushels
of it in' these sparrows. When a few of
'em first came over here we fixed up for
'em in style, built boxes for 'enz and fed
'ens; but they never would use the boxes,
they'd rather look out for themselves,
which they've always done since I've
known anything abuut 'em. I haven't
the heart to kill one of 'em. notwith-
stantling they're such a nuisance."
"What do they feed on?"
"Crumbs; mostly. So long's there's
babies in New York so long'11 there be
sparrows; somehow they seem to to go
together. You'll see babies come tod-
dlin' through the park or ridin' in their
carriages amunchin' of crackers and
cakeas and tarts and all that and scatter-
ing crumbs behind 'em. Sparrows al-
ways on the lookout, gather up the
crumbs as soon as they get a chance.
Then like most other birds they like
worms and bugs and flies such as they
can find in the grass or weeds or on the
bark of the trees"
Determined war has not been waged
against English sparrows in this state,
but in Pennsylvania and perhaps two or
three other litatilln bounties are paid for
their heads, so much a hundred. Boys
made ample pocket change for a time by
the use of rubber slings and bowguns,
but boylike they soon grew tired of the
sport of wholesale murder of the little
birds. and the sparrows, left to them-
selves, continued to increase with re-
markable rapidity. Statistics on this
point are intreating. The newly organ-
ized division of economic ornithology of
the department of agriculture is prepar-
ing a series of bulletins upon the rela-
tions of aeveral common species of birds
of this country to agriculture. Among
the bird pests which threaten destruction
to valuable branchea of farming Dr.
Merriam, the head of the division. places
the English sparrow as chief. This little
creature bast eo multiplied and developed
among its new surroundings as to have
become a vastly greater scourge than the
caterpillar. and worms it %vas expected
to destroy. Its preeent rate of increase
is enormous, and the new territory which
it invades is estimated at more than 130.-
000 square miles annually. It is essen-
tially a town bird, but it takes long vaca-
tions in the fruit growing seasons and
'wreaks its fastidious appetite" upon
the largest and juiciest of grapes and the
daintiest of tree fruits. in which work
of destruction its aggregate of damages
is almost incomputable.-New York
Tribune.The wrestlers of ;zoo.
The average Japanese man will weigh
125 pounds. One of the wrestlers will
weigh from 200 to 250 pounds, and is
head and shoultiere above the other
people. So marked i.; the difference
that you see them iseveral blocks away
as they tower above the crowds in the
streets. The women of this class are
fine phyeical specimens also. This is
probably the only inslance in the world
where only the bess physical specimeas
of men and v:omea intermarry, and Cie
result is such us to desers attention.
These wrestlers form troupes of fifteen
or twenty each NO travel from town to
town, where they always meet a rise!
tree-se end the two companies give est-
hiloitions. lly these means there are en
hipeodromes but genuine erthibition.s c:
etterigth, and activity.
These exhi'oiCons r.ra eenerally held
in large buildings iriarovSsed from bom-
be° poles for the purpose. They will ac-
coronalato thousands of peon:c and
thousands are always these. The rival
troupes are seated on opeosito sides- of
the house and the fiumagera a; rr.mse tho
matches. When it comes to the nisei-
ing of tho chaur,-,:ons of the rem:a-cave
troupes the interest Li intenss and lareo
amounts aro staked on tho result. The
favorites are stimulated by the offer of
large sums of money from their friends
in case they win. These entertainments
last a whole afternoon, and in the largo
towns extend through a week or two.
These athletic sports are popular and so
well patronized that wrestlem of aey
considerable note accumulate small for-
tunes. The production of such a class of
giants in so short a time from so small a
race is proof of what might be done to
improve the physique of the human raco
an.1 measurably to banish disease and
all infirmities.-Japtus Letter.
A Royal ilteree.--
One ef the fineet farms in thin vicinity
is that owned by ( ien. Beale. It is named
Ash 11111. The land is rolling, well
watered and grows grass in luxuriance.
The farm house is on a sightly elevation
overlooking every foot of the domain.
On this farm of 400 &crest Gen. Beale
raises large herds of blooded homes
the Ilauffiletoonian bresei. On this farm
too is to be awn the famoua Arabian
horse Leopard, prettented to (len. Grant
by the sultan of Turkey. This home is
a perfect specimen of his kind. Although
upward of 14 years of age he is a marvel
of grace and suppleneee. His color,
originally dapple gray, is now white.
criticism is hushed in beholding hint ex-
cept in the matter of size. His weight
is about fe.50 pounds; Isis height scant
fifteen hands. His mane and tail are
light; ears small anal tapering; limbs
email. bony and indicative of blood,
strengths and endurance. IlUt neck falllt
shoulder to head is tapering and arched.
this head is simply perfection, broad be-
tween the eyes, bony and gracefully
tapers toward the muzzle. The nostrils
when distended by artion or excitement
are large and pinkline*I. The eyes are
large. black and fiaahing. They slew
KOS of tire as he impatiently paws
the. eart h. Such eyes art• never seen in
Anteriran bast horses. They glow wills
much indiontitable courage and
Kele of race. Stelt Lettioard, the
pastel steed of tilt. desert, whose royal
descent can be traced in an unbroken
line for 1,200 years.-Washington COI%
Detroit Free Press.
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McAfee
asturalista at Marlin.
The United States and Canada sent
forty-two representatives to the recent
congress of naturalists in Berlin, out of
a total of 429 foreign delegates. Eng-
land sent seventeen, Japan sixteen, Italy
fifteen, and South America twelve.
Biggest " Dig Dun."
The biggest "big gun" in the world is
a I12-ton bellower, with which Hum-
bert, of Italy, expects te salute the first
king who assaults 'nat.-Chicago Her-
ald.
President has nominated M ry
(or Portntiteter at Bardatown.
11. vorwir.i, the e el l
known broker, has broil sled1111 cc
1171110".Ittifiltlerlite fif 1411111tV haVe
thwiered for Meilalor 'tarry, taf 'amp-
Iwil, for Itioveri,er,
Hobert IPNati was neer
his ',only Hoar leraoktort, The collo.. of
hie death le a iny otery.
Sam Johnson, colered, while steal-
hoe a Me on a train at Mt. Sterling, fell
beneath the ea's awl was killed.
Will Civet, of Oweneboro, was so
badly hurt by the tailor SO elevator Ulla
lie it Ill lose both of lila hie r limb*.
The county judge ol Bourbon county
fined 37 men 57.611 each, the other day,
for redimieg tea work en old plaint. rood.
irt SheriffDevito( cennty lard to Imp
from Greve* comity, none of her own
eitlzens consenting to give bond and
nerve,
'Elle hi Newer county have
sold $31,000 worth of their land. 'floe
iwwiety wee In debt and the sale was a
weeessit y
Holey, Republican 'ongreesman•elect
from the distriet, lies with-
drawn his libel petit. motion the Courier-
Jourititi soil Time'.
Two fine metal& belonging to a Louis-
ville Mali were misted under execut ion
thr other day, and were appraised at $11,.
tiOn owls, ear CIAO for the two.
The death of thirty head of retie on
the. farm of 0. II. Herring, in Id on coun-
ty, ham excited the farmers of that vies
entity, who fear Ohm ro-ptieutuonia.
W Ione M re. Early , of Lexington, Was
three years of age she swallowed a pin.
The accident happened fort) -seven years
ago. Laos week a physician teethe pin
out ot her ingress.
Joe McClure killed a bald eagle Sat-
urday which measured over six teet from
tip to tip. When first Peen the "proud
bird" %an endeavoring to carry elf an
eighty- pound elitist.
London Leader hail paesed from the
handle of Mr. Craft into the 1111M111 of
Mr. W. Martin. The Junction City
Herald alit be published in Somerest
hereafter, and consolidated with the
Baiiner.
The Louisville and Nattliville branch
front Corbin to Pineville will be finished
in a few months. The iron horse wilt
then make the Cumberland valley Prim
with the intiete ot progrese.-Beattyville
Enterprise. 
•
Col. Breckinritige has recommended
Him M Attie Todd tor Postmseter at Cyn-
titian*. M6414'0(1(1 Ilan held the erns*
for eight years. She is a first cousin of
Mrs. Breckinridge. 61i-e Tonere poli-
tics., it she Ilse Rey, is In dispute.
In Madieon county, John Shearer
nierchata and postinseter, at Reelhouse,
was eliot to death by two boys, Alexati-
der awl Taylor Rice, as he was priming
through their room, its their tether's
house. in the night, to their mother's
beel-niom.
II E. Huntington as Receiver of the
Kentucky Ceetral Railroad,'Propoee1 to
pay to Madleon county 65. per cent.
of the tax due Irons the railroad to the
county, said amount to be full. The
road °wee $1.000, and 65. per cent,
would be $2,600.
The oyndicate of which JIlin G. Car-
lisle is at the front, which proposes to
build a road trent Aeliland, Ky., to
Charleston, S. Cc, tieing the Chattarol
road at a part of die line. have made ar-
rangements to get the money to proceed
with tie work, and with the early epring
it Is putted, will begin its conetruction in
earliest.
In June, 1885, R. ti. Forman was tried
and cotivicted of murder at Mount Ster-
ling. receiving a Pei:truce ot fourteen
years' impritionment. Ile prayed an ap-
peal. and the cage was reveterel by the
court of /otitis:ale. Weillieeday hie Pee-
owl trial closed, and thi• liner the jury
gave hint tweety-otie sears in the peni-
tentiary.
l'apt. John Alcoa. an aged terfman.
died Weeineeday in Bernet comity. He
claimed to have traSe; lionseit tor Gen.
Wade Hampteut, fattier tlw Clot .11
States senator; Ilr. Mei lel'aos, father of
the hoe Get!. Geo. It. Mut halal.; John
'Miner Bette. ot Virgitoia, awl mans.
other dietitigulehed met'. His Son, K
K. A leock, tering-Hy ith the learillarti
sanitise, is now Si WI the 11 yeas..
Last Seturtlay Mr. Charles Kobert lin
tired diet hie little eon Charlie w as roll-
ing something about his freta: yard,
a hich looked like. centein ball. = Upon
exainimition it proved to lit.. a Mailed
bomb el ell. It is dotibtlese °tie of the
shellis flopped into the yard during the
bombersiment by Gen. Merges' In 154143,
which had berm but ied. but soonie way
had found its way to the surtare. Mr.
Kobert reposes. have.it tut loaded stud
keep it as a relic.
A suit hae been itiatIttited ito the Wood-
ford Cloirt ot Common Pleas by 1. N.
Gray, executor of Milton liray, deceas-
ed, for the purple's- of dietribitting suitieg
the heirs of Milttei Gray attota $3,00o,
brieg the share of George W. Gray, a
ant °I M ilton deceased, in this
State. Geo. W. Gray lett Isere inlalta
theu 21 yt ers of age amid unmarried, and
was het heard from in California in MI.
Having been alsent from Kelitileky over
eeven iesr., he IS presumed by tie law
to be dead, and taillees benne tidings can
be hail 01 him or bin whereaboute, his
share in hie tathere estate, amounting
to about $3,000, w ill be distributed
among the other heira.
How often do we hear of the sudden
and fatal termination of croup, when a
young [life might have been saved
by the prompt tiee of Ayer's Cherry
Pectoral. Ayer'e Alnialtac taw the new
year is out. Get one.
- 
- • am... _
Feyette Hewitt KIIV of the new rev-
enue law : "It a ill place the treasury
in an improved condition. Our echool
fund will be renewed, teachers will be
paid promptly and claintaitte need no
longer be conipelleol to wait on the State
for monthe for their jittet thee. We will
be owe more on a cash footing Di do-
ing so taxation will be more equitably
elletributed. A large C111/11i of property,
which before recaped taxation, will be
brought to the light anti nestle tocontrib-
ute it* quota of taxes. The burden will
no longer fall on the agricultural class
and small property holder. At tie same
time the rate of taxatiou is realseed.
Last year it was 521s cents; this year It
es 51 rents and for 1867 it will be-17 (elite
and a further reduction emu be recom-
mended to the next legislature."
THE NEWS.
Ex. GOV.
Al Stevens' Cousin
Weddings sad Personals.
aas,
Portistualt, Kr., litw. 1g05.
11..hior Moo Kra.
As initiatory (Li tits ( lirlatmea h011-
days, the groat etrelal eVellt tif the town
*as 4111110111111111114141 MI the 1110111 of the
llet, al the litiptiot (+welt, by thy roar.
Hotpot Mr, J, Add Smith, tio MIAs Mag.
gle Petty. Idol before the appointed
hour, the opaelotio building wait filled to
Ito utmost eapaelty with friendo of the
contrseting party, to *Item** the cere-
mony that would hind two loving hearts
%Inch long had beat as Otte. The ush-
er., Messrs. H. Y. Pendleton, Jr. mid
Mac Tratnie with dignity and grace,
prated the crowd ; and all the fair organ-
ist, Woe Annie Fruit, play the Wed-
ding !mirth, they proceeded the bridal
perty their reopective Waver. The
bride lotikeil lovely, In aus elegant cos-
tume of blue trimmed with fur. The
Frown wore a hanolatene wilt of black
fie waiter.' 61iii•ea Nellie. Pray, Hattie
Iticherdeem and Sallie Tandy, together
ith the gamma:nen, Messrs'. Gus 'fan-
1ly, Tommie Jameeon and Oweis Smith,
were dremeed in exquisite taste. Rev.
.1. M. Pray, father et the bride, stepped
forward, end In a very impressive and
elegant manner pronounced thent min
end wife. A liot of tlie bridal presents,
atiti:Itinigul:olbuitientienr,uttii, we have nut beeti
slab for yeti, ms true tonsil farms.
Joel alerting on lifit's trgittienitima rwa,
That ealm mad anionth 'our royalty mai pad,
I la use triumpkaut bites eternity."
Mr. Hop Poor, the genial and polite
gentleman, who has been acting RP tray-
Whig sgent for In'. Howard, la at home
..for the holidayo. Hop say., that in all
of his trials, Ire found no Fruit that
would (-timpani with Pembroke's.
Mr. Bob Wang!) has opened a first-
clam- grocery at this plat•e, and judging
from ite uppearance, Santa Claus will
make it his headquarters.
Mr. Lige SinsI mola has erected a neat
cottage, into which he will move his
family very WOO.
Mr. Zack Ogburn has purchased a
building lot of Bob Loyd, upon which
he anticipatee erecting a family real-
deuce.
Mr. and Mrs. Add Smith have taken
boarding rooms with Mr. anal kre. Wal-
ter Williams on Jackson Street.
Dr. Howard, the aceomplialted, affa-
ble and magnetic geetleman, is at hone
for the holidays.
P.
I am aria cousin of the late Ex-Oovenor Al-
exander II. stevehs, mid have been poatal clerk
on different railroads since latat. For ten years
I hate beett a at ffi•rer from a ..ancer on my face
which grew worse until thy di...barge of matter
beerinie profit...anal very °density. I became
thoroughly disgusted with blood purifiers and
pronounced them humbugs, as I hail tried many
without relief.
Venially I was induced to nee B. B. It. which
wee about the Int of February., and continued
its low until the latter padritwohlaArrp il The offen-
si Se diecharge decreased at once and tbe hard -
nese aridind the eaneer disappeared It impro-
ved my general health sad I rapidly :gained
flesh and strength The gradually de-
creased and the cancer became elne in 'ow until
nothing remains but a soar to tenth,. tale of •
e dangerous cancer. all who have iteen me
since I have commenced the Ilse of B. B. It hear
trot mony of my greet Iiiiprovement, and the
scar on Inv face Ithows that it cured the cancer I
ilnil that It It. It Cotner ',quietly up to what it
is re...amended, and I cannot ,fty WO much in
yr/tilt.. lit this wonderful medicine. I havetried
them all, but B. It It. Patinas at the top a
blood pitriacr.
Ilir itlot \ el. ropled frui the Athena ti•) Raw -
a•r- W41,4 being the voliintarv language of
Mr. Jam. A. lireet, which editor anatt endor-
ses:
"Mr Greer is an honeat„ upright citizen of
Athena, who had a bail c•neer, ankhis numer-
one friends thought that he could not live very
long as the cancer wag gradually Nappies the
foundation of hi. conatitution, hut now boka
well nail hearty
2 AGAINST W.
Valuable Mistimed Suggestions.
Editor New Era:
WIlllat various contemplated Railroad
routes and connections &reabsorbing the
minds of many of our citizen*, it teems
to ine they lose eight of a road which, if
it cars be built, would be of ten fold tnore
importance to Chrietian, Trigg and ad-
joiiiing counties titan the much talked Of
"Stein-winder" through Tradewater. It
ie surprising so important a gap of 60
miles through the best portion of Chris-
tian, Trigg, Marshall and Gravei coun-
ties ehoultt have been overlooked, as it
would furnish a very cheap outlet for
these and several other fine agricultural
counties now &lames without transports-
time I refer to a road from Hopkine-
ville, through Cadiz to the, field, where
it would cross tie Paducah & Memphis
road and intereect the road now about
being built to Cairo, giving us direct
commuuication ith the Cumberland,
Tetitreseee and Mississippi rivers, and the
gigantic enterprise of Jay Gould's barge
lilies iron' St. Louie to New Orleans by
which heavy freights are being conveyed
to and trotu the seaboard tor a mere
• I am creditably informed that
ikrain is transported from St. Louis to
Orleane for onecent per bushel and
coal from Pittsburg at two ceses, and
barges are loaded at St. Louis by steam
in ten minutee and at New Orestes by
the mune proceas is put on board ehipe
direct thereby sat lug many charges.
With such a road and facilities would it
ma create a revolution freights here
• hich 111111:11 needed? We could then
put eur tobacco, w heat, corn, pork, etc.,
London and Liverpool tor what it
now ones us to get it to New York, and
all our groceries front New Orleans at
very low rates. What an immeneesink-
leg fund in the farmer* pocket ! Tobac-
co could then be shipped a considerable
di-tarice to Hopkinisville to he mdd, aft
buyers here would have the advantage
of very low rates of freights. road
would open up a,fine agricultural and
mineral region now without nienue of
traneportation, and it would be self sus-
tainitig aside from the connection with
Gould'o barge lines and river steamers
and Mimed Central at Cairo, below
sand-bars and ice gorges, and, connect-
ing as it would here with the I.. &
I, could dictate terms to all competing
Mire and give lowest rates of freight for
the vast produce this eection could and
then would produce with such facilities
for transportation. The immense Betas
of iron and coal through which it would
pasa could then be worked advantageous-
le. end bring cripitel and labor to this
eection. The fine turret of timber
through whiell it would pass would be-
t one valuable, now almost worthiees,
and tine agricultural hood would become
valuable ad you furnieli traneportation,
and if Hopkineville should be Use cemen-
tite', then you would see the best inter-
ior town ill the Suite. I eimply call at-
tention to the proposed route hoping
you and others limy give your vieweas
to the importance of it, anti awaken an
biluitielrte.st which may result In its being
W.
A Creftem Saadwick.
CROFToN', KY., Dec. 23, 1886.
Ed New Ea•:
Mr. Bryan Woodruff, of Castlebery,
was married yesterday to Miss Node
fitilloon, of Hopkins county. Macy
bleseitage, Byron, to you and yours.
A delightful ball was given at the
residence of Joe Clark, near here,
Tuesday alight, of this week. A waiton
loaded with the frolickers was driven
off an embanktiteht, but fortunately no
one was ihjured except the reputatiim
of Carr Long as a eticcesetul driver.
Hon. J. W. Payne was here yester-
day on business. I do not know but
I genie of the boys w ill hear something
drop.
Several physicians have pronounced my di.
pease blow] poison, (-singed by paint or lead in
the paint, but they could not cure tne Last
summer I used eighteen hottlea id a largely ad-
vertised blood 6114.111eine. did sue no more
goo.I than so much water.
I have used onlv Iwo bottles of II. B. It. and
• pr ,,,,, Ito may that I have r reined greater
benidt from them than from the eighteen and
•111 . . Th o
question abont tlie superiority of It. a over
all other blood remeoltes
315 Reynold's street. W II. MOODY.
A uguata. tea , A pill 21st. Pad.
Mr. S. E. Croft went to Bardstown
tine week said returned home ith his
daughter, Miss t harlie, who Climes
ti011le for a Christmas vacation.
Wesley W. Bouther, alio has been
confined to hie room for some time front
hemorrhsge, is able to be out again.
Miss Blaine, from your city. is visit-
ing the family of her uncle, J. E.
Blaine near here tide week.
Yes, by all manner of means let ladies
roll pills 111111 dietiense plasters. They
would never administer arsenic for qui-
nine, by maidens If they did that at
all it would be to deserve the thanks of
the public for ridding the -country of
mime otie who could crony be spared.
Weary travelere have blessed the man
a thoneand times et w hose fertile brain
first originated the idea of a mind w ich.
No doubt lie lay awake of night and se-
cluded himself during the day for years
before the complementary pants of this
ine-toiable blessing to humanity were
united in his Inked, in 1111C11 proportions
that its ain't's-se %ASS assured. It is sup-
posted that ite name was euggeeted by
the fact that the flour from which the
original eandwich was made. was
gromiel and bolted at en old fitehioned
"hoot mill" mid the mat' that ate it ask-
ed himself if he was eating flour or
sand-which. The most peculiar and
rather misterioite thing about a sand-
wich ie its deceptive ability. It can so tea-
time a man's tippetite-s ,,,,, never
eat them-that lie feels hit inner etni-
aciiiiteneas that he lute hol complete
(limier of celiteige, pork and all the
other aucompaniment that make a
firit clams Mistier enjoyable. So long tos
it sneered% that It In • 11111X•eas.
Traveler?' w ill buy it, no doubt for that.
C. A. B.
s
He lie Now Learning Hoe to Refine
Sugar.
Iti a pleasant chat with Mr. Adolph
Is Beltran, win bf R. Beltran, Esq.,
cottuniseion merchant on Deeattlr St.,
the fortunate holder of one-fifth of 'tick-
et No. 91 552, winning $75,000 in the
November dress Ing of The Loutelans
State lottery, stated filet he is native
of New Orleatie, and ie in the Laborato-
ry of the Planters' Sugar Refinery,
learning Use business, and that the sud-
den accumulation of wealth will In no
way affect his reaolution mutter his
adopted profession.-New Orleans (La.)
Picayune, Nov. 13th.
CROFTON NOTES.
Caorroe, Kr., ilee. J6, 1880.
Christmas la over. Its festivities are
past. The snow house at our eliurch
was a Ille041011. TI111 11041/11 was loaded
with preseina which were distribute(' In
a twat end hamlet/me styl.e hy Tom
Kitten, ao 0101111.11 (lane and Miss 1//intgla
Winter ao Mr. Manta Chum After the
111001lititlent of the glft• I lie young folks
s delightfol t
'the festivals were elided by bell at 14
/1. Gray'll loot night. Everybody
seemed ko enjoy and • or three
drunkeil tame were seen on our street*
during the time. That rather speaks
well tor us morally or makes prohibi-
tion in a measure a success.
Hr. Merman came down toolay to
visit Mrs. Volney Clark, elm has been
in bad health several years.
Mrs. Clem Sharp and Mks Georgia
Hunter went to Princeton to-day fur a
two weeks visit to relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Mann and
baby, have been 'pending the Christ-
mas with relatives here.
I underatind that a negro shot him-
self at Mentiloguni seatertlay through
the face, the particulars I could nut
gather.
Austin I/. Hicks vent yeaterelay
our town.
Business nem oomplaiti here that they
have not wen money an twaree foe molly
years. Many men who usually have
money are eompelled buy oh a
credit.
ll. it, Long Is confined a ell fever
at his lather's residence, A. B. Long,
our town.
Mr. John Hamby w as married at J.
T. Brown's near here yestertay Miss
Tommie Yarrell, by 'Squire John S.
Lon. A ftendants--A lijah Armstrong
and Miss Lizzie McCord. May a full
measure of haypinees attend them
that their joys be many, their sorrows
few, that the roles eeattered along
tires' pathway be a ithout thorne, and
that their sweet fragrance ever make
the journey peaceful, pleaeant and pros-
perous.
Mies Josephine Price,' daughter of
Mrs. Ann Price, died at Mannington
last week of fever.
Mr. John Coombe, of our town, went
to Evansville on business last Friday.
There are several cases of diphtheria
reported in this section.
Billy Goad is a gentleman w hose
thread of life is lengthened out by many
antics, sort of Williainantic thread in
fact.
A mule whose inclination to not go
forward more titan equals the drivers
for them to go forward preeents the
spectable of the drivers endeavor to be-
stir him while the beast errs.
M teases Nannie, Lee and Bell Parker,
from Mailninston, Miss Delis Myers,
from Kelly's Station, Mise Mary Rog-
ers, from your city, Miss Jesee Can-
nons, of Neshville, and Misses Nannie
Mytre and Mollie Clark, from Macido-
nia, spent Christmas here.
Notwithstanding all the pet theories
about raising geese, there is only one
way a man can do it successfully and
with entire aatiefaction to himself. FI111-
ten a Wong cord around the ganders
neck. Dam it around the third tier pole
in the barn and pull until high enough
and leave until next day.
It is beet however for you to not take
your better half into your confidence as
she usually has violent objection@ to this
plan, and ie bold enough to assert them,
and has besn known to enforce them
with sticks etf stove wood so effectually
that her contrary ideas must be res-
pected. C. A. B.
Caorrox, KT., Dec. 28, 1886.
ED. Nair Ea•.
The news of the death of General Jno.
A. Logan is received by the old soldiers
here with great degree of eadneess Dur-
ing Use war he was the motet popular
General with the soldiers except proba-
bly Gen. Rousseau % 110 %les fairly
adored-0th; worthy of remark too that
they were both volunteer generale )
Since the war the interest he haa taken
as a member Grand Army and in the
Senate in the welfare of his old dont-
rades has still more endeared him to
the eoldiers all over the country. Hie
death will le a severe lOso to his old
army friends everywhere.
Mr. Mack Denton, front West Ten-
neseee, is visiting relatives in this neigh-
borhood.
Mr. and Mrs. Bale Rice, from White
Plains, have heels visiting relatives here
several days.
Whether ginger pop is spirituoua,
vinoue or malt, no man will probably
hazard an opinion, ite -component parts
shrowded as they are in mystery. This
being the ease it can hardly be expec-
ted to attain] that degree of populaxtty
that its inventor anticipated. No chemi-
cal analyst@ has ever determined what
ginger pop really is. The tnanufac-
turer knows that he puts in 1-20 ginger
and 1-20 sugar, and that tloe remaining
18-20 is pop, but that is all he can tell
you about it. An estienate of Be con-
sumption its as myetifie,1 as the ingre-
dietes themselves, as the bulk of it is
consumed by dieappoltited oftlee seek-
er'', and etatistican leis ever had the
hardihood to approach a diseppointed
office seeker for any kind of informa-
tion.
Will Hancock has bought a town lot
front '1'  Long, adjoining John H.
Kelly's residence.
The tirat crop of tobacco eold here
was bought by A. B. Long last week,
from Mr. Naves.
A considerable amount of turkey
shooting has been indulged in during
the Christmas.
The merchants are generally busy in-
voicing and figuring up. Their looses
and gains will afford them food for re-
flection tor several days.
l'rol. Mc(Joilken and school are tak-
ing holiday this week.
Wm. Dillard, ot Tuner Bros. Nash-
ville, ie spendieg this week with his
wife and baby here.
C. A. B.
Todd County Notes.
Elkton Progress.
'"f he bead boy of the fourth-reader
class wante to know why the clerk of
the Christian county court writes four
hundred after hie name."
The above is one off the Progress'
Release isaftrainents, Frew Jas. I to
larch 31.
OTOILN-NEZTRita.
H ER Pennington, add, and
J K Bradley, night, to Davies. Cu His
Co and It Moslem!' Nu S.
J Midden, toJ W Fields No 3.
J ' Edward' and J T Savage, add, to
Spring« otter l'u and 11 W Oa oaths.
Its',111 /4"1141e. and A 1(' Winstead, &ALL to
John hoed, & No a.
J !tepee* end it J Morrie, add, to
1:1: 4J. IFP toNtl'tmoe. k His Co No
J M Glass to John Henning His Co
No 11.
S M Lay, (1 A heel:aril, add, and A
N Adair to M P Mattingly No 13.
W H EYalin to Cliff Faille Ills Co No
J II Eagle, T MOPS. add, and Janos
Fisher, night, to Maid' Ins 0 No
17.
It Hancock J Richardson,
add, to RDA Spring I/is Co No 18.
A Brown to Hill amid inst( ad No
1J.
.1 l'rinteni end J ti Remotion', add,
to it Motitirch & Co No 24.
F Haat. tO U Monarch A. Co No
210.
(1 P Gray to John ThIxton His Cu No
J A Hoffman to WIthero, Dade A CO
Noti3W2, Landrieu to X C Berry Dis Co
No 3:NLiiillrotitkrklUI Ahli flat MINA.
C /01 Henry to C Applegate dt CO
No.171, t teen to Riley I /is is No 20.
J W Haynes to Baker & Kinibley No
36.
Geo S Priest to W C Arnold No 37.
J M Higgine W T Pottinger le Co
N(1)%38' Cavanali to J L Bessie No 42.
J A Stuart to E W Woisham & Co No
50.
W A Yarbrough to Clark & Harper
No 53.
B D Owens to R II Tuuk No 61.
W W Weathers to Tarter & Mitchell
No 77.
Chas Worthen), Jr, to Giles Kelly No
78.
J J Blandford to P M McReynolds No
81.
W F Kennedy to Beet & Taylor No 85.
A M Gilbert to Mitchell a: Skaggs; No
88.
S II Waller to N Nichols No 90,
John P Herman to Milner Brod No
139.
GAt'OEE11.
.101111 J Thome* to Berniteim Bros &
Uri, anti T11011111600, WilP011 & Co.
F E Walker mid W It Eavee. to Eagle
Co No 8 and Cliff Falls Die Co No
16.
A S Anderson Springwater Dis
anti Geo W Swearingen No 4.
W Jones to M P Mattingly No 13.
J M Cargile to R Monarch & Co No 24
and Rock Spring Die Co No10.
W R Davis to John G Roach & Co No
G.
W W David and J D Allmon to Sour
Mash Dia Co No 17 and J W M Fielda
No 3.
Ft H Neely and J T Greer to E C Ber-
ry Dis Co No 33, John :Claxton leis Co
No 30, R Monarch & Co No 29 and Hoek
Spring Die Co No 18.
J D Braider and A P Simpeon to Da-
vies, Co Dis Co. Ft Monarch No 2 and
John Henning Die Co No 11.
Jno L McFarland to 11111 & Winstead
No 19 and Withers Dade & Co No 32.
W H Philips to Brandy Distilleries.
PAINS in the entail ot rlw hack indicate
a diseased condition of the Liveror Kid-
neys, which may be stagily removed by
the use of Dr. J. II. MeIsean'e Liver and
Kidney Balm. $1.00 per Bottle. For
sale by II. B. Garner.
The Warde Engagement.
The friends of the great tragedian,
Mr. Frederick Warde, who are looking
forward with PO much pleasure to his
appearance here the last week in Jan-
uary and who take such an abiding in-
terest in his success where ever achiev-
ed, are always glad to hear good newe
from lien. ln a private letter to Mr.
Rogers from Manager Hudson, not in-
tended for publication, we get at the ha-
gide of Isis phenomenal triumph in
New York. We publielt the Interesting
letter below for the benefit or Mr.
Warde'e many friends in this city :
23 East 14th street New York.•
Dec. 23, I Se6.
Ikar 1;w1;ters:
Since Mr. Warde'e emphatic success
thie city and Brooklyn. where be has
played five engagements this season
ta audiences limited only by the capac-
ity of the theatres and cerreeponolingly
enthusiestie and appreciative, I have
been urged lay memory: here to venvel
our entire Southern datee and accept
time at one of the principal theatres in
New York for nu extended ruts. It wise
itnieasible for me honorably to :do this,
but I was able to) cancel two weeks ef
our route by. consent, aul to plase thst
time here. Ilia for the -traitor iiereonal
friendship existing bet Woeti 'Sir. %Verde
al1.1 yourecla I 4101114 linVe entleAVOCel
to cancel ()tie eek itti OU St!-0, Lott
when I suggested such en attempt Mr.
%Verde emphatically vetoed it, seying
that you heti for years held fast to the
purpotte of 'teeming him and the com-
pany for an entire aryls. Ma: you had
personally guaranteed ue the Venture,
alreeedv advertised sea. appearance,
and ittel bet.es to arum exyettse, and he
would taut sanisider fair se inottealt any
propoeition w Melt would interfere witts
your plans.
So you fluty depend upon our appear-
ance *January 31oot tor the o• week, aud I
trust your patrons will afford you and
us the support deserved.
The scenery ill arrive the latter part
of the preceeding week. I shall be
with you about ten days ahead of the
COM patty.
I cannot (-loge without refering to the
tarength of the support with which Mr.
Warde is surrounded this, ecarron. The
Company is, without exception, the
etrongeet I ever Few, and we are proud
of it. With eincere regards, I am the
sante ae ever. 'frilly Yours,
R. C. HUDeON.
Mang. Frederick Warde Co.
toughest cheetnnts. Our county clerk
offers a reward for any One who can c
through the joke.
Two very unfortunate accidents are
reported from the Kirkmansville neigh-
borhood. On Saturday hot Rev. J. B.
davit; and hie son, about fifteen years
old, went out with their axes to the
forest near the home to fell a tree from
which to get out some board timber.
'IC he tree fell partly clown as it happen-
ed before it was fully cut off at the
root. In their efforte to finish the
work, Mr. Davis had Ids thigh bro-
ken, while the eon broke his leg just
below the knee. At last account both
of them were doing as well as could be
expected.
Quite a piece of romance reaches us
from the neighborhood of Crofton, this
county, coenected ith which le a well
known family. In the vicinity of Crof-
ton has resided! for the paet eighteen
yeare as man and alb., Mr. and !dna
John S. Johnson. Mrs. Jubilee!' is a
Catholic, while her husband is a Pro-
testant, but they were married by Pro-
testant milliliter. The romance con-
nected with the case is that Is few days
ago the faultily were visited by a Catho-
lic prieet, who client gone time in talk-
ing with Mies Johnson. A short time
after the Catholic adviser had detente'
the wife much to the supprise of her
huebatiii. informed iiiin that they meet
be married again, and that according to
the form of the Catholic church. Ting
request was refused for reasons beet
known to the husband -and the couple
separated. It was a question of hus-
band or church in a hich the church
was declared the stronger. 'rite (level-
optnent is creating quite a breeze in the !
community.
"I was troubled with an eruption on
my face, elicit was a source of constant
annoyance alien 1 wished to appear in
company. Alter using tee bottles of
Ayer's Sarsaparilla, the humor entirely
dieappeared."-Memv M. Wools 40
Adams st., Lowell, Mass.
Historical Facts.
In 1778, Joseph Hanway introduced
the drat umbrella into England, proba-
bly from Spain.
Fourteen hundred and twenty-three
marks the year of the earfieet dated
print. This is knossal as the "St. Chris-
topher" print, a single engraved page
with a few lines of engraved letters
The ancient Phreniciatie were the in-
venters of the first perfect alphabet.
This fact, all thing); conehlered, of el-
phabetical writing ie undoubtedly the
most important invention ever made by
MR11.
III 1772 was smelled tlie royal marri-
age act in England, by which the de-
ecendents of George 111. are incapacita-
ted trom tuarryitig under the age of
twanty-tive without the consent of the
sovereign.
The number of troops furnished for
the Continental army by States was as
follower New Hampshire, 12,497;
Miteeachaisette, C7,907: Riese Wand,
5,911s; Connecticut, 31,1)39; New York,
17,9S1.
Ili 17113 the public debt of tile United
States anumeited to fe-0, 3S2,634. lit
is32, $7,001,69e. At the beginning cif
Lincoltro meson(' term, $2,6s0.647.Stle,
and at Grant's eecond term, 15711,
$2,085,751,113.
Jelin Bunyan .1.128-16ss) first worked
ass titiker. Later he loco-sew a Baptist
minister and was imprietined twelve
yeare for preaching. While in prison
he rote his immortal work, "Pilgritu'e
Progress.-
An aged minister Sap, "1 hal suf-
fered much and long front Piles, after
tryieg various remedies, but wan cured
by Tabler's Buckeye Pile Oilament."
It is made from the Buckeye, anti is
recommended tor nothing but Piles
One trial will convinee the ekeptical
that Tabler's Buckeye Pile Ointment is
a cure for Piles. Price 50 cents in tee- ;
thee, or 75 cents in tubes. Otte tube !
icontain@ enough to cure a case. For
aale by G. E. Gaither.
Peneose who lead a life of expoeure
are subject sto ritenitiatlem, neuralgia
atel lumbago, and will tinid ft valuable
remedy iti Dr..1. II. Melsein'a Volcanic
oil Liniment: it will bettieti pain and
subdue inflammation. For stile by 11. It.
Garner.
Lieutenant Governor 11 Italia an dt
most 4.mph:de-idly 'that ;se lute any ides
of teeing a candidate for state Auditor.
a. t
s
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l'robably this season ale find the nue
eustom of ladies &Mug their hair before
entering the theatre, univeroally adapt-
ed nur cities as Mrs. Cleveland prom-
ises to favor the reform.
— -
It is stated that a number of Repub-
lican and Democratic Congressmen will
shortly introduce a measure abolishing
the tax on domestic tobacco in the hands
I f tbe grower, also the tax on alcoholic
spirits used in the arts, and to reduce
the tax on sugar and molaues.
A gypsy oracle says that a woman's
married life 16 certain to be happy if
her initials together with the first letter
t her husband's name spell a word.
For example, Miss Jeanie Anderson
marries Charles Matthews, and ber ini-
tials in thia case @pelt J. A. M. A lus-
cious interpretation, certainly.
The society editor of the New York
etar can count tip but half a dozen old
New York temples who promise to eel-
hrste their Golden Wedding. The
metropolis with Its milliou inhabitants,
live* fat too fast, under pressure of 02•
ygen, eleetricity and speettlatInte to at.
fain to fifty years of merriest life.
GEN. 1.4.14iAN.
Gen. Logan died erarbig a crewii
poverty. In ide public career, bristling
no doubt a ith opportnIties "to nialos"
*hid' were eagerly gripped by 111511) of
his coutettiporariee. he lived an honest
life. Ills stern lioneaty,
matter*, merged litei partisan seal. He
was of strong physical poweriseeptipped
with vigor anti anti matie a dar-
ing leader of a reginiciit or fi mass
convention. Ile was not mentally great,
though his mind %all t leer, quick, prac-
Oval anti eompreheneive. Ile wee 1101
of the first order of statesmen, though
he had the heart and imptileca of a
statesman. Ile was s great popular
leader, more powerful on the stump
then In the Senate, more exeetitive than
etniceptive. The people mourn hie lose
as one of the great men ot the times,
though hardly art one Non to historical
iumiortality.
Ile Was born in Jackeon county, Ill ;
received a common siehool toluvation:
teem with the United States Army as a
private hi the air a Mexico iii 1S46,
and was niade quartersnaster of his leg-
ment.
In 1847 tie was elected County Clerk
of Jackson mislay, isut resigned. In
1830 lie guilts-41 law, awl entered the bar
in 1851, having graduated at the Louie-
title Univereity, I ti 1S52 he wall elect-
ed to the Illinois Legislature, also in
1s33, 1856 and 1837. ;1853 appointed a
Prooecuting Attorney': in 1856 a Presi-
dential Elector; in lis58 waa elected a
Represestative froui Illinois to tlie
Thirts-eixth Cougreele, serving as Chair-
man of the Committee on Unfinished
Business; was re-elOted to the Thirty-
oeventh Coneress, site, resigning, eerved
as Colonel In the Felon Army in Poi',
and subacquently ae a Major-Geiieral,
having commanded Kith dietinctiou the
Army of Tenneesee.;
In November, 1S65, he was appointed
by Presiaent Johnetin Minister to the
Republic of Mexico!, but declined. He
was a deiegete to the "Soldiers' Con-
vention," held In Pittaburg in 1566, to
the Chicago Convetition of 1868, and
was re-elected to the 40th and 41st Con-
steelier., gervieg as Chairman of the
committee on Ordivances, and on those
retreneliment and ways and means,
and was one of the managers In the ints
peachmeitt trial of President Andrew
Johnsou•
In lic71 he twit a seat in the rioted
Setiate for tiir term eliding le77,
serving soi the elotimittee of elections,
awl tiotIrman of the committee on mili-
tary affair*. Reclined the practice of
law in Chicago; was again elected as a
Republican to the U tilted States Senate
to succeed R. J. Oglesby, and re-elected
in 18'45. Mad he livel his term of ser-
vice would expire March 3, 1891. Hie
eucceeeor, for the remaiuder of the
term, will be appointed by Governor
Oglesby.
The President has sent to the Senate
the nomination of J. C. Matthews, col-
need, to be recorder of deeds for the
District of Columbia. 'rile l'resident
/Lent with the nomination his reasons for
the same, and among other things he
expressed an earnest desire to co-oper-
ate in securing fur colored men a just
recognition.
Rev. "Jo" Twitchell was the popular
but poor pastor of a Hartford, Connecti-
cut church. His congregation voted to
give him an additional $1,000 ineome for
each child. Tido put -Jo" on his met-
tle, and in the next live years he had
added $3,000 to hla salary. So the trust-
ees, taking the exegenelea of the future
into consideration, were glad to compro-
mise on a fixed sum.
The Pinkerton detectives claim to
have arrested five of the St. Louis ex-
press robbers and among the number
the very slick "Jetties Cummins " The
story of the arrest reads like iromatice.
The letter published in the Globe-
Democrat warn the entering wedge and
the hunt was kept ur until the prey
was bagged. When it once becomes
known that robbers will be caught
thieving will decline.
No country can out do ours in insti-
tuting a popular craze. Skating rinks
were introdurxd, became a craze so pop-
ular that the smallest village was not
complete without its roller rink, and
then paseed on into forgetfulness ail In
the short space of two or three years.
Tobogganing, a most exhilerating and
healthful sport seems to hare rung the
death knell of roller skating, for now no
Northern city lo complete without a to-
boggan slide. In Chicago 10,000 people
turn out nightly to enjoy tills popular
oport.
Some temperaments are singularly
susceptible to sacred music with appro-
priate surroundings. The New York
etar tells of an enthusiastic Westerner
who attended serve*. in St Patrick's
fine Cathedral with a city friend. As a
ray of the netting sun glanced through
the stained glass window, and mingling
with the soft light of the tapers illumin-
ed the beautiful psgeant of priests, chor-
iatera and acolytes, the great organ teok
tip the glorious strain of the Magnificat.
The western man waa visibly moved.
Ile leaned over and whispered to his
friend : "By gosh! This beats hell!"
"That'a precisely what it's intended todo," was the answer.
Wines, brandies and other liquors
have been kept in goat-skine, casks,
pipes and butte since the days when
Richard the Hunchback drowned his
brother Clarence in a Maimaley butt,
and probably much farther back than
that singular murder. But the oddest
of all places to keep liquor is that used
bug week by a well-dreesed lady at
Tampa, Florida. eihe had frequent and
urgent business In Cuba, but the reve-
nue officials pecame suspicious and ap-
pointed a lady detective, who examined
the suspected person and discovered a
gallon of fine rum in a tin bustle. What
a rum trsveling companion that Florida
woman would make for an old toper
"on Tampa's desert 'grand."
A great many people have a mania
tor singing out the superiority of "ye
olden time" over the present, 1..d a
great deal of their talk of former times
is purely a myth. We hear of the Jef-
fersonian simplicity at the White House
in contrast to the extravagance of Cleve-
land, While it is true that Jefferson
was a man of profound wisdom and
statesmanship, still he was conven-
tional in his habits and a high liver.
The difference in the times also deman-
ded a retrenchment in some ways that
in this day might be indulged as no
extravagance. The average expendi-
•tires of that day were far greater than
at present. Jefferson bought $10,000
'worth . of wine during his stay at the'
'White House. The three President.,
preceeding the present one, slaved only
a few cent* out of a contingent fund of
$10,000 a year, while Mr. Cleveland I
saved last year over $3,000 out of a con-1
tingent fund of only $8,000. So in the
euture we will have to speak of the ,
eleveland simplicity at the White
liouse,lor else ,we must regard him se
ten excellent example of frugality.
find no fault with the goods because
some one outbids him. Arid this, if we
are to believe Willie, wee the character
of contest la which he was defeated. A
drove of sheep, called voter., were pnt
up to the highest bidder and knocke.1 off
to Ashur G. Caruth, lie being the high-
est and best bidder.
i Robert Lincoln, who is talked of as
Gen. Logan'e successor in the Senate,
was charactertzed by the erratic Ingall's
as a "mere reminiscence."
General Heeding on Turf Gambling
It is miser at present to be a proud-
neet man in Louisville.
Oxensbero Meese-neer eon% be
ont this week. Ye gods! the guberna-
torial eittiation a ill etagnate mid all the
booms' sett themselves in Witte deserted
caret ti there to wither.
-
1.2twen Victoria was so pit:eat-I with
the few articles of Itorttiese ware, 111411-
011 111e Neutilit Washington
Glos. Wtirle, in New Bedford, Mass.,
anti preeetited to her by the manager, F.
A. Shirks., that she eniered a tea set of
fitty ;deceit. Every pieta, Is of eritiary
color at the hottoril, 11116.1111g to a "Almon
at the edge. deeorations are vitriol
hut ell the handles are of solid
It was stated by Dr. Kelly, of Nash-
ville, in his funeral oration over the late
General Harding, that, although a life-
long breeder of race horses and fond of
the sports of the turf, he detected ganib-
long In all its forms and never made a
wager on the result of a rate even when
his favorite horsee were engaged. It
was his ardent nealre to do away with
betting on races. '011ee," said the
General, "I felt e tremor pus over me
as I realised the power of temptation.
I once entered my favorite mere Gamin,
against the tielehrettel Wagner. The
owner of Wagner sold to nor : "01
course, General, sou propose to bat k
your entry. 1 will give you a better
bet than anyone elite would be likely to
do. I offer you $10,000 against $1,000."
I had the $1,000. I had a special use
for the $10,000 at that very time. I had
full confidence that Gams would win.
Feeling the force of the temptation. tin-
der excitement to Violates purpoese I had
deliberately formed to guide my life, I
turned away, walked a short distant*,
leaned againet the fence, turned the
queetion of gain anti principle over in
my miad, and turned beck aud declined
the bet. Gamma woe, as I believed she
would do, but I was then anti ever after
more gratified at my victory over the
temptation te bet titan over my favorite's
triumph over the most opiencliti racer of
the day." Tills firm opposition to turf-
gambling by one of the moot succeesful
breeders of race-horses in the world,
long before he professed to ee a Christ-
ian, is doubtless' an enigma to the frater-
nity at large, who value a fast how
hietl y winner of purses.
Hard Times set Hard.
Every American has a right to grum-
ble. Every one of them will agree with
you that "Omen are very hard." It has
always been so. As a contrary argu-
ment we preoent below some statistics
arranged by Mr. Edward Atkineen,
which show the relative degrees of proo-
peaty of the working people between
1860 anti 1SS6. The following figure.'
bate been reached in a computation of
the daily wages of one or pore engin-
eers, blacksmiths, machinests, painters
and carpenters In sixty different estab-
lishments: In 1860 ;their daily wages
per day wrs $1.50 ill gold, for a year of
300 days, $46e; in 1S64, $2.31 in paper,
and for the year, $702; In 1870, $2.41) in
paper, $747 for the year; in $1S75, $2.29
in paper, for the year $687; 1880, $2 26
in gold, $678 for the year; in 1188.5-36,
not less than $2.40 per day, for the year,$7.20" Mr. Atkinson also calculates
what a dollar would purchase during
the same years. He *aye: "The same
qualities of the same articles included
in the standard at the average of retail
prices in twenty different *hops-ten
weat of Buffedo and ten east of Buffalo-.
cost for a single day's supply in lee!,
thirty to ninety-six cents; in 1865, un-
der the iefluenoe of war and paper
money, fifty-five to sixty-nine cente; in
1870, when the country was fairly head-
ing toward specie payment forty -three,
to fifty-three centa; in 1875, thirty-eight
to sixty-nine cents; In Dole, the year af-
ter the resumption of specie pas 'went,
thirty-three to thirty-four cents; in
1885436, thirty to thirty-one cents."
About Tim Nu of It.
The Naahville American. aays : Wil-
lis, of Kentucky, mule a singularly
frank confession in stating to a repre-
sentative of the Washington Post hie
version of the causes which led to his
defeat at the primaries. He says thelt"ughtfullY says: "This pare:Num'
majority against him "consiste,1 a men spurt of "business" on the part of a
who preferred $20 to $5." It thus ale! 'lumber of newspapers is ao much "stn-
pears that Willis made ed. calculation I timeht41 gush" as was any hero wor-
upon the basis of $5 a vote, but that Ca- ship ever practiced In our fair borders.
ruth simply went him $15 better. If me office of Governor of our State was
lias tiO intended to carry with it as much ofthis is true, Mr. Willie certainly
right to complain. Instead of relying honor as businese. The powers of the
upon his popularity and his record se a executive are limited and ministerial.
repreeentative In Congrese to secure Ills legislative deties are advisory sum-
him the nominationdieopened a"bar'I"
and undertook to debattch the voters of
his dhitrict. Ills opilonent opened •
biggetl.. one and outbid him. Mr. Willis
says that he has "no fault to find with
the people of his district." Of course
not. If Mr. Willis is right, the fault
lay in :he shortneu of Ills purse. If lie anti useful public servant. Courage are nevertheless timely, and we truat
could have raised Caruth S5 a vote the and fidelity to trusts are the highest of will be endorsed by the press of thepeople of his district would have sup- public virtues."
ported him with the same enthusiaom The fact of the matter is, this clamor
they did his competor. When a man for a "business man" is an artful dodge
goes to an auction, of course lie can to defeat Gen. Buckner for Governor.
Who is competent to disprove his busi-
ness qualifications? Has lie not suc-
ceeded u a business man? Who can de-
ny hie personal dignity, scholarship, fi-
delity, courage, executive ability.
timughtfulnees and mental vigor? Has
he not shOWII himself a complete man
whenever tested? The truth la, none of
this clap-trap is going to injure his chan-
ces. In all parte of the State as the can-
vass warms up the press, people and
politicians are flocking to hie support
and his nomination fixed beyond the
cavils of his opposers.
The third annual report of the In
spector of Mines, C. J. Norwood, is
nose In the hands of the Public Prieter.
Ile use it is hard to collect reliable tar-
tietieti owing to the imperiections of the
Itw. 'the out put, for 1885 wee 1,600,-
000 tons, an increase of 60,000 tons over
P484. This year should show an in-
creaae Over 1885, but owing to strikes
and other difficulties the output will
probably not tweeted 1 ,550,000 tons.
Some improvements have been made in
vetilation in the mines. The use of
fens for that purpose is growieg in fa-
vor, and they are now used at the Ear-
Mutton and Hendereon mines. The
custom ot paying the miners with mer-
chandise and checke stilManees trouble,
owing to the fact that the miner wishes
the non-ex tinguitshable part of his trier-
chatelistheck to he payable in cacti on
pay day. There will be complainte of
the exhorbitant prices at the operator's
store ea long, as this check system is
ueed.
Some of the worst strikes of the past
year have been due to the fact that the
miners want a check weighman, which
is a reaeonahle demand, antl one which
the operators aanction. The only diffi-
culty is to devise some ;nexus of choost-
ing a man who will be acceptable to
both miners and operators. Another
eomplaint made by the ininere le against
the nee of the screen for Opening the
coal, before sending it to market. The
spaces In the screen ere Widened thins
allowing more coal to pass through, for
which lie would not be paid. The In-
spector thinks title trouble "au best be
adjusted locally. Great prove*. in milt-
ing le anticipated for the terming year
In making easier 1441,110 to the 111111Pii by
the extension of railroads and building
a new ones, the Ohio Valley rallreed
to the Shotwell mines, the extension of
the L. & N. to the Mud river mines,
end several others.
A Limb a The Law Cat Off.
One M. F. Moore, a Pembroke attor-
ney who nicely worked that communl-
ty, has come to grief in Clarksville.
Moore operated, in this city also and
among others caught our generous and
genial county clerk for a small amount.
The Tobacco Leaf gives the facts Re rid-
lows:
Moore was ln Clarksville the Sth of
December, and called on John J. West.
He made himself very agreeable to that
gentleman, representing that he.had a
number of claims on parties down this
way which he would send Mr. West for
collection. After some time vent In
conversation of this nature, lie remark-
ed to Mr. West that lie hail (tilled to col-
lect a claim he had against the Grange
Warehoutte Amoclation, because Capt.
lierminn waa mit of the city, that the
debit witted be paid as all tile Cast-
raturnetl, anti ha asked that Mr,
Wrst,„ advance Win the - Motley that it
called lot.
The aceetint was for $20, end was
nietlit mit against J. II. Bell, recent* of
the tirenge Warelioure Amitseiation.
Moore niade affidavit to it as required by
law, and upon him statement that it Walt
all right, Mr. West gave him a check
for elle When the account was pre-
sented to Capt. Herndon he said lie did
not know anything about it, and alien
Mr. Bell was consulted in regard to the
matter he said the Association owed Mr.
Moore nothing.. Mr. West thought be
had been beat, but kept his own counsel
till Tuesday night, when he met Judge
Chas. G. Smith, who said to him: "Do
yon know one M. F. Moore, front Pem-broke Kv ?"
Then ittliewed a nettled illecioeure.
Moore had been in the I ity that Ilay and
had borrowed tett dellars from Judge
Smith, on a draft from ilopkinsville,
filch has *leo proved to be fratitiuleitt.
Mr. West went immediately in eearch
of Moore, asol finding him at the hotel,deniantled his money.
"1 11111 here now for the purpose of
settling with you, and will do so to-inorroW," said Moore.
Mr. West then went to Policeman
Alex. Stafford and told that officer to ar-
rest Moore if he attempted to leave on
the train next day. Mr. Stafford was
promptly on hand when the train catnein, and seeing Mr. Moore board it, very
promptly had the train stopped, mid
taking Moore oft brought him back to
town. Moore had Peel :to some one lie,lure the train came up that he was thereto meet a :Hefei.
Ile Was examined before Esq. Read
and bertiltil over to court, as already
stated. Judge Tyler eubtierptently re-duced hie bond to $250, which he lias
failed to give so far.
CHRISTMAS KILLINGS.
H opk I net ille,
Offer np Their Hemet!
Elkton and Fredonia
flees.
Sacri-
levet Saturday, Chrieturee day, a pis-
tol elite rung mit oti Malts Wert. A
sudden cseintelou veined. Men Mill-
ee *lefty to the ;pet of the fatal putti-
ed!, and ewes the announcement
It...reeled along the street that "a mats
had been killed." it was about
o'clock in the afternoon. The streets
were tilled with people, some going to
the matinee, itoine attending to business,
some eeeking Overtire, %sidle others
were eearching the cup for intoxieating
joy*. rt Moe, colored, and J. A.
Reach, white, t at the corner of Main
anti. N tad' streets opposite the Phtettlx
hotel. A word or two passed, a blow
or two, a shot and the tragedy was over.
Reach was hurried off to jell. Crowds
of people stood on the eortieretliscuesieg
the matter. It was rumored that the
negroeo were mail with indignation and
threateted
TO 111/16
Reach. '1'llst night affair* became
more quiet and the killing was little
discussed. Monday morning the coust
house yard was throeged with people
to hear the trial. It was poetponed till
2 p . ne At the appointed hour the
City Court room waa again tilled to
overflowing. Judge Brarher called the
Court to order. attorneys for the
prooecution entered a motion for a con-
tinuance which was granted, and the
case was set for Thureday morning at 9
o'clock.
Two versioes of the killing are given
by witnestoos which cross este!' other at
right neglect. To do all parties Justice
we give both below.
Reach was otanding on the street in
front of Wilson'e eonfectionary. Amos
approached him anti accused lilm of re-
portieg hint (Animi) to the pollee for
shooting a tire cracker on the street.
( It seems AllIfie had been arrested a
short time before for this offense.)
Reach denied the charge, Amos called
him a G-d d-m liar. Reach still de-
nied it. A MOP then with a violent
oath again called him a liar. 'leech
had his bandit in his pante pocketa and
Amos was bolding his itesch'e) left
him! with ble right. Reach again de-
nim! it when Attlee struek iiiin AIM (.4-
ed it up with another blow,
Reich staggered back, Amos lousing
tewartls him. He then drew 1110
voter:. anti fired. Amor leaped high In
the air and fell. The bullet pierced the
body where the third rib joins the breast
bone. In eighteen minute. he was
dead. Other witnesses will testify that
Reach walked up to A tripe and opened
an old grudge about some work and
without provocation drew his revolver
and shot the colored man deed.
The dead mats was an attache of Hol-
land's Opera House. Ile was a good
looking niulatto and was said to be
about as full of grit as anybody. lle
hee figured several fights. Witheeses
will testify that just before the killing
he spoke of Reach and raid he was
going to whip him. His step-
father, Ilarrieon Helm, came over from
Columbia, Tenn., Monday, to take the
remain@ there for Interment.
Reach Is also well known in this city.
Ile is a stone mason, and several years
ago was shot In a row by one Blizzard.
Ile has a wife and several children. It
was rumored titat he hail figured in !sev-
eral altitudes MIAMI hut iiis friend.
claim he is a toilet, inuffensive
!Weever *4111315u will testify Oust he
had threetened Amor' life. Saturday
mortileg he hail a row with Gus Breath-
itt in Wiletni's confectionery and wu put
out by the latter. It Is said that he then
attempted to draw hio pistol but was
prevented.
We have found it almost impossible to
get at the facts, but theoe given above
will be about the hue of evidence devel-
oped in the trial.
lion. James Breathitt has been em-
ployed to assist County Attorney Payne
in the prosecution, while the defense is
represented by R W. Henry and A. V.
Towne..
'1 hursday
for trial in
morning the case was called
the Circuit Court room by
Judge Brasher. Reach was brought out
attended by Ids wife who remain', with
him till the conclusion of the tria'.
Twenty-eix witnesses were summoned,
sworn and excluded. Log night t.ot
half of them lied been examined, and It
Is now next to impoosible to give a clear
statement of the testimony, which will
be furnished in full with the courts de-
cleion in our irext.
Saturday, In Elkton, Walker Millen,
*bite, brained Henry Milieu, colored.
Ielth an ax handle. 'I he white man
Was talithig with some getttleman MI the
Street wiwn the negro passed by In •
drunken condition. Overhearing • re-
mark made by Walter Millen, time negro
pronounced it a 41-in lie, whereupon
the former seized an ax handle and
dealt his man a heavy blow nil the head
mashing his skull. Ile was arrested
and placed under a bond of Cass
At Fredonia, Caldwell county, Fri-
day, Walter Bird and one Baskett, both
promluent citizens, were drinking to-
gether.. Their hilarity igrew into vio-
lence. A difficulty ensued in which
Bird cut Baskett'e throat, killing hitn
instantly.
es see—
The New Gas Works.
The gas works in this city has recent-
ly- undergone a complete re-organies-
tion. Before going into details we wish
to explain, by request, why the street
lamp* were not lit Tueerley and Wed-
• nesday nitride. New Iron retorts had
, been ordered from parties in this city,
but by some accident, they were not
ready for delivery at the appointed time,
so the company had to send to Louis-
, %lite for them. The supply of gas was
, thus cut Abort, and that the business
howiem might not suffer, thestreet lamps
The "Bushiest isaa" Crum.
Itecarsee a Governor ought to be a
competent business man Is no reason
why a, successful businees 111111 will
make good Governor. The two terms
are not.equivalent. The :rapturous ac-
clamationeff ionic editors ever the la-
tent capacity of a "business Mani" are
melodious but amusing. The phrase is
one of those general expressions which
means -.everything and nothing. Some
good business men never succeed at
anything, and yet some men accutnu-
late vast properties who have no more
idea of state craft titan a hog. In fact,
it seems as if the money-making pow-
er ie a special gift. Thew who have it
accumulate; those who have it not,
fail. But, as twee by the press gang, a
"Dimities. man" is one who makes mon-
ey. Now the idea of eleeting a man
Governor nlerely because he makes
money ! As well elect Mtn because he
can plan a house or drain a pond.
There must be something in the man
over and above the accumulative pow-
er, eome grasp of oom prehension, some
buis of common genie, culture, tlignity,
scolarsirip, executive ability, tact, fore-
sight-such things as those are the dirt-
tingnishing characteristic* of a good
governor. There are men without any
of Owes qualification" who are "busi-
ness men" and good ones. They are
honored for their success and justly too,
but this does not establieb a claim on
the gubernatorial chair. There are
better places to look for a mated quali-
fications for so dignified all office than
hie pocket book. The Wincheeter Sun
ply. A successful blinker, farmer, mer-
chant or lawyer may or may not make
a successful (*ler executive. All will
depend upon hi" power to impresa men
with tlie correctnese of Ids "business"
ideas. But there are some qualitications
without which one can not be a true
were tett lit. The retorui will be here
to-day anil everything will move off
ns moth I y.
Mr. H. D. Fitch, of Louisville, has be-
' come the general manager of the gas
company arid by a system of reports
will have an intimate knowledge of all
the detail work daily. Mr. M. B. Davis
has become the local auperintendent
and will have entire control In thls city.
fie is a good man and well trained for
the business. Mr. Walter Kelly Is Sec-
retary anti Treestmer. The company
under the managentent of theae gentle-
men is expected to prove entirely satis-
factory.
•••••••••
The appropriation of $50,000 for It
public building in Owensboro did not
pass the House as reportetl. The bill
putted the Senate and was reported fa-
vorably from the lieuite committee but
hart riot yet been coneidered by the lat-
ter. Mr. Lattoon will, however, get the
bill before the House in a few days after
the holidays. Our suggestions; about
the government supplying suitable poet
office buildings at all points where
Presidential appointmente are made
eountry. The post office in this city is
altogether inoufficient and probably
niaey atowne can make the same com-
plaint. We hope Owensboro may get
the appropriation, and, at the same
time, let it be understood that Hopkins-
ville Is wearing a lightning rod attach-
ment.
Next Seturday the Owensboro Meo-
senger will be issued as a daily. It will
come out well muscled and carefully
rubbed down for the race. It is In to
win. It will loose none of Its fresh-
nese, sparkle or lite, but will make its
daily trips with such good grace as to
capture the hearts of the public. Here's
to you.
The Trade Out-look-Brighter Days
Ahead.
A geittlentati of Itrge eels/eh-ere in
triete. cheer otteerver stbi ina of sti
titre lit PAW t.. the SAW Etta te-
t!riati) I 1131 e tlila aeon travel.
altnitst from the Wiwi to the toil( atilt
from K tesae ity to New York, mei
1 have Dim
-rue' that throitgbrint the
csaiiitry tilt le 1.141411i, iiiiii ey is eleas end
all lines t.I hooldiemi are suffetleg (rem e
general paralysis, but affairs are lit s
Niger (-weight's, pH governor.
anti Citristian vouitte
titan at tiny place I have vielted." "Of
colirse Pleven') locelities in the South feetival. It is peculiarly and prieenti-
are on a Issmi because of seine spec al needy a family holiday, and all fee.
&Mee of the day are naught Indeed
ample care takett of the little folk.
The manly and patriotic position ta-
ken recently by the New Este against
the ravagem of the werhiltig-fiend upon
the ranks of social illopitinsville hive
received the hearticet approbation trout
Many of our most able rind brilliant
young ladies, who send us word that
they will stand up for it, to • man.
'Ilse formation of • permanent Young
elett's zed Maidens' A !al
-Connubial
Club, Is warmly indorsed also, and a
superb brunette of South Main street,
with an eye like an Alpine thunder-
cloud's dense blackneas Wort through
with flashes of lightning, le favorably
mentioned for the Preeideecy of the
Club. Her splendid executive quali-
ties will insure her a brilliant atiminis
tratIon.
All About.
natural rittiowineut, but taking a com-
prehensive view of busters* as • whole,
I believe Hopkinaville is in as good
condition or better than any town of it.
site I have whined."
We quote this opinion as a werd
encouragement to our nierchat.te. It is
true that the fall stet slitter trade was
rather drill but an it was everywhere.
We hardly duffel-of 111 proportion to the
rest of the country, and, the fact that
we have done as well as we have during
this season of depression, is conclusive
evidence of tile stability and worth a
our commercial life.
This feet should further be coneiti-
ered, we are an agricultural communi-
ty and our prosperity or depreseion vit-
riol as the farmers prosper or fail. We
have no exteterive manufactories to
separate our success, as it were, from the
prooperity of the farmer. As he pros-
pent, we prosper. Now, look at the
condi:lout of (hinge around us. Fier
crops have been raised but priet here
gone down to the bottom notch. No-
body 10 to blame.. it is one of the curl-
01141 vibratory motions of trade. A
!moieties boom here under these eirctirti-
etaticee vros.hl be almost phew lllll ortiti.
Tobacoo Hid soil for leo. hi the hie-
tory of the market, while wheat hardly
brie's+ the cost of produCtion. The con-
dition of business will liot change for
the worse. We are slate low ebb and
are now about to star on the mitt&
towarde the other extreme. Those who
are elti ill biteinesn have often noticed
thew very ternditions. That which
brought abonethe distres will bring about
a remedy. Thine right themaelVel
Steordllig to a dieing. 1111e, and ail cur-
loin as late an era of general proaperity
anti a blemish! revival of trade Is remit to
claw!' tott llopkitirville, There are HO
mere idle apreulations. They are the
mature opinions of some of the beat,
oldest anti must prudent busineas men
I nit.oli flout:I:3i ;ate,
let US look at the tobseco
Liminess al perhaps our most impor-
tant line of trade. Our warehousemen
are nut "carrying" art over-load of the
old crop le 18 absolutely worth
nothing on the market. They are free
then to go before the people unimpe-
dell and enlicit patronage. They have
not etimulated the market to fitful and
litigious elevations by giving "bo-
owes" to a favored few and they have
no explanations to offer to the disap-
pointed many. They have the entire
and unviolated confidence of the farm-
ing community. Owing to the scarcity
of money and the low prices the small
country buyers are out of the field, con-
eequently the farmers will prise their
tobaeco, ship and sell it here by relts011
of the advantage of location. Ge this
iteeolint 1110fie the receipts of Iles year
will far uttered those of last year.
Another reason why there is a bright
°whelk Is file fail Viet Our wortiliouois
men do hot have to buy, as It were,
their patronage, became. Hopkinaville
is the natural ceeter of this large agri-
cultural d latfict and most easy 01 ac-
cess. The flow of tobacco may have
been turned aside by a strong money
pressure for a titne, but the signs indi-
cate that tide season the etreent of trade
will flow back into Ito natural Cline title
and the receipts will be largely in-
creased. It is the farmer hiutrelf who
brings hi* tobecco to this taisrket and he
does Isis trading In our stores. We have
no eateries' buyers to bring us the to-
bacco without the attending retail trstie.
one hossolieas1 of tebacco marketed it
is here is worth twice as mock to the
level trade itioin Louisville; in other
words, we get more general good out of
10,000 hogaltemia sold here than Louis-
ville or Clarksville would get out of
20,000 sent from this coin ty.
It is plate then that the tobacco trade
Is "lookii.g up." The same is true of
the other staples, and as the reviving
influence% been to be felt the imme-
diate effects are seen in our lora) trade.
It is not neceiteary for us tO Pay agsin
our merchants that we have every rea-
son to be of mad cheer. We have suf-
fered only as sil have suffered, and It
does (teem reasonable that the outlook
for us for another year is enough to en-
courage aad give confidence to the most
depreitsed. We have trice to speak
these word* earneetly as the sober opin-
ions of those moat 
 peteutt to judge
of "the signs of the timee."
The trade In holiday goods las been
good, euvrithatending the prevalence
of ilhoorrerable weather. 'else eerier's
hi jewelry, west a ores, toy a Kiel win-
fectionery did runierkably well, anti
made intmeitse sites to the ernwsla
which sometimes comple.ely blocked up
thelr
hiletmen ties pa* °beeriest use r the
tee n p.firrolly Ity old fashioned, Ito
formai tangly dinner., around whose
subataiitial dished the children enjoyed
thenteelves without remanent. This is
the best realization ot the Christina'
Tobacco Notes.
'else London Tobacco says: "The ex-
perimental cultivation of tobacco in
England during the current year has
excited • large anemia of public inter-
eet. 'rhe crop has been grown by ar-
dent agriculturalists under unfavorable
conditions. The result is not uneatisfac-
tory. Some tobacco has been produced
that is quite smokable, one variety be-
ing valued as high a* 9.1. per pound by
* London tobacco broker. There seems
fair promiee that tobacco of a marketa-
ble value can be grown In Great Britain.
Such tobacco would, in the ,course of a
flew years, obtain an individuality of its
own, and would no doubt be found
suitable for the manufacture of certain
eludes of smokitig tebacco. It is, how-
ever. Impoesible for tobaceo growing to
or a commercial success linters a con-
ceseion is made by the government."
Henderson News: Tomiceo ruled
low again ILA week. There is undoubt-
edly an over
-production, mid it is time
limners were looking to P thing eioe.
The average for good, last week, was
loudly $5, when three or four years ago,
17, was $7 or $8. Advice from the upper
pert of the state is the Utile. A ma-jority of the fanners of deo coutity are
in "tight hole," owing to the late
frosts, etc., anti are forced to sell at the
option of the buyer.
I Madleonville Times: The tobacco
market is still inactive. John Lamb re-
(treed $3, $3, and $1 for Ids crop. M. R.
Cron ham purchased two crops at $3,$ , and $1. Some farmers, out near the
Webeter have taken their tobacco
tO Mendel-eon.
The tobacco growers of Hanson dis-
trtet, men at Oakland school house in
dietrict No. 1. The house was called to
order by S. A. Coffman, and W. H.
Jackson wee elected Chairman, and M.
Springfield, Secretary. The object of
thie meetbig is.
 to reduce the tobacco evangeliot, when carrying oncrop for 18e7, to reduce the acreage to
one-half or lese. This meeting will ad-journ with the understanding that we
meet in Hanson on the 27tit of Decem-
ber, 18$7, at 10 s.
W. 11. J•CKSON, Chairman.
M. SPRINGYIRLD, See'y,
General Lew Wallace, the author of
"Ben Hur" says, lie had completed the
first part or that book, when lie chanced
to meet and talk with Colonel Inger-
soll. The General bad not at that time
been troubled about religlotes matter.,
but after that eonvereation be decided
to tautly the divinity of Christ. Ile
then spent five years studying the life
of Christ anti the history of the Jews,
but in much lees time was convince4
that Chriat was divine. He afterward
visited the lloly Laud in order to verify
the refereneee made to that country In
his work. Not one word did he have to
change.
In sober seriousiiese it is a thoupand
pith* that in all the towns and smaller
cities so soon as a bright, accom-
plielied smarty lady is atelded to a
man who hag been a social ornament
previouely, they virtually retire into a
sort of domestic nunnery, and their
fine social gifts, enriched and polished
by long experience are lost to young
people mho would be greatly profited
by their example. One who has seen
niuch of the tostial world once said
while disemeoing this subject: "The
neat neettil advister and coon/teller
whom I ever lied after I left home, on
my entrant*, lion ecielery Was a sensi-
ble, listelligeet, gieel-hearted married
lady. 1 %tot given and ignorent, but
wanted be agreeable. She epripa-
'Idled welt lee, hiked plainly te me,
reproved, alit lilted, put me on my
gutted anti kept me out of minty Ult•
phaseout t mitti unprofitable tnIsalivent ta re*.
1 114 we Often eltitie Seidl Many occasietts
when the sensible counsel or a like mon.
Itor wo.11.1 have been of much benefit to
novItietes "
There are auggestious here well wor-
thy of consideration. If society were
mellowed and refined by the presence of
experience, perhaps; its influence would
better for the world at large.
A Weed line sent to our desk a beauti-
ful cluster of that loveliest •nd cheer-
fittest of all Christmas. decorations-
holly branches with rid) coral berries
epstigletl thickly over their glistening
leaves. The American holly deserves
wider cultivation for its unetpsalled win-
ter decoration•
The gifts of tire seamen are like the
tales of the Arabian Nights-a Thou-
saint anti Otte. And from their peril-
eolored envelopes drop a few epigranue-
a 001,01 rill/IRE
Pelee& may your darkest Howl+ of rare
Float ..1 like awoke in esteem eerimiiAccept, with frienolohlp's w Armee& prayer,
The lest Whim. incomes belts the World. •
PINK etoessaa,
nissr, sputter, Ate', flash, t splodelW aloe. had ideneh the ale la rite
INIIIS11.1. in immature,
i• epitome of life.
A **literati
III. Accept the girt, for •lart
Fills me with pain I can't endure.
SOK. I take them both, I) blushing heart,
i take me ent-the woe I-ewro.'
itINTIAti 8411:1118.
Tse ferment of Church 11111 Grange
with their frieetes liel-1 a busitieseaud
serial restititie, Christine* Eve, at their
hall. The *mood rhea's/II II( 11112e.140
the Grange resulted the idethe of
otos . atOtlir y , E II , MA Winces'
Matter; A Wallace,Ovetseer; Vernk
M. Pierer, 1st-titter: V. 04 en,
(11‘1111.".. J . NI. Adam., eretouirer; W.
A . Gless Seereters : ims Vaunter Char-
fly, Litirariati-the last he a unanimous
vote. We to get for tide bottle the
nausea of the other ollierre lected.
'Fite listelsonie hall had hut is decorated
by tlw ladle* of tiratige, With a
stately t•11,10211144 Tree
tritium .1 en I latleti With gilts. Table.
were also suet atoll heeled doss!' with eve-
ry variety of dish, daddy Or ettlestandal,
known to the far-famed ekelful house-
keepers of cite Grange, whose proficien
cy in the stiblinie art of etsokery le well
know li It. 111,41.11114 II( hungry pilgrinet
who aniettally flock from the city of Hop-
kineville anti pretty little riparian ham-
let of clarksville, to feast at the annual
sale refiners of the Grapey. Roast tur-
keys ite large as good sized Amato,
chickens as binge as ortlinary turkeys,
served in all styles, quails as large as
half-grown chickene, huger-baked hauls,
sausage, 1.1101411re end steels@ or fat veni-
son, envas-beek, mallard, blue-1;19g
and tame duck!, salads, pickles, catsup.
and celery ; coffee, tea and delicaciee,
plain and fancy cake in bewilderitig va-
riety, and ambrosia, jellies, grapes, ba-
nanaa and oretiges, ith loaves and
beaten hisenite 'peace! the finest Christ-
ian county flour, supplied a bapquet
which the luxuritme skill of a White
Howie clof de cufrise never eurpassed,
and it goes without Kay ing that all ate
anti dretik and were merry.
After the feast came the distribution
protents to the young people of the
Grange. Books, gloves, collars, hosiery,
dolls, aoteke of nuts, horns of confec-
tionery, and in:ley other gifts were
plucked front the Welly. fruited branch-
es. Aintsig the preeente were a fine
gold watch to Miss Fannie (lardy, who
had just been chooen Librarbin of the
Grange by a mm1141101114 vote; and an-
other to M les Lizzie Owen, a popular
belle of the vicinage. Miss Lulu Gary
revelry.' an elegetit jewel casket, and
Mrs. N spoken firegitry, one of noted
Istmeewives of the tirange, Wei her pools
try-yeril reittforced bye .mstomotli
Plymouth ittwk rooster, which sat MI 11
tweet+ of the tree with all the pride 0(
an A1'14.04.611 eagle.
It wars mut of the into: agreeable fee-
the gatierIng ever held at the Grange's
hail.
A large crowd of juveniles aseetubled
on Christmas Eve on the large lawn in
front of Mrs. Sarah Meanie residence on
North Main street. A large boidire wadi
soon kindled, anti its bright flames fur-
nished kindling for a multitude of
*quite% fire-craekers. torpedoes, spit-
ting-devils and Rionart candles, which
for some houre illuminated the 'Oarless
darkiiess with niany-colored . brilliant
lights. 'the frolic passed off without an
accident.
a fel LIT illaana.
Take it; 'latent, life upon it,
This is a gift of speciai grace.
For w hensoe'er ou look upon It
You gaze upon an angel's fare.
GOURMAND'S YVNILEAL ORATION OTRIII •
ROASTED TURK Rt.
Ammar the prodigies of Christ:nu
was a broeze turkey gobbler, weighing
thirty pound* after it was tireered, sold
by one of our litickoters. A fu-
llers! ermine wits tiriivere 1 over this
moneter oreithology, whir+ N report-
ed as follows by our stenographer :
Aeroey too sen:
'newts, Roman., lover* an or Chriatnthe
And Roma* punch. 'it down and lend an earWe rome Local thee turkey, not to praise
ho on this dish Les quietly trimmed,
Knibolnied in grit y. emcee and rich .1restvingDreamed teary Nay, be seemeth much tia•
belle, with plump, deeollette
breavt.
But yesterday tliteoinfeathered I sear glorae.1To spread hieethil aloft; CHM lie Ilea there.
Awl not a hen to Min reverence
The "peepees" turkey PI 11Se after then.,While we we suck swat,' trout their parentsbonee;
So is It with this /fabler. Our good w Ives
nave told.us how they tore their flower beds upAnd even wohled-wives do tuouch.00 scold. •
If it were I.11, it was a grievous fault,
And grievously hath gobbler answered It.
But then lie ate the horned tobacco worm,
And fur the lloplkinsville tobacco buyersSaved oodles of the leaf Bear now with me;My heart is in the dish with that great fowl,
Who died so foul a death, and ou I must
Watt until my appetite comes back
Look, In this place the cool's sharp knife ranthrough!
See how bls wattle' were by hatchet chopped!
If is mighty gizzard then the bouees Ire split,
And a. uhe plucked her cureed steel away.Mark how the gobbler's life-blzol fidlowed it!
Awl vett 1 *out,' not do his murderers wroug,The butchery,. grocer* and hucksters of Hop-
kineville,
Whom you all know aa honorable elm
I will nut do then. wrong I rather ohooes10 carve thin turkey/for.mysielf and you.
Alas, you weep, my friends: &Awl pray what
Itauf17t1::, THE BUTCH,' • If there be any dearfriend of turkey at this table, to him I say that
Brutus' love of turkey is no lees than his. I slew
bitn, not diat 1 loved live turkey lee" but roast
turkey more. As I love turkey I weep for him,
as h Wall fat I rejoice •t it; an he weighed thirty
pounds 1 honor hint; Mit as it mita Christmas I
slew him. There DI butter for his basting;
crumbs and chestnuts for his dressing; gibletsfor his gravy, and death for our dinner:
eocas•en 0, what a fowl was there, my
countrymen!
Guerr (Aside . Ton much chin music •nd too
little turkey!
liOUltum. Good Meads. sweet frinatla, let
me not stir )10U Ilf/
To any sudden flood of mune,' .
I come not. fnends, to steal away your dinner;
But. after these few preliminary remarks,
To carve this bar 1 from lireasit to bishop's nthie
In large. delleiouseelices--so here goes!(Thetas( One is utterly loot In cA,oryc
oast* ell Jlowp
• $200 PLUM.
The indefatigable ladies ache Christ-
ian church received a prize Christmas
rium this week in the shape of a 4200
check sent by Mr. Addition Cammack, •
prominent broker of Wall street, New
York, as a contribution to the church
repair' fund. The repairs include the
entire retnodelling of the interior of the
church, and the ladle' feel very grateful
to the generous donor and wish him
many happy returns of the day whieh
brought him PO rich an inspiration.
Rev. Geo. 0. Barnes, the mouuta'n
Ittle-
ceesful meetings in the city of Frank-
fort four years ago, was so impressed
with the beauty and pictureoquenese
the place as to make the request that
when lie ehoulti tile ble body About(' be
buried at the cemetery In that city. The
spot he chose was near the tomb of Dan-
iel Boone. The people of Frankfort
feared that after the many changes he
bad undergone Its 11111 religion that lie
would make a change in regard to the
place of hia burial, butt in a letter re-
ceived by a Frankfort friend recently he
still remembers and urges the old re-
quest.
When Ithby wee sick, we gave her Craton*,
When she was a Child, she cried for Castor*
When she became Mine, eke clung to Castorta,
Whoa she had Chthirea, she gave them Caster*
Teo things survive the countless
changes, overthrows, (-erre/lions and di-
lapidation. of Esther Time the de-
stroyer, in all the etreegth and vigor Of
their creation-the doll .atid the fire-
cracker. The antusemeete of their rid-
era may grow old "anti tome and be
laid aside fur exciting tiov,iities, but the
girl never tires of Iter dell *hue breast
and arms are seam, with saweitirt, anti
the sm boy'r soul is tired a lilt mar-
tial at 'or as he throws ids fire-cracker
al !cot! t.e It will be et. it hundred ears+
Christmas Festivities.
•
DrBULL'S
COUGH
SYRUP
Nom Onuses, Colds Roareenees, enema Asthma.arepicaltia w booing comer in, , ',sant C..liworms.1131111.01. mini rcl....es consumptiveLemons ln advanced maws ofPrice M ms emsfinoes.diRr'Cleaules Pr. Pail's
cosies Prep Is onhi eety in
watt.. weep= aNntkbest.r: elt
rAritik; a Hied I .-t3 (4trele a Tea:
/4/..ss CsetensloLvt. ai',,i 'thefa••sarnue..fnaturta nf Jnias le.so rip:  64..u.lu M. 11.Witi,C,'::Lksez
ra:r.4mtlVtie..•-_121a tyre:Ittr.Air
.S•L•
CAPITAL PRIZE, $150,000.
We .10 hereby certify that we eupervise the
artrangements for all the Monthly and Semi-Annual Drawings of the oonteinna State Lot-tery tompany. and in lier.••tin mannge told con-trol the Dra w mon t tiemeel% rs, and that the &SON
Itre Conducted with lione.tv, fairness. and in
'met faith towerd all parties. and we mations*the Company to uee this certificate. w ith fac-similes of our signatures attached, in ita adver-tisements."'
cesamomesessees.
We the under iavued Bank. and Bankers willpay au Prizes dr.iwn in the fouls:zee stateLotteries which may be preeentesi et our coun-ters
.1. It. 41161.Ealll",
Pro*. Louisiana N•tional Hank.
.1. W. II mositecTit,
Pres. State National Bank.
A. BALDWIN.
Pres. Nese °rhinos National Stank.
The Nietitodiets hail their usual enter-
tainment for the little folks on Christ-
mre eve. it cottsisted of music, reeks-
tions and last, hut not least, a distribu-
tion of "goodies)," ail of which the chil-
dren enjoyed hugely. Softie of the epee-
ist features were the excelletit music tit
the choir; aoloe by Mists,* McDaniel and
Williams and recitations by detgile Bal-
lard, Lottie Regelale, 31attle Reese, De-
lia Hidden, Ethel Pool, Katie [inflow,
Helen Wood and Muter John hesvis.
Six little girls anti two boys ale° render-
ed hi good style the song "Jewels."
- ese
The fact tha: next year Christmas
mines tin Sunday and New Year on Sat-
tielsv le a cause of a grave newspaper
d - -.ion.
LOOK
Compare Ott. ith otir pur.
a as.
.c1.,• stasTs•..1
fay llllll
8" ZEILD: g Ca*
mews, sA.
PHILADELPHIA
Pr ONE Dollar
•rerreake
A • ou value Itezl-th. perhaps 1de, eaamine ti
And be wire you get the faenulnr. Seethe red Z Trade-Mark .ond the i titleon front of Wrapper, zed os the elldlethe seal and signature of J. El. ZelltnCo.. as in the uhove fur- s.m.h. Remember thciiSimother genuine . et Re,h;Itiat...t
WSPISECIEDENTEU ATTU 14 TIUMIIs Over Half a Million l/i.tril.tim
SPOT CASH.
Haftlyi Clolue a credit tontine... Ion years sineteens( its enwev•nisass, a v j.repose. on Jul,let. 10011, 20 NITIIII-11,e iss‘ UPI VII cash bust •
Dem we ".91/ so t.• our intentions th•tthere racinnit ee r -v hard feedeg toward us Ili
now your order oiould 111.2 11114.4 if a,,S
lly earth Pletter Dont v y..iir fain •i/y accordley04 it- we ,10 not w•nt the timagrse •
elite 011,3 01 re fn. ne to 'When. coal on theirenters Of VI•I1,rn empty,. Thut rule Ispy)1.1111%4.: I DO not ashfor credo, for you will be refitatol, w leeembarressieg both for you and (Mr...has.lesesewoon muss.
rota.' s a SOP.
J W 1 Aster,honorer A Dortissoni
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY CONP'T
Incorporated in 10.64 for 7.3 reentry the Legis-lature. for Educational and C Nine/dile pile/eweswith it capital 01'11.000.We-to which a reservefund of tort 1130,00u has sinee Ivens added.By an (were/self/dog yopolar rote its fran•011ie w a. male a part of the present elate Con-
n ow... ..,11.11 or postpone..
*Mullion adopted December Id, A II. lent.
The only Lottery ever voted on and e tilers's'
, y pm. and Deceoriser,
hy the pi ooli. of Key Pilate,
Its brand Illogi• Nuisber Draw.
Annual Drawings regularly even sot minims
lags take Was. monthly. sae tit« sisal.
A •plendid opportunity to w in s fortunti, Ist
. JAN. lith.
(Wand Draw in", Class A. in the A rsdeiny ofMune. Sew Orleans, Tuesday.
tool --Suutb Motithly brewing
CAPITAL PRIZE S150.000.
El WIfilcior,
Carriage Make
COr. Virgio's and Spring Ste-
Hopkins:411e, - - Kentucky.
neCntsiSlitg:
Or •Notice-Tick.ta are Ten Dollar* only.Halves, $5. Fifths, 82. Tenths, Ill,
LIST OF PRIZES.
1 Capital Prize of $150,000 $150,0001 Grand •• of 50,000 Zoi,0001 " " of 20.000 20,000I Large Prizes of 10,000 20.0004 - '' of 5.000 20.00028 Prizesof 1,000.... 90,000
:0 35,006100 " 90.000900 " 40,000
100 " WO 
 101,000
1000 .. 10 . 5...000
APPROXIMATION PRILIte.
100 A por2ximatioo Prizes of 1300 •11f'.0 0110 do do IVO 
'100 0 do 100 7,1,055
— 
_____
2,170 prizeii &moulting tO $5:15.0.,0
Application for rates to clubs should to madeonly to the (dike of the Compton. in New Or-leans,
For ft-ether Information write clearly gl•Ingfull addrew. Postal Notes. Even... Monet Or-
,firrs.or Sew York Et ch•nge in ordinery letter.I urrrintry by le trete' • at or r e 0 pen** ad -dreesed
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans. La..
or M. A. DAUPHIN
W ‘24111. 0 C
Make P. 0. Money Orders paya-
ble and address Reistered
Lutters to
NxwoHLKANS !swerve f. BANE,
New Orleans, lea.
REm BER TGII,!at rtahif itere.eence of
And Early. v4in• are in charge of /tie draeifues.I. • guarentee of absolute fairness and integrity.that the chance, ore al/ rlind. arm that nu oartan po...• layette-me %bat goobers w draw •Price. .111 partiee therefore advertising togustran,...• Prttet in [hie Lottery. or li.d.lang outany other Imposeible inducements. are min-diens and only aim to ,Ive...Ve and defrand theono nrv.
CLARKSVILLE
MARBLE WORKS!
Established 1352.i„ 0.... ,. 1,1•1and mint: . ;La; in mypales rom the largest and Sliest selection of
Monumental Work in the South.
And hsve superior Iscilitirs for supplying alletude of Manor arid oranite wort .lestred. Imanutheture ?sotto v,g but lb* be-t Mnri•le. Ins-
_
 porties Potts r (rum ITAL1 and SCOT-LAND ellable. me to •ticcesefully compete withenv bolo,. in the country. A large and fine ae•0 ur T. Mellon of .10•1g111. at ar•ys on hand Orders 11.1-
Arent for HANLE.% IRON FENCE CO .Springteld, Inv° Reepectfolly
-11111.11oDostiN
SouthAerducivCo lege,
Hopkinsville, Ky.,
2nd Term. 3701 Year, iis gins
Tuesday, January 25, 1887.
It Professors and Instruetors—S
Courfter. ad Study.
1. I "itr.e in Arts. 2 Course in Letters. 3.Cunene in science. 4. Course in Engineering5. Young Ladies• Course. 11 Normal Courset lllll •reixl 1 •our-e, Preparatory Course.Thorough Instruction If Lieu'. Painting andlira% lug.
Both with. elm itted. but meet only in Class-room, under the eye of the instructorPn.f. and Mrs. Jame,. E. scothy will havecharge of tine Boarding Department inCollege Buddies. with whom toil non-residentyoung ladies will board. Twine men under noeircumstances whatever. will be allowed toboard in 1 ullece, but Mill 8.1,1 excellent ac-
commodations in private felonies. Tuition feesreasonable. Prier of board moderate Mili-tary- drill for V01111.4 Mtn. Caliethenics forvoung ladies. For further Issfortnation, cata-logues,. terme, etr , address
s B. cit1-111MArtill, LI.. 0..Or .14S. It. Scosav,11 A., Preeident.
VIC(' -Pre-rule:It.
LOANS
ON ruteeitiososse • OT ES.
W A S 
....it rate,/ '.w.inesa men 'for one month to twelve month.. Amount* 118-weekty in clubs of I0E090 to 11.000.000 ,..trietly confidential andsate. heads given, settlement* made. COTT610- ?re weekly in clubs of 10poe•lence wanteo. (.1. W. rOeTER, Banker,44 Broadway. .
l• oi flit 1111111. I Ire r
A Full Stock
Of this buil•I slicer' on hand. and recovainendthe Center Spring to all wanting an eau ndiag,well•balanced Ipuggy.
Barouches & Nem
De Stilt Is "Oil,
Made to Order.
REPAIRING
Will tawny. rut-el% e prompt attentkon, be dopein the neo.tt workmanlike maniser, and aatisfaction gunranteed.
C. W. Ducker.
Tri-Weekly
NEW ERA
• well printed, (.40.1 e"Ititur paper 00111 -Limning
Foreign,
National and
Home News.
BK ISSUED--
Titesday, Tkuinay 2nd Satuiday
of each week. A staiinch:le.mocratic orrisBest inducement. ever 9ffered aelvertisory
THE WEEKU NEW ERA
W1111 be wetted every Erldev as usual.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
The following are the sutrecrtydion ratee ofse YEIrTCCET New E.S•, payable strictly eashadvaithe:
Tri-Weekly.
tor one year
Per Menthe
Fors !DOW ha
Weekly.
ror torte year 
 
r or montha
feg 4 month&
Children Cry
FOR PITCHER'S
astoria
Centaur Liniment is the most 1% onderful Pain-Curerthe world has ever know n.
Coodwin'sCOCOA-NUT OIL CREAM
Tilts Most Porte. t linir-Drossina in I se.
It keeps your haw from falling out It promotes the growth, preventsdandruff, keeps the walp (leen. make* the hair and at-hinters whiny, re-Morn% hatr toile natural color, and will grow hair on bald ht•ads.
SAMPLE Born.Es 25 Cents. REGULAR SIZE 60 Cents.
J. H. COODWIN, Proprietor,
Oinclaaate Olds 'Wolters Laboratory.
4100DW111•4
HORSE and CATTLE POWDERS
Are the Farni,er'e t•utilert tor
4 1 1 Moonset' Pertaining to Hor•e•,
Mules, Cows, flogs and Sheep
It punfies the Wed awl prevent* aluost anydinenee all Mock are ettliject to requiring an in-ternal re teed v
Thle on,w.ler prepseml Iron. um. of the ifest and io.-t receipts Syron- 1i among tine clockraisers awl .11.nlert. TIvotiv41.4... of certificateshave been received teetify ing to the efficacy ofthe Powder. All that ic irisl of thePowder. and the rimtnincr will he et evince., that it ham no equal se a preventive and cure ofall /4/I stock. Pr le A Poitlett Cuss Ma 11100 esossa•. This Powder is guaranteedto foie reutUre lo every ease.
Western Laboratory,Clacinnati, 0. 
And HARRY Bide. pl:kiksA HST tituelt: Kyllialr. lot &oat as.,
J. SI. G•406111. IN , Proprietor and Manufacturer.
Club Rates.
12 II
1 14
Tli
it SI
ft
as
 II se
 1
Weekly in clubs of 3 
 81 11111
Weekly in Habil of 10 1 00
Persons now taking the Weekly New Era whodesire to eliabee to the tri•Weekly, can do anand eceire a credit tor all unexpired time deethem roe the Wasily.
A0E690.1
cP v
PETRCLINE43
„,
A> a Ul./.'er C49
(t41
POROUSELI
PLASTLiti
Cures Backache, L.. 4 Trod b! es
t ,
Rheumatism, Ets.
A trial will convince the ITWISt SkelsSiCalthee are the Int Thee are medicated with
cum and the a•-ive prii•te•le
far more powerful in their ac.ion .h In other plaate-s.Do me be inahiced to tal,
 others. 1-..c be sureyet the gamine "Petro:Ire." 1.!•••h le okra, eaised in an envelope with the a*ni:wre L.114proprietres. Ths P. W. P. Co.. see eteire.e. infour languages: aiso seal on front a.' 1,..t 4each Sold by fire 
,t
cents etch.
EDACURP
CORN PLASTERS
••Ms
Are the hew known reveille for bard and soft core;
and never fail to cure. Price at cents.
ThePelegieThiteProprietary Ca
WAIIVFACTIJILERS,113 w. Broadway. N. Y., 1C. 1.
OW FIRST-CLASS DRUGGIST*
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THENEW ERA .1 sintru gocuoinge.
Howe's Mil time is the city misname'.
BLISitallS Br-
The finest watch repairing in the cityNew Era Printing and Publishing Co. t
is uomme at Howe'e.
-1
JONII 0 RUS T.  Editor. i For list of lands foresee I)) John W.
payee, eee fourth page.
RIDAY, DECEMBER 3' 1SS6
AORNTS
W ho are authorized to rolleet sub-
scriptioto to the NSW Eire :
Lee Thacker-Lafayette, Ky.
Dr. G. W. Itive-i- William* P. 0.
OUR CLUB OFFER.
Get us a club office Roc sahscribers, for
either weir to. at $1. 50 or Tits wasaeT
at 113. 50 a year anil we will pee you the
wasei T sew eit• for one year with tick-
et in our drawing.
For a dub oh tea nem subscribers we
will give the TRI-WRIIIIT NSW BRA one
ear. ticket in the drawing and the forty
eve books advertiami In our Bet of "In-
dueententa."
For a club of more than ten we will
give the paper, ticket and booka as above
and a liberal commission, which we
guarantee tO be satisfactory to the club-
raieer. Go to work and GET US VP A
C I. le B.
go me attb OCiettj.
4, Aeries J01101, of Ituoteliv tile, is in the eity.
Mr, James 31, 'Immo* was in the city Sun-
day
Mr. C. 0. Wright, Murfreesboro, Is la the
city.
Lipstine came up from Birmingham Wed-
nemlay
lime Nora Stark Is visiting friends in Madi-
sonville.
Clifton Ferrill, Nif Vanderbilt University, is
at home,
w and Logan Ireland are at home for the
hostmes.
C Trete, of Fort Worts. Texas. is visiting
hie parent.
Mr. Virgil Garnett, Pembroke, was an the city
ed need* y
T. It. Ilammek mei W. 1. Enos% elarksymes
are in the city.
Dick Wilkerson moo Springdeld, Team., to
live, Saturday
Geo. Morris moved to hie farm near Pike
Ifeck, last week.
Wm. Middleton, Louisville, is •miting rets-
toes In the city.
Mrs. L. Williams ,s absent tr.fh the eity
visitisg parents.
MA. IC:la Hart, of Fleaderson, •usiting use
Mires Breathitt.
Keyn Remington, m •isittee ret-
ell yes in the coy.
Mrs. J C. Tate, of Glosgow, te Melting
friends OR the city. •
Mr Jake Morgashei suer spent Sunday le the
rite •unttag friend".
Mrs. i4. R.. Candle, of Newstead, Is •isiting
friends in May deld.
9. W. Taiisterro and wife, of outhrie, were
la the eity Tu•sday
Thos. GtOell. Jr., mail wits are visiting
Meads at Central c ity
Mies Lillian Jones is spending the holidays
with Miss LICA% Wiafree.
Mrs. Ilisabeth W serener is spending Chrtat-
mu week in Russellville.
!leery Kelly has been making rstber frequent
tripe to this city recently
Mr A D. Rodgers haa accepted a position
with tbe New eat as sohcitor.
Joe Gant 14 OR a ilrumming tour through Flop-
kin. and Muhlenbarg counties.
Mimes ease Fruit and Nora Rogers are vis-
iting friends ia Tuseunibia, •la
Mies Finals ROWtlall. of Rumen rills, Is
tag 11412 si.ter, Mrs. If. Caldwell
Walter eampeeli, of Louisville Comilleseelal
esiose, la V thittall his father's femur
Joe 11.11144 sasi beveled 4 1 ocrui rot 1202111200
,1110111111/20111 Ila VIII so sr Illuailif•
hie I iiik• kas mimed in his how pureheasel
(rem it Illiod.rro wool of third',
1 we Moto", wit esiry MAR stet hare tool
or, 01 2,61116g fri•n•la in Bourbon emilllf
Misses Lillie GO 1 It ate nresteiii um 11611
the ISOM Hart is newts reel 1410 "reek
We end Carom ilogyes rime up te speed
Isrmoes• •eeli oil/ their fathom tinily,
W Height, of Illeheoted, forineflp Wish
thoisil A Nina, 'entitle Mr A 0,•11ush,
Mimes A sem and Italie itseavey ara speee.
we the holidays sill% their father is 1114 city,
Min JI1•1110 Ilatlf. of ileaesreon is ?MOINE her
relatives, the family of Ile Jas. Stilleben.
Mr ?reef motor. of (twain's. Teas is speed
lag (brooms* week with his father in this city
Illeees Lon need ane nate. eriater are
opiates, the hoedays with friends In Ilentler•
sus.
mr. Soto. Buret!, of Ft. Woelkh Tete return-
ed lone after a rout te his linAtrkr, J II. Rus-
sell.
NIrs. T C. Ryas. 1.0. Mir Mary stoehr, of
Memphis' Is visitieg her fatber's family in lin.
eat,
Me& le 1. Wheeler and daughter, Min Itm•
ma, ale vetting Rao t has. Morris, of ltraa,i•
Ville.
III Hort is traveling for Adolph Meyer a
IMARtfiel114111/1 of boots awl shook inrissati,
ohm
Mr. ii.1 KN. W. II. Slime, emeriti... spiral
Ileaday is tee city. tee sumo itt Mr, J.
Mows.
1111111 Nasal. Barnes. of .1.ruth Keetnely Col.
lege. i• spending um holidays at her home l•
Alleneville.
Miss Lon Crabtree. of Empire. and Mr. J.
111 . Lots. of Crabtree mines, •re in the city
iambs friends.
Minnie Itentiey. of Weloter cousty, Is
visiting the family of kfr. Ilarroon 'tar-
ing the holidays
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Burkner and Mr. Frank
Buckner, Henderson, are the gue,te of Mrs.
S Buokner Sunit•y.
Mr. II. R. Roper, the bright young foreman
of the Todil eousty Progress. returned to his
home is Elkton Monday
Mr 'most Host, one of 9 E. C's. brightest
young aindente, left tor his home i• Paducah
Thureday. where tie will reins, n through the
holidays.
Will Lee has taken the wood bench and Geo.
Roth, of South Bead, lad , ham taken charge of
the horse shoeing department in Blurneostiees
carriage shop.
Mrs. s. A . Young. Mom stosie, Musses Etta
and Matti* Hopkins and Motors. Aid I wane
•ntl Paul Banks, of Henderson, are •isiting
Mrs IL Sehree.
Jas. H. Lander has teased his farm to • party
from McCracken county, •rid will mo•e his
f am ily to Hopltinsville so al to bo veamat so
the schools -Clarksville Democrat
John Lyne, of the Fleaderson Journal, waa In
the city Monday eight, and Clarence Gi•ens,
tbe   wse in the eity Sunday night,
What are the Henderson editors afters
•
A Spook Kamm
A sheet masquerade waa given at
South Kentucky College Thursday even-
ing, iu which Use young ladled and gen-
tlemen of the College participated, to-
gether with a large number of invited
guesta from the town. The disguises of
the pretty •'spooks" and their puzzled
attendee's were grotesque, comical or
ghoulish, as whim and fancy dictated
them, and a diverting "Comedy of Er-
rors," full of funny mistake" and disap-
pointing recognitions made • scene of
merriment for several happy hours. It
was Burke who said "What shadows we
are and what shadows we pursue!"
and eo the jolly spooks thought, until the
unwelcome hour of dispersion. The
young folks are much beholden to the
grave and reverend faculty who turn
aside a moment from the dry realities of
the class room to give them a holiday
di version.
Herbye Prephyleetle Field
Gives prompt and permanent relief In
burns, seablo ehilblains, venomous
'tinge or bites, cute anil wounds ev-
dosed peon.
Invaluable In scarlet fever, diph-
, small pox. chel•ra, ty•
typhoid and other fevers.
610k-rooms, to prevent the oproad
ustglun, it la the beat disinfectant
rt.
ow, acme atarnameow, OIP U4,
arby. Prophylactio Fluid la an erti-
ele of llole cost, hut great value. Its
domestic as well as medicinal uses are
numerous while its opecialties are meet
wonderful. No hea.1 14 A family should
ever be without a.
Mr. Wm. Marble and Judge Dub. y
' are candidates foe the Senate et Calil well
county.
1,000 bushels of Clover Seel %antra.
Jew. R, ORM( CO.
Long Wheeler shot W. J. Brinkley in
Hopkins county, Tuesday, with a shot
gun. 'floe wounds were only
A violator of the prohibition law was
fined $1,000 iim Madisonville which was
remitted on the condition that be should
leave the county.
J. R. Randolph, who killed ids mail in
Muhenburg county at the August elec-
tion, has beeu relearned from custody un-
der a $1,750 bond.
We call attention of our farmer friends
to a notice of a farm for sale by J. W.
Waller. It will pay you to eee tots prop-
erty before It is too late.
The first week in January is eel apart
as a week of prayer by the Evangelical
Alliance. It is geetrally observed by
Chrietian people.
STulti ROOM FOR ReNT.-Corner of
9th and Clay "trete, now occupied by
J. '1'. Barrow. Apply to
Jet). R. Geese & Co.
John S..Edwartle, the genius and
weather prophet of the Pilot Rock
neighborhood, says we are in for several
weeks of very bad weather.
Dr. James Rodman bought ten acres
of land near the AI+) lum, of Mr..101in
Ovtrelauer, leet week, and sold it to
John Morrie for $45 per sere.
We have been htfortneti that two eons
of J. M. Armstrong had an altercation
with G. W. Sadler over a dog, hest
week. One of the Armstrong boys had
an arm badly hurt.
Forest Cheatam, the young colored
thiel ho is fast acheiving notoriety, at-
tempted to eteal two blankets front Metz
kt Timothy, Saturday night, but ass re-
lieved of his plunder and jailed.
Mr. 31. B. Woodruff, of this county,
was married to Miss Ada Laffoon, at the
home of the bride near Greenville, Wed-
needay. They spent Thursday at the
Lewis house and left Friday fur Nash-
ville.
For a good equare meal-for only 25
conte-call at Bradeltaw & Hanberry's
new reetaurant, at Lang Bell's old stand.
Open from 6 a. m. till midnight. Cash
paid for game of all kinds, for quails
$1.50 per dozen.
Felix Gaither was corning down Sev-
enth street Friday morning with a
eatchel in his hand when he met a negro
boy who tried to snatch it from him.
Felix then turned loose on the reprobate
and bruised him up considerably. '
Dr. Sherman is fitting up an elegant
office, Dispensary and Labratory in the
"Dan Taylor" building, back of the
Bank of Hopkinsville and will soon be
ready to receive there his numerous pa-
tients, who are visiting hint daily from
all parte of this and surrounding coun-
ties.
The anual meeting of the Kentucky
Sunday Union fie the and district of
Ky., will be hell in Madisonville in
March, 1S.S7. The following counties
comprise. the district : Trigg, Christian,
Todd, Muhlenburg, Hopkins, McLean,
Webster, Devito, Hentlerson and Union.
The programme will hoptiblisheii In due
time.
Christian Lodge Nu. 0120, K eights of
Homo, elouteel Ilse followIng talkers
Thomas), night It. M. Anderson, Die-
won John Dm Vie, Illetattor ; T.
Smith, Assistant Dletwtor; W. T. Tin.
ay, leleaticial Reporter W. V. Hatially,
limpitrt•r ; Burnett, I lisplain;
lir J. W. loom's, Molleal Elliman'? I
l'ay lie, Guido; J , W , l'off, ;
.1 • A. it, Jelittatin,ftio.m.
Th. odic of Monoley night (roast sa It
fell end covered everything with a sheet
of lee. The popular smog of the next
day was "Keep It. the uf the
Road,' and men, women anti childreti
quit the treacherous side-walks for the
safer middle or the street& The streets
at times seemed to be occupied by a fee;
that on the march, only lacking a liatel
of music In front.
Our venerable friend, Mr. Geo. 0.
Thompson, attended a reunion of his
fetidly, Thureday, st the borne of Mrs.
James McElwain, at Trotton. An ele-
gant dinner war rervesi and the biggest
turkey In Todd comity Was carved for
the moment, l'hoor proem' t the
above mentioned were Mr. Cliac'ehorop.
tem, Chas. Metcalfe and wife, of this
city, Mr. Virgil tiartiett and wile,
of Pembroke, and MIAs Lizzie Graves.
Evansville and Owensboro have been
worked by some sharpers. The same
game was played in Oils town. A couple
of fellows go about with their hands
tied up, who claim to have been scalded.
They wear reel plasters on their wrists
and cautiously raise the bandages dis-
playing apparently serlotio burns, and
thneworking on the sympathies of people
are very succeetiful in begging. 'nue po-
lice have caught on te the trick and are
now looking for scalded fellows.
An Earlington correspondent says;
The negotiations between the L. & N.
and the brakemen, who have been de-
manding an increase of wages, were
concluded to the malefaction of both
parties last Friday. Tile scale for this
division is SA follows : Eraesville and
Edgefield fast freight $2.25, single trip;
Earlington and Edgefleld, 90; Edge-
field, Guthrie and returo, $1.75 round
trip; Evansville, Guthrie+ and return,
$1.25 round trip; Henderson, Earling-
ton and return, fast freight, $2.00 round
trip.
The Echo says; Hopkinsville is In-
vested by petty highway robbers, some
of whom have become AO bold that they
attack anti rob ladies and children on
the streets before It is quite ‘lark. The
quickest way to stop such businees is to
shoot a few of the thieves. That class
of individuals are not restrained In the
least by any fear of the law'. penalty.
alley don't seem to care for being lock-
ed up in the jail or sentenced to the
work-houre or peettentiary for a term.
It is only the fear of having their worth-
/es* lives ended by a chunk of leol that
restrains them at all.
Owensboro Memenger : A quiet move-
ment, f am told, hos been on foot for I
some weeks among tiw liquor dealers of
I swetislooro to raise the getout' licenge
from $200 $40V and require a heavy
bond from each applicant. This, it Is
thought, will shut out the low deur and
doggeries, where evil and disorderly
characters congregate, and habitual
drunkards, whose custom is rigidly do-
cHned at tirst-class saloons, get their
potions. It must be apparent that such
a move would have • moot wholesome
effect, for thus drunken/lees would be
abated, good oreer: preiterved. told the
city's revenue 11.4 well as the @Moot! fife'''.
profits increased.
Muldenburg Echo: Kit Bruce, a wo-
man living near White Plains in flop-
kins county attempted to commit euleide
by taking morphine last Therailay eVen•
111*. Mottle tittle illIfillte the day, Thurs.
day, ohs bought a dlottea worth tor mar.
plane from the drug awn' at Whit.
Plaine anti on going Immo told some
members of the that she waa
going to kill herself, but sa she Is rather
simple minded little atteittion was paid
to her threat. A few hotel later howev-
er her fatally became alerniel by her
actions, believing that she had really
The saloons all close to-night at twelve
o'clock.
Mr. Cortez Leeson ilea home stolen
from Mr. Gum Admitted stable, Friday
night.
Mr. H. 11. liarriooti progreseed fer
enough v.itla ne.s brick two atoey
residence, on Siert-wit street, to enable
hlm to move into it.
Gen. Simon Bolivar linektier s satires:I
la Rio, Ilart county, Ky. Quite a 'lum-
ber of people in this oituniti eity have de-
sired to know his address.
A drop of ten degrees on Sunday eiget
with the morning at 22 degree* above
zero made warm wrap. and glow ing area
find special favor in the eyes of the pub-
11c.
The Wiley crop is of rare extollettoe
and abundance this reason because the
erupt, of the turkey were never before so
well filled with grain and seeds of all
sorts.
A Progremive Euchre party, compll-
[neuter). to Mr. and Mrs. G. IC. Gaither,
was given Monday night at the reel-
deuce of Mr. S. C. Mercer, North Main
street.
The office of the Diamond coal yard
was entered by burglars Saturday night.
The caah drawer eats smashed up be-
cause the proprietors had taken the pre-
caution to remove the funds.
Santa Claus visited the children of the
Cumberland Presbyterian church at
their home of woreldp, Friday night.
'rhe good old Saint was never to pleasing
and the hours entertainnment pegged off
nitwit pleasantly.
Julius Caear and Cicero were burning
and ?hitting lighta in ancient Rome; Ro-
man candles go to speak. If boys were
as fond of Roman literature as they are
of Roman candles they would make bet-
ter proficieney in the study of lathe
Will Donaldson, incarcerated in the
county jail under a bond of $100, eitarg-
ed With obtaining 'money under false
pretenaes, was liberaeed Friday. Mr.
B. Garner went on his bond on the
recommendation of Mr. W. 0. Hubbard.
Mrs. Milton Nobles, the charming lit-
tle actress who made such a sweet suc-
cess of Ritta In "Love and Law," spent
Sunday with her cousin, George Col-
ling. She told Geo. that HopkInsville
was the beet improved small town she
ever saw.
Mr. James Perkin', father of Capt. A.
R. Perkins, died at his home In tide
county, Sunday morning at 11 o'clock.
He was burled at L. W. D. Ilamby's
Monday. This is the fith member of
this family to pass away in the last
eight months.
At a meeting of Pembroke Lodge, F.
& A. If., held Dec. 27th, tlie following
officers were elected for 1SS7 : V. A.
Garnett, W. DI.; Washington Hollis, S.
W.; C. W. Morrion, J. W.; R. Y.
Pendleton, Sec.; WtD. Garnett, Treas.;
R. R. Lloyd, S. D ; A. 0. Dorrity, J.
D.; J. W. Wade, S. & T.
A merry wedding party of colored
people arrived in the city from Pem-
broke Tuesday morning. 'rhey swarm-
ed into the comity clerk 'd office. The
bashful grooms made& faint demand for
licenses which were speedily granted,
Judge Anderson was called in and in a
few minuted Albert Taylor and Millie
Buckner, and Jordon Mosely and Jose-
phine Williams were pronounced man
and wife.
The regular itemi-annual election of
officers in Lite K of P Lodge caute off
tart liouraslay night. l'he following
were the at4C111111111 candidates: James
Breathitt C, ; k;, Sabres, V, C; A,
H. Clark 1'; C. 14. Meacham K of 11
and 14; W . T, Tandy of Z;
West 11 of Se ; U. 0, Wiley N. at A.: 11,
K. Wiley 1, G.; II, A.Plielpa, Jr; 0, G.
After the election the atioavesful candis
date. Novell a feast for the Lodge at
Bradshaw Ilisidoetry so restaurunt.
The sail and *winos newt; was rm.
volved here at mem Ttlemlay. that that
promitient and popular Mitten, Cyrus
W. Crabtree, hail breathed lila but at
a. tn. that slay, at lois eountry house west
of town. 1'ery few knew of the preca-
rious eonditloto of his health, and the
news of hisToleatio Wall a surprIst3 and
shock to nearly everybody. In his death
our county loses se eetimable, 'sprig)).
citizen, thedecrasel having long been
intlentified with the best Interest of our
temittay.-Madisonville Thrive.
W'e pressen' in this beim to the tibiteco
growers of this and adjoining cuunties
the ativertimment of Wheeler, Mills &
Co., warehousemen. They arm gentle.
men too well known lit this country to
moll for opet•lal introlltit•thm Irvin us.
Their large Ilte-tirued warehottee eun-
Wino all the modern laellitira for hand-
ling tabula) and thsy utter every itioluer•
meet pokasilde to produeers. Mr. Jim,
N. Mills end Dr. W. Wheeler are
both old and experienced tobateo men
and Mr. W. II. Faxon their book-keeper
IA the right matt In the right piano.
With the opening of the tobacco mar-
ket here our live warebouttetnett come to
the front in an advertising way. Prom-
inent on the Ilia le the pioneer houee of
Aternathy & Co., conducted by Mr. II.
G. Abernathy and his son, Henry. It le
centrally hx•ated, has ample space and is
capscitated in every way to handle the
weed for our worthy farmers to the best
postlible advantage. They furnish, free
of charge, accommodation for teams and
teamsters bringing in tobacco to them.
If you have tobacco to sell call On them.
Marie Preecott appeared at the opera
house Saturday afternoon and evening
and Monday evening. Her Galatea was
perfect. As Czeka, Saturday night, she
was a wonderful sumess. lier portray-
al of the passions, hate, love, envy and
revenge, was wonderfully vivid and life
like. As Parthenia, MOnday evenhoe,
she was the perfection of beauty, 'eve
and eloquence. She is an artist of the
higheet talent. No such actress has
been in Hopkineville. Her support wait
unworthy of her. With the exception
of Willard Brigham and W. J. Nixon
they barely mouthed their lined.
The poet-office did a rushing business
Friday and Saturday, the incoming and
outgoing mails being loaded to the
guards with books, boxes, packages,
cards and Cliristmaa miseives of every
description. The vestibule of the of-
fice was crowded with citizens of every
degree, from gray-headed sire to blush-
log school-girl, all intent on sending or
receiving holiday mementoes, mid be-
siegiug the polite officials behind the
locks and bars with a multitude of anx-
ious queries. Poet-masters are doubt-
less glad that "Christine/ comes but
1111C'e a year."
Next week will be • eean in of cheap
Allows at the opens house. The Basye-
Davis ideal Conway Company support-
ing the popular actress, Miss Anna Bur-
ton, will appear in all attractive line of
drawls. The prices are reduced to 10,
20 and 30 cent*. Title does not mean a
poor show. We have read the pregs no-
tices of the company and all were com-
plimentary. The Evansville tribune
says: "If there are ivy persona foolish
enough to believe that they cannot gee a
splendie dramatic entertainment at the
opera house this week because cheap
prices prevail they can very readily as.
tonsil' that Idea ti) he a nilataken one by
attenolltog the pieformanee Oil. evening.
The week'a elopement of the Bayer.
Drainatio etimpatiy eutisitwittied
lest night wills the proassoitetion of that
well known drama, "A Celebrated
Cam." The play was Solely inotinted
end produced lot splendid style, The
costumer were elegant, wool taken alto.
gether the amusement
-loving public
have abundant occasion to congratulate
themselves upon having an opportunity
to witnees so atrong a vompaity. The
•
taken the drug, seet fur Dr. iteddlek atar, Miss Annie Burton, la both young
Beget the new year a it h a aubecrip who came promptly and administered oin and handsome, as well as a finiehed and
tion to the Nsw Ra•, al 50 a year for- emetic with good results lit a gator% time accomplished actress. Mr. J. W. Bur-
the Weimer: $2.50 fur the rue wicket."' the woman came around all right and ton a t•omical comedian and a very
with ticket in our big Irewinit ""t Said that ahe hot only token a little a talented actor. The nallance of the sup-
April. It's a good investment. the morphine at Madisonville. port la far above the average.
Mr. A. C. McGehee has been appoint-
tel postmaster at Newetead, vice J. D.
Wall, resigned.
Your protons received the ordinance
of haptiem at the New Bethel Baptist
Church, Faiiview, Sunday.
J ARO it SI. Armstrong of Kelly's was
m irried to kl iss Mary Gothard, uf the
Nortietootern part or thee:smutty, Sun-
day.
The police have arrested four eolorte
boys for committing the street robberies
last week, but they could not be itienti-
fied.
A good snow would be a useful! Man
ket for the wheat nettle at thia time
Snow is never so beautiful as when it
tlutiful; • shield as well ae a fertilizer
Mrs. Ware, Trigg Hunter,' eget
mother, slipped on the interment It
front of her boom, Tueeday, fracturing
several Ube anti spraining her wrist
Her wounds are very painful.
G. W. Winfree, Secretary, requests a
full attendance at the next meeting o
the Casky Grange, Friday Jan.
Beeldes the election of officers, there is
important business to be transacted.
John Boyd, colored, who wag report-
ed to have arrived in this city Monday,
is not here as later investigation devel-
oped. Ills wife Is In the city and front
her we learn that Ile is etill in jail in
Jackson, 'reline under a bond of $2,000,
for etesliug the old farmer's hidden
treasure.
Mist Clara Bonte, the youthful organ-
hmt of the First Presbyterian Church,
received a handeome writing-desk from
the ladies of the congregation as a
Christmas gift. Miss Clera le very
young, but acquits herself with great
credit and industry, and promises to
become an excellent musiclan.
Counterfeit coin is flying around town
in the shape of silver dollars. Mer-
chants should look sharp. The dollar is
so perfect in weight RIO ring as to de-
ceive experta. Its only defect is the let-
ter "d" in the motto, "in God We
Trust," ehlt•h is so slanted a" to appear
almost like an italic letter. The false
coin is an 'Dhotis production.
Some of time leading "rascals" in this
city are seriously contemplating the es-
tablishment of a Republican weekly pa-
per. The idea Is to put Col. Al Clark
on the tripod and fight for a State vic-
tory next summer. The boys will have
to plunge pretty deep into their pockets
and it is not yet certain that the paper
will be established, as the days when a
man labors alone for love and glory have
about posed.
The New Eaa should always reach
the stations north of this city on the
tuorniiig of the (ley of publication.
Our sebscribers at Kelly's are complain-
ing that their papers for six weeks past
hsve been from one to three days late.
W hype this ? We deliver the malls In pro-
per shape and in pleuty of time at the
city poet office, anti t•annot account for
the delay. We will say, however, that
the mall system along this route is be-
ing inveotigateil and will soon be in pro-
per shape.
The teachers anti children of Grace
Church , I.:plot:opal) Sunday School gave
a very plummet entertainment Tuesday
afternoon, In their beautiful church,
which was handsomely decorated for
the occasion. The @dotter. acquitted
themselves with much credit. A "Ja-
cob's Ladder," trimmed with ever-
greens, Wall set up in the church, to
whit h were attached the large number
of gift. to he distributed among pupils
testi leseiters. The awn was novel,
picturesque and very pretty.
A good 1'11110mm Joke WAS IOW the
NKW reuently by one of our good
IllIttlf011 Main street inerdianto, IIe
Mill "that MI. Saturday evening nut
long ago a young man, who,hail the suds
whir lit Motto thlW11 to a due point. called
on a distilling young the daughter
or all 011if1110111 !idolater. Th. young
man *50 VA?, viithuilArtly over her
many excelletivies, Imagine lois aerials@
then, whole the twat morning, Sunday,
her father took tor telt "and my
daughter was 'sorely vexed hy a dev-
il."
The New ERA line the 'deeper' of
presenting hi ite Josue title morning
an excellent likeness of Mr. John C.
Latham, Jr., of the bankine hottati of
Latham, Alexander & Co , street,
New York, whose munitteent and patri-
otic donetion to Isis native Own has en-
'leered lam to every citizen of Hopkies-
ville. As one who, while hamlet' of
the past, In *limb he was an active par.
tielpatit, has liar toil lila 11.11'k Nem It.
roweled and dead Isaioses, and
himself with !militant poseces• to the
practical realitlea of the pres-
ent" in the mettopolls, lila exempts. Is
worthy ot noilversal hoiltatimo.
---
l'IIRISTAIAS OPINIONS.
Several "old bucks" were talking the
other Ilay, alien the "holidays" /taut-
rally came tinder diectiaelon. Said one,
"I tell you Christmas ain't u hat it used
to be. When I was a hey I toek 25
cents, a chunk of fire and a few flre
crackere and had more fiiii than these
carefully pruned, nursery trained plants
of the present day ever dreamed of. I
had rial fuss, I did. But nova it seems
as if all the jollity hall dropped out of
the holidays."
Said another, "You are exactly cor-
rect, tuy friend. I used to get up
Christmas mornings and And 'dime and
one orange in tny stoeking, and I had a
princely time on them. Now It costs
me $15 or $20 to supply the holiday de-
mands of my children. Speaking of
children, do you know they are getting
very scarce in this day and generation?
At twelve and thirteeti they are buck-
led up iv standing collars and long
dresses and are regular society ladies
and gentlemen. My little daughter came
to use the other day to ask me what
character she should assume at a mask
party about to be given. I said, my
child, just go as a 'school girl' and
you'll he a novelty, for I haven't men
one for fifteen years."
"And the "old bucks" chucklekover
their wisdom as they separated to pre-
pare for Christmas.
Christmas Socials.
Miss Cora Petree ehtertalited a com-
pany of friends, at her remitience
Campbell street, Tuesday night. The
merry maskers began to arrive early and
the parlors presented a scene of unusual
brilliancy and mirth. A delightful sup-
per was served, and the charming young
bootees won the hearts and beat wishes
of all preseet.
Wednesday night a compsny of bright
children Iva delightfully entertained
at the home of J udge W. P. Winfree.
Tueolay night, Mr. Thotnas Long en.
tertainea a number of friends at his reg..,
idence on Walnut street. A beautiful
display of fire-works was one of the
many pleasing events in the programme
of the evening.
"Consumption Can be Cared."
Dr. J. 8. Combs, Owensville, Ololo,
says: "I have given SCOTT'S IKMCOSION
of Cod Liver till with Hypophoephitea
four pallente with better remake than
loomed poesible with any remedy. All
Tern Ilertalltary egitell Or Lung Marano,
anti identified to that stage when I 'ought',
pails lis the elitat, ffelitiritt breathing,
try'llimti Poise, (over, Emitelatiiiii
All these eased beve ineresseit wettest
Irorn 16 to 2g lima., and are not now need-
ing any medicine. I prescribe no other
Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil with Hypo.
phosphite., Linie, and Soda, but Scott's,
bellevieg it to be the best."
They found diamonds at Paducah Alla
then they found silver and gold and now
they have struck gas. Of enurse they
have. We all knew It wrm there, but
how in the nilseltief they ever _held it
down so long is a mystery.
AMERICAN VALOR.
A Christmae Rhyme for Men end We•
men of Good Will.
INSCRIBED To ( C. M. LATHAM (en
JAS. M. HOWE, SPECIAL COMMITTEE
ON CEMETERY IMPROVEMENT
Full canister- of fragrant lilies bring
Mixed with the purple rettes of the sprit's.
Brine mistletoe herrito for Chrielmas
Entwined with the reeler and holly;
For the brides gather bloeoinis of orange
In the festival Joyous mid Jolly:
For heroes the palm branch and myrtle
When death brings them final relemte,
For dear to the dead and the living
Are the likiestinis and bleesings of peere.
'Pelee ou Earth!' sang the Angels "(Christmas;
Earth echos-. their melody still.
As we gather the bones of the fallen
For the short en the crest of the hill:
Here scatter the palm and the myrtle,
Anil hustuel be all partisan strife.
For we know that the odilice was hop,.,4
Who sealed his loiter with his life.
The clamor and ••haos of battle.
The earnage and anguish are "en,
The wrath and thelrout of Mannton,
The death-knell of Gettysburg's mar;
Anil softly, 'round tile and Rietonorel,
Descends, lite Christ's mere y the dew
Where sleep, till the Angels of Judgement
snail wakelithem. the Gray an•1 the Blue.
Earth ondered ben fought the Gray legions
Round 3011128011 and Cleburne and Lee:
When the Blue followed Grant, 31caile and
Slrhit%tmaPn, marched down to the sea:.
And Stuart's and Sheridan's horsemen
scorn emote the war-draeon's niouth.
A stout: tell: of granite the Xert bland,
A stone Wall Of marble the South
Strew P.o.e.:. the sweetest of stammer.
For leave and megnanimens Lee:
For Linooln. the merelful victor,
For the slain tlw land and the sea:
And the st:.te•• in communion forever
Like eimIts their .treiorili shall nowt,.
And the star of our Empire ehine breeder
In the concord of oeay and of Blue.
Not reinl3 yon perished 0 brothers:
r or the land of your deathless devolioe.
The trirrh.bearing tosid;of Bartheidi
IA kindling with splendor the ocean:I ••••. Reg over Northland and Sonthlatel
Shall rally the faithful and true,
while neenn rolls gray in the morning,.
mtrror, the mmn in its blue.
Ttieries a tumult of gladness this morn i
at. N:cliolas rid:, to his train:
exult in bounty,
The gray-hairol art: chiliin a again;
TIe church iwals it, anthem; the 'lancers
To1,111Ait'al symphonies tread,
For the skies pour their vials of pleasure
1111 the land which is tree to its dead.
Drink IlJpIs insv •neatli Uie green holly.
TO the generous, toying and brave.
To friends in the land of the living,
lir over the atygdan Wave.
In a cup', salutation whose sparkle
Forget f ne'er shall eclipse,
we drink to its depths to John Latham
Whose name shall be first on our
l'or centurice hence to our children
Two CO:Own, tlie story shall tell
How the an7,1:er gleer• far from his kindred,
lloo .1ackom ;it Perry eille fell;
Anil iliwp in the heart of the reader
For 4,c shall the name lie enrolled
of the patriot banker of Wall Street
Wh ',WI% li,s pur.e. we, pure gold.
Syrup of Figs
Manufactured only by tite California Fig
Syrup Co., San Fraucisco, Cal., is Na-
ture'e Own true Laxative. It is the
most easily taken and the most pleas-
antly effective remedy known to cleanse
the system when bilious or costive; to
dispel liestischee, colds and fevers; to
cure habitual constipation, indigestion,
etc. For sale in 50 cents and $1.00 bot-
leeby II. B. Garner, Hopkineville, Ky.
THE MARKETS.
Pork, 
Corrected by eu•sees McKee R C:.010
110/MIXIVILLS. IL V., Dee. 17. ISM
- 
-
Bacon selea, seance, 
- • • wove
Hems, 'sugar cured, • mei
riel ilauon:uars: (Ylunanc.tiry me)iti, se a t 
• 
- isteit
BLarar.allimil ithipetuff, leas than ee he.
.. .. ... • .
Curti Meet, 
•
Neeaterillillreleialite Molaalmt, Vain, .
• • 
• •
Ustunittede.lres, Stir. WI •
•
1I fumy, per gallon, • .
• 
..
. 
.•
. .rite per Kellum,
11;le"s: is.esay'l , per Weikel.seat, per bushel, 
• •
at sails, PgAllii• ,
!41.,fft ...h : ilr.I.,1111at:gliirdr4iruit.iiiil i .
COIN*, 11,101 parr too
41 1/11, JOY&
:'11"..141011: giumsalefenintrAton,
Hirai
ra.wrellelliarisegili,Rie::' i or 10'0104.
•
aiirash‘alitiansiii,i. •
1111 114 II 111011410, .
tip iihsera, f loish• Is, •lis, 5 husivela, .
is.4alotaets%4•1 11.ilitle..t. 1:er ti.u.hel, (wad,
•
sweet, soiree, per bushel.
lackerel.N., i. ia.: kit,
ackemi Barrette No.3, • - 0,r•f,v,s3 I
.
, 1
Lemons, per dozen, • - et i
Orange., tw. doren, 40 • resmrtiessi
Apples, per bushel, choirs' • 1.26 I
;orn in ear. per barrel. • eliel
late, per imshel, ho Ii. 50
Hay, per cwt. (clover) . teems
Timothy, per cwt. timothy , . soifittes.dr), flint, -
Hides Green, - . . .
Tallow.
emit Cattle, gees -
Hess. groin .
Lce•Oesolle Market.
Leetintli Dee 1.10
Cliowe einesota .
I lain patents
Straights
• tear
B•ittoon "elides
Miss PORI-Per hbl. . •
SA 9N-per lb loose
Shoulder* .
Clear .
Clear ..
Ile LEM KAT,-
Shonl hers -Nominal
Clear b sides ..
Clear rules ...
fat an-
Choice leaf . . 
• • %,'4Prime steam
Seti•it (Aisle Macre-
Hams ..... . Iol /411
Brea time bacon ... ..
Shoulders 7
!Moto Bitty-
Louisville 
hir-ago and et. Louis 
GR•1N-
Wen ae-
No. 2 Reel 
 7s to NI
NtE Loogberry 
 
Less
COne-
No. 2 mixed ....... . . Mic
No. white . 
 
Zar 
 10(1140
04,ea-
No. II nixed 121(03S%
No. white 
 32c
KYR--
No.2 694
hoeilIVILL2 LITE 111•03elt t
CaTtLia-4.iood to extra *Micmac or
export mole 
 
$100 to 4 15
Light &hippie( 
 3 75 •• 4 00
Olen. good to extra 
 
2 " 3 24
Olen, common and rough " MI
Butts. soot' 
 
so " 2 22
!eight iitock.ers 
 
I 50 "2 25
Feeders. good 
 
2 7s `• 3 35
Butie.hers. beet 
 
it fa "8 50
Betchen, medium to good   175 " 8 IS
Stateners, eommon to medium. 2 25 " 25u
Thin, rough steers, poor cows and
scalawags . . 1 Oa 1
Ho0e-Choice packiag and butchers 4 " 4 Li:.
Fair to good butchers . 
 
4 24 " 4 so
Light medium butchers... .. 4 le " 4 5,
Shoats 1 " 3 s0
(MIL-
;tear meitiiim, Kentucky le to Pr
assorttoi ( Ione ng  25
Assorted Co re Ding .. 29
Burry. Southern  to 22
Burry, Kentucky si to 16
Black ..   7 to 26
Tit h• washed IV to 40
PREFERRED LOCALS.
• e •
SAO
Ig
fee
110
111
ei
odlgef.110
The Deng-hind Liquid Laxative.
Oyrup of Fig- is a meat agreeable and
valuable fatally rt•metly. all II Is easily ta-
ken by old and young, and is prompt
and effective in citring Hallitual Consti-
pation and the many ills depending on a
weak or hoective condition of the Kid-
neys, I.iver anti 'Soweto. It acts gently,
.tresigtliena the °rime on which it seta,
anil awaken' them to a healthy activity.
For sale by II. B. Garner, Hopkinsville,
Ky.
Papers 11 anted.
To t•omplete our files we want the fol-
l"Nitliiag. 2117-pe2r1s--; 22-21-25-26-27, DMZ
and lit wool 5e, 1S*0 of the Tet-Weses.v
New ERA :
A ion, th•tsiber liril and 100i, IMO, end
°flutter 300i, fee5 of the %Vette f.C.
Anybody nI10 Isis fumy of the above
will giriotly oblige tie by betiding limn
In at tooter aoel we will gladly puy for
them. plalitly,Lei
ton Nee leite I le
oak
110e*14'1
IlleeliE
W 111 4
Dollen rooldoer worms; fed you beer
boo pm, r won the Oral time you pains
one of these street veinier. of worm
candy ha will show you !mottle roll of
tuwil owriNtitylt
Ix With.. ream Vermlfuge. It brings
• 016 0.11i .- I i E.
no; toss
11 14,
sotoe When ni•I 140.1 to
hoard
e'er • Items f ir r memo, obi lug,
If idie'd bouelit that pry,. from Pi le-lour
./11
She'd I.. 1,0.110.011. II' (1 It/ 12112 11141'411f lier
0.•
5,, • i.
a to s
I
011
HUT f ek-
e ovate pe• Melte
Cr, proem .
111.555 Atilt PeAmt-
heritucky natteA •
Mita' .
Iland plckeit lu I. awl Mich.
New . .
Mixed to le
ri.outt-
chow. qtent. winter wheat. .15.25 to 5.10
. to
. 4.5o 104.75
. 4.15 to 4.36
3,7k to AAA
. 3.0u to 3.2i
.. II 75
' •
Nominal.
e.o5
12 to 14
6/ENSENG-
Good to prime 11.40 1 IA per Ilion ar-
ms% for clean large loots Street Clothier. YifiDen-
Prime flint to-
Tilt el.: Dittos
e emplio est to
A I/ sermsr.
A. W• I'li 1.1.,
TOE
11•1T1 HZ 111A/I.
thel
Wo Have Still for Rent :
e eth Siete,
.1 1 / Ao11:11e• oil 5 implicit S.,ecr.
" " North Main street.
" Pritiect lin Street.
Itruss is street.
" Hopper Street.
1 " Jesup Avenue.
And a Lumber of house'. and lots and
%looms bite for sale, well heetted In al-
most ally pert of time city. Fire end tor-
nado iteuratire written anywhere, and
prmipt settlements in caee of loss. Ne-
gotiatini. loans and the sale of Real
Eoste ppecleimy with lid, Poet Office
Wong, M Stre.•t, Hopleitesville,
Ky. &
! Blank Notes for sale
at this office. cheaper
than can be bought in
Louisville or Cincin-
nati.
MERCHANT 'illIJORS MOYED.
N. Tobiii & 0. e• moved their
Nlerchant fettering totehlieliment from
corner of Ninth and Main
To Cpera House Block.
Th.) have a large stock of Wiuter goods
which they are now offering at "pedal
bargains. 1r you need a suit, or over-
coat do not fail to cell on them. Repair
work protnptly done ut reinarkeble
price's.
' N, Tobin & Co.
- -We Have--
E 11.t.
S We see now
prepared to furoteh all dames with employ-
ment at home, the whole of the time, iir ror
their oiere momenta. Business new, light and
profitable. Persons of either bal easily earn
from eut• to $5.00 per evening. and a pro-
portionate milli by devoting all their time to the
lima :woo Boys and girls earn nearly aid mucb
00,0 . Thet all ho •ee this may send their
a boa .s. snit tiot Hie business, we !untie this of-
fc r To owl] as are not well "atoned we will
-eh,' el., dollar to pay for the trouble of writing.
I partlellIttra al111 outfit free. Addrees G10
• ans.?: a co..Portiaod. waine.
WORKING CLASH
MCNEES!
We oiler the following "Inducements"
to subseribere to the New Ee4:
PREMIUM LIST.
We have thus far arranged for the fol-
lowing pretultung. The list will be com-
pleted up to $1,000.00 as soon as possible.
$210.00
$80.00
I oft 1111
$75.00
A II andsome Organ, 5 octaves,
Slope, 4 sets of Breda of 2%
octave. each, sold and fully
guarante•I by ft. H. Baldwin
a to., 140,11111V1i1111, Ky.
Right fine steel engravings-
haadsonie frames, $10 each. 8
One standard 4.11orse Wagon,
made of thoroughly seasoned
timber, soaked in oil.
$45.00 An elegant Wheeler & WileonSewing Machine with all and
latest Improved attachments,
*old and fully warranted by C
E. West. and on exhibition at
ilk office in Hopkinsville
30.00
$30.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20 00
Three Tuition certificates is the
Evansville commercial College.
good 'or fare value in tuition.
Two Mail Scholarship Certifi-
cates in Louisville Short-hand
and 1 ype-W riling Institute.
A fine Suit of Clothes to be se-
lected by the purchaser.
A 'fine Silver Watch, @Leaden!
make, and warranted first-
clam; in every retr,ect.
A handsome decorated Dinner
set of China.
,o1 0 met One Tobacco screw, made by the
•.72.4,•‘11-7 Metcalfe Manufacturing Co.
(ineTobaceo screw, made by the
ecteaue manufacturing Co.
$12.00 tl
trated, leather-bound.
$10.00 :,kr IL% tins:I-dr:de gentleman's
A nice Cottaee Chrk. emirate.$10.00 teed a Good Time Keeper.
Pair of Fine Boots.
$3. 0 Fine Hat.
c.•• err
-
.0n Vi caly Scientific American
$53•05!
Our BookOffer
MARVELOUS PRICES!
BOOKS ::MILLION
(*tinplate N•erl• nod inther Weeks. by Far•saA attar. A luau.% 11.11- es A a ay. Tt,o Nit.tritug tato.
• a,...d • 1 pi a tm,. a......1 paper. The, trtet or •
. ' ..1 ...we. 'Lamm*
, , !...14,v I 1...b eh.: ao...b•-ids.,....0 1
' ' u.'...'"I'''/-...21.04:1 1.".'1;<::ed'..1.'wo.4kit I•
2, li ,. ,, 11.1.reoUatoa. • 1/01, ...IV,/ on
la A ,, : .,,, ti..,o,••••0,. Vasil.... •••,.. 5.4 ...-
ea:, wt.d ertuluwa si Law.alta . ..
7 /... I. t.. t h. 014 11•Maa. • hetet. it, Mary
c•
t 111..1 ..a .... It ., Itottawa mind Ideadloink • lora*
" r arbout ethltott.a. am.1 imbibe ...0
- Ill. .....a.lard f rtlur II rlter t.,„1....a.4 :0•.•,,,tuntl:lie.,...
,
1 1,, . y A Novel. Ay W111,141001111e,114,
51,41 1 laroo;.‘ h'AW, MY Healy
7..;;;IT!.'!".:11...11',:er tea lirt•k•ttar witri,r11**1. au' I. III
..t 1 .
111ofts• of 54$•i$1..$$$.1. runt 1...wattfa. thaa Oa,
IL la l'Itold'a Ma. A lkot•1. 51, She aatlaw of
Pita. A hotel II, Gee, el.*. aw-
l! Lady In weedniloe.• lareon. • hutyl. ay 11..Sather .• 1...ra 11-r ta.
To• Myeerc of the /toll, Tee*. A Rooel
1.1 The nudge( of %Att. If onase and res. • Weton....-ttou Ai the fuouy •toro.•, esseta
ReneebenlION WIla. A most ar SlamMu ...It •utlior of • Jokro WEAN, toutaulaa; vie15 The lArny Wousso. A 2.1.1. 111, Mr. flook•11,
:4,5"aria:::plolle:
tit., .4 al...moot falls., life. rt. a.1 ter., 15.
11,.$1.1oes *whet .4 • Atretvelv role; es.
17, *wiper Dese•41 ilievress. A antrl My VW M.
1" rams rse awes Aelereesess.•,..,1,1,
.01 *II:7 :14: PI I. 0 4. "I .64 477 I: 4 7.1.!%1 • .•';8. 11:::::•1,":1:1.11,01•11a ••01.10•001e14.1. sic t. tofu •••• .64 4.10{10,141.14•14,0•1 •
Aiplosto., rain %loot.. he Ohs loss., .110
1.44•1 • .11,11•4 40, •,-,.o• kw, 11.• 11,11.14•111
••• "IA It . v.
, 11?..1111,101 if!
I ere • iii• it, 111011.e, a hal t,
• 4.4 • at Iwo
I Ilelms '1 /
I t. 1 .. D' 4„
MOMS.
,10;, .Mhois41...111.a,,is I 2. 11..„01, i,11:11:..11...,11“;,••:
11 • I •
‘"•:: • II• hot, I nli Ms., oohs •f
1. .1..64'. Merriam.. • /111,11 ay 1161., (4111.0.
• A.
1 r•
5. 51.'1 1 .11
5. , • Ive 21.4.11•11. 0,A illma,ty.
1. •• Ita ,4 IS. A um. es
al, .1. •• •Itr. toes. Py Mee. 411.15o/oi,
(614' 'IMO' NAm!'el 11111.. emu... mum
73.- t"..1.1...:111"..e."'m memee am me tilvaaa.r. Anne. • Nat.'. 14 N•ii flew, smot. aothor of..•••1 I.vooe "
4:1;ljse'ame." itha'/Iithista.h""" VO.7111:102',.:•,.11,• It, NOWIt • lit tb. . n• real..., Vivo kg.
I., V. /. 11 Jo...be, 1`..*May
1 al: 11, 1". 1, Vele l'enheir Psi. peartIAM awl
. 1 , • II esIrsted,
• .1••••110
"" '11".1 *"4 4.."`u "
1.••• IN, Pa. fo. .•• ••., fl •rot .1 11,100.
. • 1, 61,•• h•twe
' 1'...t4.1,
. i.••••11•111
14 1
t, 1 I ,f • .,11...1.11 11. • 48.1,...,4 / ocio•p. • ..A.11
• I 1 EH .11•• 5.41.5 ioto
I al.'. a ri.. wes.'••••too .0444.
• . Oat ele, iovie, PIA I.• psi 4
111 it I Neol'ALEO OFFER.
NA •• arranged with the pubilshers
them. teeMit to furnish the %bole forts Ave
with Ofla year's milmerliithei tnir piiper
and lleket our Mewing for 12.fin rev
Weekly. mot ettsi Owe Trl-Weekly ; we
will send +toy five for Sri et...or the a bole
eorty-nye for 191.NO. %al'''. a. all orders to
"NEW Ell.‘" PI 111.1••iiiNc 0..
llosii.1.•• in, Kr
.11S•siltaiSCIP
For $4.25 fur yemharthweiWitt eetickily.
et in eur ilraw.ns. and the Weekly Courier-
Journal •iir. Knit a Waterbury Watch
For $5.25
For $2.40
we will mend 'hi-Weekly
one year, ticket and Lou-
rier•Journal and %emelt.
we will fortieth the Week-
ly New Era. a ticket in General Repair Department,&mow. tlie Weekly New York World. and •
handsome loather-bound gilt•edged History of
e hers oc 71 5 :t.7.1.,Zthe rnitoil state-.
ottom Dropped Out.
FOR ONE WEEK
Cash Customers Can Get Special Bargains !
Decorated Chamber Sets, - - - $2,50
Decorated Dinur Sets 112 Pieces, $10
Decorated Tea Sets, 56 Piece, - - - $4
Other Goods in proportion.
Hendrick's China Hall, No. 22 N. Cherry St.,
C.A.I.JD NO_ 1..
Every man and boy wearing a
Summer Suit will report at once to
Headquarters at
JOHN T. WRIGHT&
And have them exchanged for a
nice. new Fall Suit and Overcoat.
CALL 1%Tco.
Old men, young men and boys
wearing a straw hat or light color-
ed Summer hat, please come at once
and have them exchanged for new
Fall shaped Hats ard Caps.
C..4^s.1..M.1 NO.. Three_
To those who still wear their
Summer Underwear and Summer
Ties, come in a rush and secure a
new supply of our nice Fall and
Winter Furnishing Goods.
-
Fo-Li.%.x..
To every man and boy in this
and adjoining counties, come at
once and have your old Boots and
Shoes exchanged for new ones.
la!
C.4.1.Zoomml INTO. M." Ii."Vmei.
Do not order you a Suit Made to
Order until you see my line of Sam-
ples. I will save you money. Re-
member
My Motto----"Wright Wrongs No One."
C. VI' Rtt • - , •• I
401
Ifii It sii ya Treas.
ORMnillutilftillEotollt
General Founders and Mothinists.
-Manufacturer, of--
Saw M3ChillerY,
Pulley Shafting, Hangers
And Make a speciaity of Repairing En-
gines and Mill Machinery.
we will furnish the To-For $3.40 Weekiy New Era year.
ticket, New York World aid U s. History.
P1111H&Ofga
=a,sy• Torras_
We fartOeh hundreds of homes yearly with Ise
Pianos met organs, ftml allow cus-
t olives to pay in ant all neinth-
ly t r quarterly pa) meats.
Prime dry salted 12
No. 2 " " 1.•1,
HAT-
All Timothy geod to plume. In LO
Medium to mixed oe
hew Timothy . e.50 1/1.1/11
Everything new in
Gents' Neckwear. The
nobbiest line of Stiff
and Soft Hats in the
city can be found at
WRIGHT'S, the Main-
NEW STORE
•
INFORMATIOR CERULEAN SPRINGS.
MANY PERSONS
at t his sea .05
suffer front
r.1.•••••
ICnnralut,
Ithrse mai
I is s In the
Limbs, hat k and
Sidra. had
freffteolfee. Deseret Ie.
Natertai,c••Atipelfen A Repots I rotehl
61--VOLINA CORDIAL CURES RHEUMATISM,k s• '11.18$0,1u• 1 $ $ 1$ 4$$•110/
0,1 11.11 41041 •, •1•1•1/0111 1/111d all 0.101
*--VOLINA CORDIAL CURES SICK,HEADACHE,
/11.112111/1111, 1'4110.111 Ito 1 111.1.• 1... I. .. 1 al.10.• 1 y
1124111a thr heitc• siii 114110 1. II.,
0-VOLINA CORDIAL CURES DYSPEPSIA,
11341/0111/11$11 it fl$1 1111•111. 1,1I, 1 V 1
1.f I lie 50$ ol 1,1,111,1.11,1 i,11$1$41 ii$ ,..4
81416.11kh ; It irratral a I...111t)
-0-VOLINA CORDIAL CURES NERVOUSNESS,
Taproo•Inn nf 01.1,1,1 and Wral.uror, 1
log aioll tempo
.4--VOLINA CORDIAL CURES OVERWORKED
and fellcate %Omen. 11114 Chicly (1.11dr•o.
Is is delightful awl butritiotai a• a 4•10.r.11 100/4
Volta& Aimanae end "nary
for 11111117. A Itantllattt..,
111/4111 tsiiine hoe 10 ite:
jilse.Arien at Itv•VE In a plewasut, hatund w ny
- Mailed oo receipt of a vista'« Salop. Addres
VOLINA DRUC &CHEMICAL CO
• BALTIMORE. MO., U. b.
Stein Sons
Decker Brothers,
Hanes Brothers,
J.& Feller
AND OTHERS.
Rosewood, Ebonized, Walnut.
AND 1101110GANY CASES APEt. I ILL
DENIGNS MADE TO ODDER.
I I I ,• I; • !Ii au, I permo.
newt: ati d st • eriilean 1 ha% e
wileriip ,1 irc and e keep all kind- A, SHONINCER.
HAMILTON.Dry Goods. Groceries. Notions.* ESTEY.
Ilerdtt tirw. (hot I/ • 1a.ir.,
TIotrticco D. II. BALDWIN & CO.
03411)1"o‘arth, .ds.‘••
, . 1. I ,t
1.0 .1.1, ot11•11•V 'WWI WO, Vt., Iltd
1111 1 ,„1.1 I 01.11 0 tereittio to,„ 0$$$
1'1111 i111$1 I it ill toirteiiiiv IsIeneo )iiii toi
ms..1• Soo Sleep( Hell!,
W. H. NOLEN.
NOTICE.
• I. •-• hE II LE,
I 1.111-, t„$.1,:$ 1•••$• 11/111. l'tal
lo 21 te A1,1 .tf 11,1 4:".000), • • ' .• I .1.• 11..14 WV. January
• • elo cry in llop-
• O Alley. late all.
.1 1)16,1, 1 4-11.. I od 1 ItAitit. itl 011.221.1 forlarrelit mid mule /*lenient 0f the funds of maidBank .0 HI, 411101110 aft% Ilionsand dollarsiferri,) ithdra e 11 trunk and after1111, oak%
Illy tinter of BASK OY HOPE IN.vILLL,
Bear.i Inrc.•teri, AmPIO:1.1.,
President.
Louisville, : : Ky.
Cholca Stylo4 a Organs for tho Sit-
ting Room, Library and an.
MAKE MONEY!
Foe • are daily made liflineeeatful opera-
tors IL "I oche, Grain an41011.
Theo. vcatmente fr. quently pa from 6500 to
$2,001.0 dollen, or more on each Illue in•ested.
Addre,, for eirrolara,
WILLIAM E. 11 51108,
Hanker and Broker,
tt, 40a 42 BroadKay, New York.
We have recently added to our factory a
WACON8, PLOWS,
SHOEINC
ft, so-I, _ie. our sinithe 111),1 wood -
a crimen arc
Mechanics et Experience
Our Iron Cistern. Top
Is the mom eonvenient. durable and cheap-
est lop Manufai•tured. We manufacture
OUR PUMPS
and tuse the boat of uusiterial.
3
0
wri
3
0
87"JCCIA..T.ITMCID:
Wrought Iron Fencing
a all designs. .
WROUGHT IRON TOBACCO SCR1WS
And Ratchet Screws.
Weare mimufacters of the American
Combination_ Fence
Yet* C lariat an. Toth!, and Trigg counties.
It is tlie beat and
CHEAPEST
Fence manufactured. Cal/ and exam
,ne .1
t. :11; f act ore all goOds We:sell find
Guarantee Them Fully.
Shall be glad to quote prices or make
estimates on all work in our line.
Very Truly,
tinlhMlimiulotilliCompu.
• 1. ' N i I R 1: :7
tz
Will ,1•4=eljnimal ni osto all 2.405114.t•ta:twahit itbi.s it
of uhimesurts. ree 'e ored lentos.
and tele al/ about T11 RS Garden, tarts
Bathe. Planta, Temeetaithiree !meek awl Fancy
agirluld ilitrwerElb4' SEEDS. 4 "ai valbe' bk." "bum be bbibabsd 1""rb.r. "'al°resat rya.. r: 7 tost l for sh. MUM 0111m1M102.0 Catal•re p•bliabeal• SO
P
&scribal RANK NOVELTIES in VEGETA
• i IBli Ili - ;soA is
Bargains for All!
EVEIZIRODI AHOI I.D SEE THE MEW STOCK OF FALK. A N II 'I 1.14
lii4101114 OFT EKE ft IN V
JOHN MOAYON, THE FARMER'S FRIEND,
oStit$115 , . I
Dry Goods, Notions,
Clothing., Hats, Boots Shoes, &e.
All of the Latest `tyles at the Lowest Prkcs,
JOHN MOAYON
cor. Ninth and Virginia Sts
s
tert
Attention!
fr•
t•?;"^Or_01.1r„-g--1
•I
' 
.6114,541.1.11.6tolevillhar241.61,744•016PITILW•41116,30..0.1••••••••6••• •- ••• ee•sel•••11",
AP0'
v•t., • •
• „N.
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.k.41/411;`'' ,NiiinaSeggiSsieVOlke416-`' 4"Pnr;ettea4'", • 
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 111111111111111M111•111111111111MMW 
Excelsior Planinglas
lAcpc,va.1 es.
Excelsior Wagons BARBED WIRE,
Are warranted to exeel in Workman-
ship am! Material. Durability and Con-
struction and Lighters* of Draft. Our
wagons are all tussle at home, and every
one warrant-el to give entire satisfac-
tion. No trouble or delay in getting
them repaired. All material thorough-
ly inspected before usieg. We intend
te maintain the reputation of the Cele-
brated Excelsior Wagons. Large stock
on hand of all sizes.
LUMBER! LUMBER!
Sash, Doors, Blhida, Shingles, Laths,
Bortrdia, Meuldings, Brackets, Baluotere,
Newels, Hand Rail and a large stock of
Rough Lumber on hand.
Celebrated Erin Lime.
Wheat Drill., letrinitig luipleeneete lit
large deiantitice.
Fine tatrriages, Buggies. Jagger',
Pliseunts and Spring N'agons by the ear
load. at deist reseoneble priees. Seek
job eat-nutted to give satiafaction.
F
We keep a fine stock of Buggy Bar-
nes,' of all kiwis at reasonable prlees.
We have a greet many other goods
which are tilo tomorrow+ to mention.
Cement, I'laster Hair. Fire Brick, Jtie, We hope to see you when in need of
Grates and Mantels, all elzes and kinds anything In tee. line
at rock bottom figures. Most reepectfully,
Emcorlcsess 31Birco.
Bryant
„:,
Stratton.
Tim 4E, Lc) 'xi"
BUSINESS COLLEGE,
Cor. Third io 1...Iii-,II;u , y
MOOIL.KEEPING, BANKING, PEM91.41i411 P. It 114111T.111AND, TYPE.
SMITING. ARITHMETIC. Ike.
No Text Books or Manueeripts copied and recopied by ettelents. Has the
largest honest indorsement as to true merit. Graduates have little trouble in ob-
taining situatioue.
HomE , Instruction will be given by mail Improve your spare hours andobtain a practical education.
STUDY. .A.3.cirears College eat .es..1:oo-ve.
SEIINT ILIA la
COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
- N
INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS TRAINING.
INSTITUTED OVER ONE-THIRD of a
- 
• _
The First Sign
Of failing health. io bet lor ilk. eirue
Night Sweats so-I NO•to meows,. or di a
sense of Genetal Weariness and Lees
Appetite. aleould suggest the use
Ayer's Sarewarilla. This preparation
is most eft,. tit.- bir giving tom. and
strength to the unforbled system. prte
twitter/ the digestion ond aesimilation of
feed, restoring the met eels fon co to
thrtr normal coodstion, and for purify-
ing. enrichiug. andl vitalizing the blood.
Failing Health.
'ern year* ago my health began to fail.
I Wiwi troubled with a dietressing Cough.
Night Sweats. Weakness, and Neto ous-
netts. I tried t uritutts remedies pro-
scribed by differetit physicist's. hut
became*. weak that I could not go up
stsurs without stepping to rest. My
friends re. oninwteted no. to try Ayer a
eareaparilla. which I did. awl I am now
as Itealthe and strong me ever. -Mrs.
E. L. Williams, Alexandria. Mina.
I hare tree! Ayer'. Sarsaparilla. in my
family. for I:crofters. and know, if it is
taken faithfully, that it will thereughly
eradicate this terrible dewaee. I have
also prescribed it /4-4 a tonic. as well as an
alterative, and must say that I honestly
believe it to he the best bleed medicine
ever tempountied.-W. F. You ler, M.
D. D. S.. Greenville. Tenu.
Dyspepsia Cured.
it would he inosetoible for me to de-
scribe what I suffered from Indigestion
arid Headache up to the eme I Iwiren
taking Ayer's Sarsaparilla. I was under
the care of various physicians. and tried
a great many kinds of medicines, but
never obtained noire than tOmporary re.
lief. After taking O.yer's Sarsaparilla
for a ahort time, my headache disap-
peared. and my stomach performed its
duties more pt. rfee t ly . To-day my
health ie completely restored.- Mary
Harley, Spriugtield, %dB.
I have been greatly benefited by the
preterit use of Ayer's Santeparilla. It
tent* and invigorates the s. stem, regu-
lates the action of the theeetive an
ressineletive organe. amid vitulizcs the
blood. It is. without doubt, the most
reliable blood purifier yet di:wavered. -
II. I). Johnson, 383 Aflame: avenue,
Brooklyn. N. Y. ft
Ayer s Sarsaparilla.
Pnpared by J. C. Ayer a Co., Lottell.
Prictill: slit bottles. 1111.
OPIUM ace Wit I K V 11.4 1 Ts wadat home without SO=of particulars sent FREE.
, D. IL WOOLLEY, it. D., Atlaata.111a.
CHESAPEAKE, Nio
-AN D-
Sollthostoil R.R.Co.
The Southern Trunk Line through the
VIRCINIAS
-TO -
Washington,
Baltimore and
Eastern Seaboard
Cities.
CENTURY.
Direct Route
because mentonoue. Many of the beet book-korpers anti business men in 'bristles
county graduated at this old liMliable Commercial liehool. We traeh in the intim
thorough manaer Book • Keeping of every description, Boston.* and
Oraatnental Penmanship, Bomar.; Calculations anti
Mathematics. Businesii Terms and
A. coal ittoi rue.,
Short-Hand. Type-Writing and Telegraphy.
young man of to-day cannot do himself juettee about making every effort te olda.n a
a thorough B41.100411 Education. If you expect to be either a Mechanic. Manufarturer. Bonier,
Merehant, Lawyer, Doctor. Farmer. leek. Book-Keeper. ore•en an Kibtor, a surer road to ul-
timate euceees in any of three departments of tend.. will be foutot In getting a nosiness repeti-
tion in our college. This is an aboolute fact. Ladies received upon equal terms. School open
ali the year round. Modesto can enter at any tame For terms, Etc apply to
CURNICK & RANK, Eransvills, Ind
RANSACK EVERY STORE IN THE CITY !
For Cheap Bargains!
LOSE NO OPPORTUNITY
To Save Money.
Lot after Ito you wdi awl no isetter plaes +eve money then a; new 'tore of
M. LIPSTINE,
cm Maus Street, ia the new block opposite Thompson St harilw are
Everything New and Neat!
troottd ail of the latest style, and priees .ower than ever,
Dii-37.Gocsciss,C111c)tixixisr
AND CENTS' FURNISHINC GOODS!
without end. sad the laites will he delightesi to see the noveltie- in
IA IA N ELY.
Mrs. Isaac Hart, during her recent [run Last. really extolled herself in that line of moots whileer seleetitic of
CLOAKS AND OTHER WRAPS
will compare with that of another house in the country,
BOOTS AND SHOES
s•r men and boys of an grades, sad • stork for the ladle* and mamma that will suit them beyondposadolity of • doubt.
Mr. W. I- WA ',Lilt will make aadaut to all the above, sod would be pleatied to hare josviieritinda call on him for verificitUos.
M. LIP TINE
e*-
SHOW CAS E
A 7, -'Lt -
TERRY SHOW CASE CA
NASHVILLE TENN u
yr rt.ib,-.0v, „-*
Bartholdi Souvenir,
OFFICIALLY Coil T
Liberty EnlighteningtheWorld
e have manufactured anti now offer for sale
C1, nn-1 ••rrect uoivenir of on-
STATUE OF LIBERTY,
Showing the Brooklyn Brolge, Bodloe's lathed,the Battery and the New I ork Harbor Mdistanee; aim a correct Al RDA 1.LION portrait
and allow-nth of tte celebrated artist. II.ItA ItT1101.1)1. This beautiful Souvenir Book-
mark is worked on choice colored Satin, show-ing all the details very clearly Tim reverse
side having an Original Poem sad a Calendarfor IOC, thus being a useful as well as onottnen-tal moven ir for the year. Will also Item band-lome as a Hannerette for the center table A
heatitiful and lasting present. Price. only I 3
testa. two for 2,5 cents. To agents, Ill 00 per
dozen free by mail. Postage stampe taken.
Liberty klan'tg Co.,
N•sico sT Saw I oRII.
FARM FOR SALE.
A desirable home of 315 tweet. in Trigg o.,Kr., only I!, miles from the I.. T It. K.
will be sold at a saerifier to settle up an estate.The premixes have 250 acre', under cultivationsad wen teased. the balance in timber. Thereis a good, romfortable frame ilwelling, outhouses for hired help. a large *bedded tobacro
harm, commodious stables and a good orr hart!
os the farm. The farm is splendidly supplieti
with living water, and ran be profitably uivoilfor stock, or a• a grain •nd tobacco farm. Nowis the time for purchaser.. to get a bargain and
I home. Terms easy. A pply p, J. W.
aW..Z."1:I.Eft, Montgomery. KY-
WM. F. BLUM,
Manufacturer of Stained and P:nameled
XA IliES 1=6
for ehurehro, memorials, anti other ehurrh win-dow... in rich design. Emboviseil and IttehedGlass for halls, ilwellinge, rte.
Ell W Green St., near Second St.,
Kv.
to be matte Cut this out sal
return to us, •nd we will
you tree. ...ureters( of great
Tame and imeorteeded yen.that Will ..t•it you isemeates shire will bringyou 15 more lottery right •y than anything
• OP in the world. A n yet. can . the work
owl live at Memo Either eel. all ages. Some-thing new. that juot coios meint•y Atli ail work-
er.. ft e will stsri you; capital not nrobsoyho is one olf the irennine. important chamois
ot a lire
-time. TInvite who are amintiou..ailid
enterpeteing Will rot delay. Grand ...Alt fret
oi Ts It Co.. Augusta. Maine
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
Pill %NCI ••.
W. M. FUQUA, M. D.,
Phusielan and Surgeon,
ifOrK,INoVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Once over "belie' law °Hee. Coin street
JAB A. TOVOO. O. Jim. A . Germ, lf D.
To Memphis,
New Orleans,
-*ad All Points in- -
Arkansas and
Texas
Through Ticket* are sow os Sabo earl es or
aildreas
TIME TABLE
Own:bora & Nasinrillo RI. Co.
srao. Mixed.Dapart-From Owensboro.. 2:30 m 14:40 a m
Arrive-owensiont .. 10:45 m 6:10 p m
Depart-Central 
 
 6:50 a m 1:30 p m
 
 4:13 p m I 310 p m
arrive- 
 
 4:M p m 12:15 p m
 
 SI:Se a in 1 p
Depart-Ruesellville 
 6:55 a m 9:15a m
alS p
Arrive- " 
 
 II:10 p in 4:30 p m
:24 a m
Depart-Attairville 5:30 a nt
Arrive- Adairville 
 3.15 p m
W ELLS, Genii man'g•r, Inuissine, Ky.
M. NEWBOLD..atiot owensboro
YOUR,
HARDWARE!
GUNS!
AND CUTLERY !
Pist]ls, Fishing T3Clie,
Hunting. Outfits!
IrOil, Wagon limbers,
HORSESHOES,
BELLS AND ROPES !
Comfit Stomot. opp. Planters Bank,
DRS. YOUNG& GUNN, Hopkintrville, - Kentucky.-
HOMCEOPATHISTS,
HOPKINS \ 11.1.7. 14 1
°Scorer 9th anti Main.
DENTISTS.
A. P. CAMPBELL,
DENTIST,
lIopkinsville, - 
- K et, tucky.
Olds over If. Frankel ..t
G E. MEDLEY,
1310i.NT7IVISIEST
HOPKINSVfl.I.E,
°ace over Kelly's Jewelry Store.
ATTORNEYS.
JOHN PEL•No. JOHN FELAND,Ja.
THE FELANDS
Cook & Rice,
Lager Beer
CITY BREWERY.
- - :eoideN•No1116 upper aelienth St
Evranal1114.11 AAAA LVOV DAILY Paces?
The Light Draught Steamer
ri IR, sta. IsTIC STEXIal•
J. H. THOMPSON . ManagerZit. NASH Clerk.
Will leave Ermines-tile f Cannelton daily
except snaday. at 4 o'clock, a m„ makingsure
connections with the 0..71. N. R. K.
Returning, leaves Cannelton daily at 6:39 p
tn., Sunday excepted, and Owensboro at 9 p.
araiDaY Tina C•11.D.
Leaves Evansville 
 9a. m. sharpLeaves Owensboro 4 p. m. sharp
Fare asse. for round trip on Sunday. Ant not
reoponsible for atom purcheuesl by tbe steward.Attorneys at Law, BYRNES 8NrDER, Agctito
- , For freight or passage s, heart,
Will prat Ursa in an the eosins of this Com-
sannwsalth.
Ole. in Hopper Bioek.
C. A. Champlin,
Attorney end Ccanzellor at Law
Office over Planters Bank,
Hopkineville, - 
- - Ky
Candidate's Department.
H. K. TAYLOR,
Of Logan County,
MONEY
Barber Shop!
,
i 1 ha VI re.,}A tied my Barber see. en it ieeell-
sae. street, between Mr. rare. Schmitt said
alilwell riouthworth, where I will be glad
.ee all my old customer'. anti the loublic.ie song, IMM-Cnttintr. Sth•mpooing and Boot.
acting done lin the hest manner.
• JANSEN didigGHAVEit.
Now York Shomllg.
iltverybody delighted with he taeteful seabeautiful selections matte by Mrs. Lamar, whoIs a candidate for state Superintendent of Pub. .alai nen Itfaile•I to please her customere hew
The Chemist sad tke Capitalist
There is employed in the Smithsonian
Institution a young chemist of the name
of Darling. A distinguished expert who
is familiar with the work of this young
man says he is one of the finest chemists
, in the country, and that he will not long
remain an underpaid sub-profeseor in
:the Smithsonian, at a salary of only $430 IT lwice ah much work as they ar-rous-
i amonth. This distinguished expert says I elisholl altogether is done now by a
that Professor Darling made the first ,leingle man running the heilraulic press.
practical application of cocaine in this j %%lime expert hantlicraftsreen were for-
country, and that if the knowledge oh- j molly neceesaty boys and tirls are now
tained by him in his experiments could employed; no speciel skill Oi,yequired, the
only thing needed beint attention. Now-
adays the process through which the leaf
passes before making itSi eppesxazwe as
plug tobacco is very different from that
of the olden time. To-day the leaf is
first stemmed anti run through gum rol-
lers of immense size, then laid on a rack
and put into dry houses, after which it
Is steamed, flavored and bulked. After
remaining in huge masses for twenty-
four lellars it is passed through the mold-
ing machines and made into plugs.
The old fashioned way was to dampen
the leaf plet as it came from the hogs-
heed: it WAS then stemnieel and formed
hen plugs all by hand. There was little
or no flavoring, the natural taste of the
tel.:teen being preferred. The introduc-
tion of foreign substances began about
twenty-fiye years ago. and has since be-
mule general, 80 that now all plug and
line cut tobacco is more or less adalter-
ated. The burley leaf, named, I believe.
after one of the pioneer growers, is now
about the only kind of tobacco raieed.
It is a larger leaf, more spongy and has
not is nee+ nicotine as the older and
now foesetten varieties. snch as the
••Y1.11()W Prior," "Little Frederick" and
the "Orinico." The ereater part of the
burley is ritieel Niessouri, Kentucky
and Ohio. The use of tobacco has in-
creased at a wonderful rate in recent
years. and I believe is now better than
ever before. At leneient the market is
suffering from overproduction, and as
a consequenee the prices aro lower than
they have been since the war. I was
the first tobacco manufacturer in St.
Isit since the fire in September
have decieleel to retire to private life.--
Henry Dausman in (Hobo-Democrat.
have been utilized by a capitalist the
young professor would now be a very
rich man. It was through young Dar-
ling's experiments that the knowledge
was acquired of the use of cocaine as a
local anaesthetic, so that the physicians
in charge of Gen. Grant's case ventured
to use it. It was through this professor
that they beard of it. When lie had ar-
rived at a complete knowledge of the
practical value of cocaine, an enthusi-
astic friend went to an energetic capi-
talist in Washington and introduced
bun to tlw chemist.
They made a propdsition to the
capitalist to furnish the money required
to put cocaine on the market, and lie
was to have two-thirds of the profit*.
The chemist had with him then a large
bottle of cocaine diluted so that it could
be taken inwardly. He tried to get the
capitalist to taste of it, telling him if lie
should taken a certain fixed quantity lie
would not be able to sleep for fifty
hours, and that his mind would remain
clear throughout the waking period
without any distressing reaction after-
ward. The capitalist did not dare lt)
try the experiment at first. Ile said:
'You are trying to poison me." It wits
not until Profeesor Darling took a sinii-
lar dose himself that he could be pre-
vailed upon to try the drug. The effect
predicted was produced. Yet the capi-
talist dtti not appreciate the value of tlw
drug, and so did nut go into the enter-
prise. Professor Darling then in a fit of
pique gave the result of his experimepts
to the public without condition. The
capitalist told the professor only a few
weeks ago that lie could have cleated
$100,000 the first year if let had gone
into it. Now he has furnished a 'above
tory for the professor, anti has told him
to go ahead and try eome other experi-
ments in the direction of his original
discovery.-Washington Cor. New York
World.
A School of F AA y.
Abbot Kinney is organizing a school
of forestry tinder the auspiees of the
university of California. We should
have these schools in every state, for the
American people should he informed re-
specting the dreadful consequences which
are certain to follow the wicked waxte
of our forests and woodlands. We are
already suffering from droughts and in-
undations, and those who follow us will
suffer still more because of the improvi
dence of the past generation in sweeping
away the forests from the banks and
headwaters of our rivers. Central Spain,
the vast plateaux of central Asia, have
been for centuries desolate regions. he
cause of the removal of the forests,
which attracted moisture, fed the streams
and kept the soil fertile. This forestry
question is well understood in Europe.
The traveler on any part of the conti-
nent notices that when the soil is value-
less for agricultural purposes it is
planted with trees. No person is per-
mitted to cut down his own wood with-
out a government permit. for the trees
removed from a mountain-sidle may re-
duce the volume of water in a fertiliz•
ing stream hundreds of miles away.
The goverments abroad insist that when
• tree is cut down, another must intme-
diately be planted in its place, and only
a few can be renioued at a tines-Dem
orest's Monthly.
Hunting on the Potomac.
The Potomac river has always been
celebrated fur its water-fowl of a vari-
ety of sizes and kinds, from the gigantic
swans down to the small ducks. The
pot-hunters carry small swivel guns in
the bows of their skiffs, each discharge
of which scatters nearly 70,000 shot
among the flock of ducks, killing many
and crippling others, so that a good
water-dog brings them in. :The people
down the Potomac undertook to break
up the use of this deadly weapon there,
by firing at the skiff containing them
with rifles. This soon drove the pot-
hunters away, and they are now congre-
gated in the vicinity of Witshington.
The fine canvas-back ducks, so prized
by epicures, are mostly shot on the
banks of the shallow hays of the Chesa-
peake, where they fatten on white cel-
ery.-lhoston Budget.
Proverbs Not Altogether Sellable.
A wiee saying is the product of sound
intelligence contemplating weighty ex-
perience; but the experience of average
mankind is not weighty, even when it is
; disastrous, and its intelligence is not
sound. Therefore we should not look in
popular proverbs for what they can not
and, indeed, do not profess to Ise Their
name rightly expresees their nature.
They are for the most part handy sub-
stitutes for arguments, accepted similes
that serve instead of reasoning. brief
prescriptive and analogical claims for
ordinary deeds anti judgments; and
they consequently reflect the ordinary
vict, and weaknesses of those who use
them, no less than their commonly very
moderate ideals of what is good and
eight. -St. James Gazette.
Curs fur Heart Palpi tattoo.
A French physician announce.' that
distressing or exceesive palpitation of
tne heart can always be airested by
bending double, the head down and the
hands hanging. so as to produce a tem-
porary congestion of the upper portion
of the body. In neary every instance of
nervous or• antemic palpitation, the
heart itnmerilately resumes its natural
function. If the movementa of respira-
tion are &reviled during this action, the
effect is still more rapid.-Dostun Bud-
get.
-
la the country.
"And is the air healthy in Oils ea.
liege?" monnettr, excellent.
One can become a centenarian here in a
while."-From the French.
- - 
-wow
Thif'S est' "A weird to the wise le elan-
dela," bet we thiiik it teltes *teen five,
"Ude Htilra Cough St flip." You
can grt this tirtkle aity drug store ror
*mitt -five t•eilta. Plo siciana recom-
Meet! It.
•
Tile 1.4.11411illed %Mae It( exult* end
Great Britain tire now ploceil nt 22:io
1100 Intsliels Wlient by etusitert81.1Ye
willowlike. The burnt Inn of this Ile-
delehet t be oupplled by tlie Amer.
leatt product, as the iitis-latt and Indian
crepe are light and the Australian
----se. see
Fen better than the harsh treatment
of medicines whit+ horribly gripe the
patient and deetroy the iterating idf the
stomach. Dr. .1. Mt:Leith's Chills
and Fever ure by mild yet effeetive ac-
tion %ill etire. Sold at 5o cents a bottle.
For wale by IL IL Garner.
----dos see ese----
Store boo need perticular care at
this reanon-the ripening rif winter-
that they may start into winter quar-
ter-it in good •lispe. Don't make it a
point te see how little you winter
them on and have them live; but sins to
have them gain a little ae time dreary
w inter drags out its length.
OLD pill Notre are spread over the
Intel by the tie:item& alter having been
emptied by auffering humenity. What
a smote re sick g, dieguistieg ineeleine
the poor stomachs hat e to contend with.
Too much strong medieine. Prickly
Ash Bitters Is rapidly Niel surely taking
the place of all this class of drugs, told
lit (erring all the ills arising from dis-
ordered emidition of the liver, kidneye,
stomitch and bowels.
Filly thousand tone soet are taken
from Lontlon chi 
 
iti a year. It is
effitimated to be worth $200,000, and Is
met! as a fertilizer, halt a ton to an acre.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
The Beat Salve in the world for Cuts,
Ifseefineter• et Tobacco.
There have been a prat many changes
in the manufacture of tobacco since I
began tho business, forty-two years ago.
In making ',leg tobacco then hand power
pressee were used in place of the
hydraulic machines now in use. It took
six men to work a screw press and near-
01r1 Rain-ln-the-Fame.
Old Ilain-in-the-Face, who claims hi
have killed thni. Clime% has been seized
with a desire to gein a liberal education,
which is quite unusual for a man of lie
time of life and previous oecupation. /
has written to tho commissioner . f
Indian affaire aeking to be sent to
Indian w-hool at Hampton. Va. Some
of the young bucks of his tribe lerve
been to the srh000l, and Ilain-in-the-
Fake has evidently been tempteel by their
stories of the pleasures of civilization.
He is one of the ablest Indians in the
country and one of the handsomest.
while his record as a warrior is long and
bloody. Ile got his name from a birth-
mark that is conspicuous on his cheek
and looks as if a few drops of blood had
fallen tlwre. When he is angry the
blotches stand out with great promi-
nence but are always apparent as far as
one can see his eyes.-Washington Capi-
tal.
%Iberia rut a Penal Colony.
Statistics just published by the !hessian
government give some interesting facts,
about Siberia aa a penal colony. The
number of convicts and political exiles
sent to Siberia from 1754 to Doll num-
bered nearly 1,000,000, men and
women. Fifty thourandl were sent be-
tween IN83 and 187:1. while the number
sent out during the present reign reaches
146,380. 'flte number of encapes during
the past twenty yearis hae amounted to
24 per eent. Women form one fifth of
the total number of .exiles. AB IllOftt of
them are over 40 years of age very few
marry, and to make matters worse mar-
riage is prohibited for the first five yeare
of exile. Two thirds ef the crimes com-
mitted! in Sibria are committed by the
exiles, and because of this. of their mis-
ery and of the nutnerous escapes the
Russian government is seriously con-
sidering the advisahilitly of abolishing
the present systeth of Siberian deporta-
tion.-Detroit Free Prem.
A Prince*** Dainty Appetite.
Apropna of the Princess id Wales' are
petite few persons have any idea how
pnor an eater her royal highnees is. Only
the mist delicate (fishes tickle her palate,
and even of these she takes scarcely
enough to feed a canary. Sanguinary
meat Ls her special abhorrence. She is
also very particular what she drinks, a
very atrial' quantity satisfying her. It
may interest ladies to know that her
royal highneris is a devout lover of a cup
of tea, hut it must be carefully made,
-drawn" to a second, creamed to a
needy and sweetened with one moder-
at, eized luntpofsparkling whilesugar
If it is not all thie the princess will not
drink It.
Curbing the French Press. .
Frelleli writer. have to exercise' es-
fronts cantion dealine with men and
things. F.ven if an eceele.‘nt occurs they
have no legal right to print the names
of persens concerned
-that is to say
if they do so and the persoes complain
the newspapers can be made to pay dam.
ages. A urious case was narrated to me
in flied ration of the somewhet depress-
ing eerie' it ions um 'er which French news.
gatherers ply titter trade. Le Mahn. an
enterprising meriting newspaper, recent-
ly publieled an intt•ryiew with M.
Clentenceate a well known deputy. The
next day M. Clemcnecau &flied that lie
ha expressed the views attributed to
him by the- reporter. Le Matin pro-
claimed its confidence in its representa-
tire. Then M. Clemenceau stied the
paper and obtsined dam:teem. the editors
of Le Matin not tieing permitted even to
offer evidence establishing that an inter-
view heil Liken place.-New York
World.
_ _ _ _
What Is a Fed?
A "fad.' is something or somebody that
oceupies. helms' tbominates, the fashion-
able mind fur a few weeks each winte•r:
it may be n skating rink, a Fettling' I.ente
or an Englishman gifted with menu
knack or talent which wins the appre-
ciation of refined idler% The fad, when
lt is a man, boars invariably the stamp
of British arteascratic approvaL-New
York Letter.
•
Competeet Judges
Pronounce Poineroy'e I'etroline Plasters
superior to any other plaster coining un-
der their observation. Of druggists and
II. B. Garner, Ilopkinsville.
The first winter of • t•alfs life is a
hard one, but good, warm stabling and
two quarts of oat meal daily, in addi-
tion to their other ration'', will be well
repaid iti grewth and earlier maturity.
With goer' feeding a 'leiter sl Id be in
form to produce t harm her first
calle Imfore she is IN 0 years old.
see
SICK headache Is the bane of many liv-
es. 'l'o cure anil prevent this annoying
complaint few Dr. .1. II. McLean's Lit-
tle Liver end Kidney Pillets. They are
agreeable to take and gentle in their ac-
tion. 4:" cello, a alai For sale by If.
H. Garner.
Tte t tette for crowding riemis with all
sorts of ornameuts, brie-a-brac and
WA-necks ie on the wane.
•
An End to Bone Scraping.
Edward! eliepherd, ot Ilarriabtirg, III.,
says: "'laving received 3.0 much benefit
(rem Electri.• Bitters, I feel It iny duty
to let suffering humanity know it. Have
hail a r ttttt sore un lily leg fur eight
years; my &we're told ine I would have
to have the bone scraped or leg
lilted. I need, instead, three bottles of
Elee•trie Morrie and 'Revell boxes Buck-
lenee Arnica Salve, and my leg is Haw
sound and well." Electric bitters are
seld at lifty l'ellist it bottle, and Illicklen's
Arnica Salve at 25 cente per Nix by II. H.
Garner.
AKIO
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
TAO too ler never worm.. A marvel of puri-
ty. Orength and whole...motets econons./CFI than t bo. onlitotry knots, and cannot be goldin competition omit the II/11,11111.11. of 1,14" teat,
.hort weight alum or phosphide powders.. befel
orify in Cil . RoVAL RAKISH.) POW fugit , 100
Wall street. N. I .
LIST OF 'LANDS'S; II aNOSOF
Jno. W Payne,
Real Estate ABM,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Office-Up stairs. opposite the eourt-house.
No.
Vann, containing 145 sere. of land, situated a
mile. west of llopkInseille, Ky.. near Prinoeton
road. There is a small dwelling house upon itLand is of Sue quality, about 4 cleared.
plod bargain can be obtained in the purchase
of this land. Price 31,400. fermi. ea cash. bal-ance in 1 andl years, with 'Stet-cot on deferre4payments.
No. 7.
Lot fur Sale. containing !, acre, east of rail-
road anti north of road to tam grounds. It is •
cheap lot torturer. or.e desiring a home in Hop-kinasille. Price $110.0u.
Lot for gale containing% of an acre anti situ-
ated on Naehville 1.1.:.'1.711p1•11411Le south
ucky College. It is a splendid lot for buildingpurpooes. Price 3100. A good bargain us au
store for some one.
No. 11.
A parcel of ground containing some 3 or 4
acres, situated on Itueseliv tile natl. Just outsidethe corporate limits of the city of Hopkinaville,
and frontiog the Blatemore property. Thispiece of ground lias a frontage of 800 feet. It is
an eteelient mimeo( property and IN suscepti-ble of being divided into 4 or 5 good building(Ow, with au averaige depth of 300 feet. There isquite a number of fruit trees in hearing on theplace and also a good vineyard. For building
purpoees there is uot • more deairable were ofproperty in or near the city. Price and terms
resounable.
No. 12.
Farm tor sale, rontaining about 275 acres 0:Mod, mutated on the old Canton road, lox miles
from Hopkinsville. The land is of good quality
and grows tobacco, corn, wheat, clover aud
grasees freely. The dwelling is not in verygood repair, but with a little expenditure of
movey it eotild be made quite comfortab e.
rhere is a good barn and "table besides otherimprovement& on the place. Any 1/Ue desiring
a good farm could secure a raid bargain bypurchasing this tract of land. Tertns and price
reaatinahle.
I poach, apple. plum and cherr trees. Price •1101 terms etmenahle.
NO. 41.
Farm, situated 7 miles west of ilopkinto
on the old Canton road. 2., miles from end o'
the pike, and from I. A A T. K he
tamturtietion. t.ontaieta See al re. ot lam!, 116.
cleared. balsam. iu timber; id the cleated lami100 scree la in clover and grass, halm awe to good
stale of CU lion. I uiprovenieh
comfortable .1 elites of 4 rooms, k Atelier*, .114.....1
I ttttt Pe. tee 1..mee, earring, house. and other II1X-
espary out bui1,16111(14 • good barn, cistern, g.,
stable for Id or 110 head of nook. a hew erilt tbran bin and *belling room and oevr stew to6 or eight head of rows attached. 'I Lew sto..tosha% e large, loom) loft., sufficient to hold IL ton
of hey, uoe log and 4 frame cabin., thelatter with 4 story above • rich old oreliarilin bearing and -young orehard of Ito mire( tree
now set 3 'ears. /*lent of sook alter and iu,
excellent neighboritme . 1 erms tato-. Apply
to John a'. PII1Viie, or C. L. Dade OD preittioo.
Coatains 54PO arrosoNalol 4tionber, ate.
Sinking Fork. sdjoining the tartne ot Johu
and Nark McCarty. ia all good lanti avows is
Mid separately or e011heeliOn Mu elm!.
This parcel of RH, acres is • part of Ito ovet tea,
ntentiored an above number and shoot.. or winas • part of same. but if sod desired a. part ..the sante tract, can •II.1 will be sold separetvily.ist!gitalvit weto John W. Payne, or C. L. Dade oit
No. 13.
Route and lot in Hopkinsville. situate4 on
Ituseellt. tile street. The 110UP! i. a large and
commodious one, haying 9 rooms, with kitchen,
servant's room, and all hereditary out-build-ings. There to a good nrw stable on the placethat will acconuinodate 9 head of horses, a
great carriage or buggy house, a good eastern,
Ie. There are 3 acres of ground t a the let, and
upon it are over sou pouch, pear nod apple treesin full bearing. The location is healthy and theproperty is very desirable in every respect.
No. IL
Lot Ili city of Illopkinaville, Northweot coruer
of Jackson and Elm streets, in Je•uit's addition
to skid el; loht fronts on Jackson street lafeet and ru lack feet to a SO ft. alley.
Lo•a Lento' Ily and is well drained from frontto back. Price 11/to
No. 15.
A eplenditi :evidence on N ash Ole street, this
Vity, not far trim, Main. with good rooms, all
of which •re in excellent conilitiou. Resides
this there are • sera •nts neon, kitches. stable.
semi boom, aud in fact all necemary outbuild-ing.. A gins! •ail cotern and quite a
number of fruit trees In bearing. A uy person
wanting • good home shotild ore this one. Price
&nil terms reasonable.
NO.14.
Farm, of lit acres of lahd near tiarrettaborg,
Christian county, K.,. w ith tie acre. a:leafed and
balance in line tiniber. The farm is located
a little I utiles of the depot of the 1. •. & T. Rail-
road which will penetrate the mouth...Hi part of
the ...linty, and la alao located *Mon k. tulle of 2
churches and a st hiniphouse, There ni a Wen!dwelling st Ith Agresti rooms, • new stable that will
sheiter Is head of stock. and ail other necessary
tnithioldlog• 011 Lb* Ont.,: abaft • barn that will
house 20 acres of tobacco. waeresof the lead areCIOVer. Terms sod priee reasonable.
No. 1s
A good house and nut for sale In the city of H op-
kinsville with Hirer good rooms, kitchen, serviona
roow. cistern, stable, Mo. with is acre of Laud, situ-
ated OD Brown street. Itts an excellent home
and a good bargain is isn,s..to19re. for SOrrie
A farm for sale of 13 acres situate4 near the
milturbo of oarresulturg, this county, w itit
good. roomy residenee and all necessary out-
buildings. The Am! is of excellent quality.
a lov store home and tobacco factory ow liar-
No. 90.
ne.tat'grlito."71)usinees house on ituesenettie meet.
within I-2aquareof Main. for mile or rept- Thehotter has a tarp. store room with a cootie of
rooms, good for einem or bed rooms. abrader.
No. M.
House And lot fur sale In the city- H opit
vide and in tbe southern portioa thereof. 1.oi
containing 5, of an at-re. Nice frame dwelling,
atilt 3 good rooms and hall, Kitchen, seryaut's
roes, and all nreewaary oultsuildlug• A good cis-
tern with pleuty of good water Its it. Price. New
No. To
House and lot for sale city of Hispkinsrille,
front of Dr. I). J. illsh's rosidesice, frame, 2 story
resklehre with [VOW*. kitchen ate. Price and
terms reamonable
No. 24.
Farm for nab. in this eounty 4 or 5 mese from
Hopkin•vilie and front Princeton plice. of
ss serecas or 715 acres of the land is cleared.halance
In tine timber. There is a trains, homer on sante
with I tame aud conifortatile rotten', kitchen.SerSal.r1 room. good stable, hart,. &c. The tato.
wilt grow wheat. tobacco, corn and grass splendid
ly. Here Is • good bargain for some one. Price
and terms reasonable.
No. M.
A grssi and deelrable storeliouse, situated atE.11).•., station. and In 200r at feet of the St Lon.*
slid !". K. It. K. Tbe building is • (rain, one. Isla)
feet. with two good family rooms °Yet. same.
Thereto.% of au acre in the lot mind Weston-boos.
ade•trahly adopted for the dry goods or groceryhusineas. A poly to no. for price. terms tr.
No. 27.
A house and ho for tale in the city id Hopkins-
% .I.oup A venue; there C -la of ground
lifts( bed. House Mu the god rooms, stabile,
ith stalla mid loft, a goo. i cistern, COM house
awl sill necessary out houses. There Is Also a
,r ...I elank fent,. seeded the preintees. Price
and term. neasollialde.
No. In.
limier and lot on Jam'. Asti:tie. elty of
llopkinstille. Tie dwelling hae e good
room., coal house anti other good and _peresaary
out beveling., and alai s steel peak fenee
enema name. There la sere of grotiad
l•rice and terms reasonable.
N1I. at.
Vann of 114 acres for sale, In tbe iteighlor-1100411 filctiebee's store. lirist n eou n t y,
Ky., on erulean P4prings rued. du acres of the
tend are cleared anti in good state of ettltiva-
lion, balance In Nailer, under good fence.
There Ina dwelling boom with trio ronm• and
hall; crib, stable, smoke hones% an excellent
cistern, plenty of fruit treee, a good vineyard
with choice grapes; convenient to schools,
churches awl poitt-oilice, anti in gots! neighoor-
hood Terme and price reasonable:
No. 30.
Farm for sale, situated in this eutudy, within
milci of Crofton, containing •hout F76 acres.
A greater portion of this land is cleared and is
an excellent stale of cunt. atom, the balance la
in flue timber. There is on the place a first •rataihiellittg ith good and I•ornfurtable rooms,
barns, stable an 1 aii other necessary out-houses There is nisi on the premises • yowler
sod a 'genets orchard. bearing the latost and
beet varlet's.. of peaches. topic., pears ae.
Churches.. oclomis awl poet Aire are ill easy
reach of the place. Price and terms reasonable.
No. 31.
House and tot for salejuet outoutle the corpor-
ate limos of the city of Hopkineville, between
Wood's mill and the railroad. l'here is an acre
of ground attached. a going frame cottage and
tbe premises. Property rent. for 313
perm/nth. Price and terms reasonable.
No. 36.
of the city of Hopkinoville, on the oldie fork
Farm for sale situated about 6 talnortheast
of Little river. containing 109 . 71 sere'
of this laud lo Metered, balanee in- extraordi
nartly touter. This land is in excellent
condition for cultivation. every foot of it being •
suitable to the growth itf Wheat, Whereto corn,
a8.1 grammes. There us pleoty of drinking anti
stock wateroo the plaee. There three Vold,
never-falling sennee awl streams. There is
Nu. 44.
Mouse •tot lot fur sale, on Clorkeville street
oppopute the resilience tit Eugeue Wood, in th.
eity of ilopkinaville. The lot coots's,' % acres.Ike divelhug ha a two story frame, w ith I
rg rooms, kitchen, cellar. stable, earriag.e, in fart all necessary outbuildings, rooter
ac. Aleo quite a •ariety of fruit trees on tJplace. Price aud terms reaaonable.
No.47.
Farm ef 230 sere. for sale. Wattled iu Ciin.Liao county-. 1% tulles weld ilopkioarille, o.
the Princeton pike with frame 2-siarry budd-ies, rooms. kilobit's. smoke boom, stable. Is
addiUoti to the building above thereis a tenement hourie within a note of the
former one and on the same place. There anexcellent hart. Wass) feel w h liens and doub-le abed on the pretense. A reek rano 1.1 roastthe place anti affords e -dent Kook woo •iluring the entire year. at.b a never tniiiintiepring which furnishes tinnt. ttg water to
acres are cleared. balance In fine Omni 114.1mires have beep in clover for years un-broken up this fall. Tho u• mie of u beettracts of lend in the county. every • foot of triemil being rich and fortile awl well olio led Ittheg rowth of tobacco. corn and wheat. An exoellent bargain can be secured here. Pr ee aseterms reasonable.
No. 4t,
Farm for sole coutaintue 24tt acres of Moilsituated in the wouthern portiou of tiw countin the Newrisrad neighborhood. with double loshouee ith 6 rooms. kitchen. cabins, otable.barn, eletern.opring. Tiott land eatende doerLit t le liver. Tiliere is oleo a good mied on theplace. Also quite • variety of fruit trees bow
In bearing. About MO more of the Isn't arecleared, balance in fine timber. TM. land t.
nett a tit/ well adapted to the growth of tobaeco,
corn and wheat. Prato and terms reasonable.
No.44.
Yarn) for sale of 250 acres, militated insoul h Christian county. in the Newsteadneighborhood. o ith dwelling of I good resin.% I
smoke honer, exceilent stables and
cob+. a large and vt.131novillons bare. There are
aim 1 fine fieh 'mods on the premises, a coot.never-failing spring. %bleb affords a naturaldairy house, also a large cistern. About Sit
acres of this land IP in culti Yation. Imianeefine timber. Thie land to peculiarly adapted lethe production of to',acco. a heat anti corn. fibsrgivia ten Is had the pun:1134,ot One trectPrice anti terms reasonsble.
No. 50.
Farm fo. sale tionsioung of MO acres of lead.Initiated au linstian county, hy., 3 mileDorthwest liopitinoville, on the Buttermilkroad. There is a good cottage dwelling of dye
rooms, with front and back porch. good stablea.
crib and barn that will house 15 acres of tot.sc.
co on the place There is aim an excellent ap•ple orchard, • good well and • branch of nevafailing stock water on the prentiees Also 51acres of fine timber. This land is fertile andwell adopted to the growth of tobacco, corn.
wheat, clover, /Lc.
Nu. SI.
Farm forsale, situated is thrums° county.Ky.. about 9 miles from if opt inns :lie, in tile
New mead icinit y, containing lisi arms of land,
all ot whieh is cleared land. l'here is a guoie
cistern and an •bundarire .4 stork water onthe farm. There is a frame building with two
roomoon the prenuses; also a good barn, leebowie Ike. Also a 'Ming peach and apple or•
chard now in 
-bearing. The neighborhood in
which this land is located is a good one. Schools
and elturebes couvenient. A good mill otitis14 mile* of the place.. The productive quality
of the land is exceptiotiably good. Priee and
terms reasonable
No. 52.
ram of 131 acres situated near Newstead isChristian county Ky.. with a comfortable doub-
le log cabin, good barn and all neemaary out.buildinpost the place, also a good well, stockpond, and the land la cleared. This place iv
within 24 miles of the I. A It T. It R. land of
excellent quality,
No 53
Farm of 180 acres situated near Newstead
Christian county, Ky., within If miles of Hop-kinsville anti 14 mile.. of the 1. A. a T R.
There are two good log tatting .ot the place, aimbarn, stables, ite true': cleared balance irffne timber land neh and productive.
Farm for sale, containing 11t6 acres, situatedin the vicinity of 1tainbrolge. Chnetian county,Ky., on the Cadiz and aditionv ille road. uti
*erns cleared. balance in good timber. Thereto a good double log house with four rooms andhall. a large ohethiesi barn. molar, eaten. twogmakermiesp. rings anti a floe apple orehard on theplace. Tins is cheap mad will be oold on easy
FA UM FOR to A LE --tonend itif er acres
of laud situated on Htiesellyille joke, one nide
coat of the city of Hopkins% dle. There on
the land a large log weether-boarded house, It
stories. and 7 omfortable rooms: line cellars:
•Iso good stable, ...moues house and onto;
spring of never-failing water: lo acres tilqtble
Anil rould be converted lots excellent buildinglot.; balance in timber A valuable plare for
someone who desires a good house near city
nirow
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..rner Virginia •riii spring. strew's.
Hopkinsville. - - Ky.
Salil BRAIDS & CO
lie.; • , f I: 1,1 • '4
Tonsorial Parlor!
11 A 1 C UTTI NO,
SHAVING
I il aldP0o1Nol. -
If AIR-DYEING:I
BooT BEA CI I NG aril
Hair Dressing
Hone In the very beetstym. Assieted by B
Jones and I. II. Jones. All
Polite arid Skillful Markers.
Ayer's Ague Cure.Don't forget the place.vi Ile et.. atittonitor Itxprosa0filee
PREPARED BT
DR J C ATER 84 CO., Lowell. Kau-
- I by all ProoTtsts.
Price $1; six bottles, $6.
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BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
s tette to looms. No. $11, F. • A M.
VV. W. clerk. 'i.
Thomas Rodosaa S •O. L. Waller. J. .
It. M. f airieigh, as.
Dietrich, beeTy.Bryan Hopper, 8. D.
v P. Davenport, J. D.
W. B. Lander, n. a T.
ge meets ai Hall. inti .tor
riss, ses, nes tint MosoMy night Is each
Montt
WO : A 1. CHAPTIElt NO. 14 • A
:shit. eon yocationa Molitday of es. in
month a. nMasote Hall.
111. K. Thomas Rod-
man, H. P.,' J W,
o Pritchett, K.. E., tt
Skerrot. 1..; ornr.J.
1\ I. Lomita, C. it way
B. W. stone. P :
t omp. Bryao Hopper,4 K. A. .: otrjo •Anderson, G. 11 3d V:
Immo, R. M.Fairleigb.
G. V.; lomp.
H. 11. Abernathy, ts
M 1st . ;
C01111p, G. W. Lander, Treas.
•• t H. Dudek+, heel,.
W. R. 1 ander, ouitrcl.
WHAM, COMMA!" ORRT NO.& R • ir•
Ir. Et. F. L. la aller.111.
" " Hunter Wood, atmeraltsatmo
" .faitnite itodinassCepeleme(scoria Poindexter. Prelate.
" o. L. salter. Sen. W
" " B. W. 1.4.,ne. Jr. w.
•• Wn.. bkerritt, St'd Br.
" " E. N' C./Awards, 8w, Br.
wit pArbeacrnwa.ittla.yir:asurer'areer..
•• e. H Dietrich. Recorthir.Wm, It. Lander, C. of G.
Kt/ V A A Kt„ A N 111. HOPKINS VILLSCOEIN
dIL. NO. Ms.
Joe. I. Lando.. Regent.
Chas. H. Dietrich, Past It--geo
ThooLong, iee Regent.
61m..414:. s,
▪ Litstine. Treasure!
P. Braden Collector.
Goat . long, Secretary
Jobni. Y...uvsnr.fGuioe.
P n ree, strut as.;
oupio-i 14'tuhaTrturiolay 1. each month.
OA YON COUNCIL Ntli.fiCHOKKT7 ke
Lipstme, Chief Costumier.
• It"...itoryanbils,.11.e..yr.:1,.try
I..? Payne. Treasurer
T Klein. Prelate.
R. West, M•robal.
. .I'Llen-gW. Jur?:
J
J T. RicketM
6 Nisei. IsMienrrlit.l'o. f P. Hail 2r1 and Ath Heeds, le
CmaeflhltInZT'nitabN LODGE, NO. Mt KNIGHTS t
HONOR.
R. M. Anderoon. Dictator.
John Orr. Vice Dictator.
r. L. Smith, Anal Dictator.
I. BurnetO Rettorter.
. . vToar r end
Hunter %Vocal, Chaplain.
I. M. Donnie, Medical Examistor.
L P. Payne. G uide.
I. A. B. John...a Inside Guard.k W. Pyle. Outside Guard.
EV ERGREKN LODGE. NO. ts. R. or r.
J E. s P (2.
4%14'. .1.4; iiirnh:t, 'V C.
Prelate
.1 NV Payor. K R. •
13: FM. UM-egact,hbislao.filiF..of
Elb, MI at Arms.
It. B. kakis. Guard.
It. W. Henry, Out Guard.; W. C Wright. T.for L. '7. ; J. A. Young. E. G. Sebree and JohnW. Pa) no Trustees. W. It 0 Fund.
testy, meets the hi and 4th Thursdays in e•
erT monthENDOWMENT RANK. E. oir P.
.Mkteeits)ae,v, .r yrre.,11.1 M4nd•y is every month.
Wiley,A. P
R. M A nderoon. fiec'y and Treas.
KNIGHTS or TH E UOLD/g14 o goes.
Meets the lst and Id Fridays la seek meth
K. W. Norwood. N. C.
Rote A. Rogers, K. K.
Porter Smith, K. R.
J. W. I. Smith. Tremurer.
Ernest roulks, H.
root Gaines, P.
•V. W. Crabli,W.
jk:NCC.11E)INTS° it DER OF UN ITEh oRK hi EN .
Thee of meetioutil and 4th Tuo•days.
OW. -AI! .M1.:1;14. G-
Monyon. 0
BwA..gitrontcw:anir
F. West.
RIVKKLolte.k. No. 14, I) et. re
W. . Wright, N. (i.
P. V Henderson, V. U.
W. T Bonito Seciy.
D. R. Beard. Treas.
Meets every Friday eight.
INeAMPlieNT, NO. IL I. 0. 0. F
W. C. Wright, C. I'.
H. F. McCanty, H. P.
F. V Henderson, S. .
A. II. Anderson. J. W.
W. T. Howe, neer
D. R. Beard. Treas.
Lodge meeta 1st and MI Thursday nights.
ORDER OF THE IKON HALL
Jane, A. Young. J. P. J.
William T Bonte, C. J.
W. t . Acet.
John Musty on, t 'ashler.
Andrew &eargent, Examiner.
John C. Day, Herald.
Thomas J. Blain. Prelate.
Louis udottian. Watchman.
John Young. F. MeAGnmey tad 1.01,1‘ r.
yne., Trustees.
C A -Roans. over CuteeIl'a dry goods
store. eorner I. and %intik. Moodie opea
Tuesday.11itirelay owl Saturday eveelegs from
I to 10 o•c:ock.
COI.OREIr LfrISGES.
UNION BRNEVOLENT SOCIETY.
Merits let and 3,1 Moeday steeling I• each.
month. I le o'clock, at their lodge roses, main
street. second store over flooser and Orershin -
nes looming. K. HeNeal, President; Ned Tur-
uer, sovey.
FR ELDOM LODGE, NO. U. B. F.
Meets 1st snit Tueolay nights is Postel P•
Hall. Cotart olreet. E. W. (slams, W. II; L. II.Buckner. Secretary.
ItUoADoKA TEMPLE, NO. Si, 8. OF I.
, Sleets Id and lth Tuesdays in pitch month in
le I'. Hall Posteil's block ourt street.
uguel• /dotnen. W. P; earrte Rants, r;
• cooky.  Secretary.
HOPKINSVILLE LODGE, NO. 1411.11. G. 1*. o
ole 0. V.
Meru Intl and 4th Monday sights at Homier
and Oventlitner'e lia i. Main street. Charles
Jesup N. ; William Gray, V. 44; K. W. Glass.
P. '4; William Clark N. r.
MYSTIC TIE LODGE NO. Ian, G. -N. 0.
or F.
Meets lat and tird Wednesday nights t.f each
smooth. Sites Johnson, N.6: I if. Rutin r. s
I. t all.t. 1.4..tr so. lb r. a s. -meets fru .1
lu twilit in tort, month at their Lode neon • t
o'rloch Hullo tiny um Presublellt.
Harr,-
AYER'S
Ague Cure
Never f,iI14 to cure every form of disorette
pecellar .Ylai.irlo!uft etre' do° ich.
Is Warranted,
Alm. &email iirehard of select fruit already Inhearing, Pinot berries. raspberries. Ac. There
IS a good double story log house, cabin, hitcher
steel otoble, barns ac.. on the preinioes. Tern,.
and price reasonable.
No. M.
ivery and Feea
-STABLE,-
T. L. Smith, Prop'r.
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.Pia rty for sale conslattn ot :4 acre of ground
lying twern the Madlsotiv Ile road and the I- di
N. Railroad at Kelly's !station. Christian county,Ky. There Is • beat stud desirable cottage Maid.fog on the else*, with 5 good rooms. a box storehouse which could he mashy converted Into a ho-tel. an exceilent timer!, Ie. Priee low and terms
very reas,mable
so. r.
Property for sale at Kelly's ntalloo. Christian
county Kr. conniating of 4 acres of ground. 1011building with feet rooms, passives and 2 shed
rooms. good cistern, There are •1140 on the prem-
ises quite • number of fruit trees already in bear-ing. Price low and terms reasonable.White corduroy Is popularly chum- No.
tea and morning house gowns.
bined ith white wool mutts for dressy i
al urded at Kelly's ?Hatton. Christian couststy, Ky.
Myer& of depot. there Is • good well on the
Mere Is • good log bulidlug IN, stories high. sithin
troperty for Sale COOPIDUT16.11r1,* ItClell of gibund
51111••=5-5--•
• place. The property Is on the L. N. R. It.Fio.tiraN ri.y accidente occur In the
hou-eholil which Cathie burns. cute, I No. a.
Property for sale at R!..ily's Station, Christianfun ""e °"eb I reality. Kr., on the I.. & N. R. K., Ls acre of ironedsprains and bruises;
with t WO Ifi feet moniseames Dr. J . Mc Lean's Volcanic Oil with box hodlb•
Liniment has for maiiy years been the No. 40.
Property for sale at Kelly's Station, Christiantemetata favorite family remedy. For
I county. Sty.. on 1.. it R. R. There are 6 arr." ofwee by H. B. Garner. I ground. cottage bulldIng alto 5 ruction, front andback porch, lathed, plastered and nicely papered,! good cistern, to SO floe fruit trees in good bear-Imitation coral meet braceleta ine.
and broocht•it ere even is ith oink toil-
eroperty at Kelly'', station, chrlsthin county.
No. 41.
etc Ky. lo acres of lanO joie near depot. Good log
Good Results in Every Case. 
I cattiu ou the place
Mo. 42.
•
 
_ -se sae--
Most gardens are not rich enough for I Cloth polo:Wee. ate worn over velvet
the beet results. "We are just getting or plush skirts of ("reentering color,
th- soil in good condition," said a mar- whether plain, striped or plaid.
ket garileeer recently, "after mental.- -as.. ale-- tried many reinediee without benefit.
Itig and cultivating for three years." St. Mary's Oil * God send to the nit- Being 'minced to try Dr. New
Arid it Was first rate land to begin with. thin as It will cure all pain of every dis- Diecovery for Consumption, del so mud
erii•tIon, both Internal and external. wise entirely cured by use of a few bet-
II. Mcleee's Strengthening This oil is a family doctor; Its merit. are Iles. Since %Idyll time lie loam need it ill
Cordial yid Blood Purifier, by its Vital. unequaled, Sold by all dealern in med- 1118 rand's. for.sll Coughs and Colds e all
izing properties, will brighten pale 'cities. Sample bottles 25 cents, full size
cheeks, and transform a pale, haggard, ;-41 cente Mid SI ,(10. A mire cure ter
dispirited woman Into one of sparkling ritetimatiom. All that is asked Is a trial.
erste. stew eoevention
Ise Instruction, subject the action of the Demo- Spring circularjust issued. send torn. Addziem health and beauty. $1.00 per bottle. .1. IL Goodwin, proprietor, 00 west
MBE. ELLEN LAMAS. For sale by II. B. Garner. fourth street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
D. A. Bradford, wholesale pitoer
dealer of liattanootste Teem., writes,
that lie ear; serionsIs itilliered with a se-
vete cold that settled oil Ids lungs; had
thousands %hose !Ives have been reeved
by the eVonderfill Discovery.
/rug etere.
Trial bottle free at 11. B. Ciarner'si
Farm - 4 miles from ilopkintortne, 4 mile
from Canton road pike. adjoins Jarnelle. Moore
and Ben. S. llamplw11. eonteins 165 acres, NO. 1
ing been dowered and well cuttivatel for six
timber, Ill acres open land in good heart, ha,.
years; good house of eau. moms and clotieta,
rnbia, stable, crib. SWAP. de; fine water in
abointtanee for sttok: greet retires. and in every •
way desirable. PriceN$012. 418.e.r acre Terms east. advert. .
ISinfr in American
. •
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CRYSTALLIZED PSTROLEUM
litimults of a Very Simple and Clear
Process-An 1 uv•ii lion of I mportaams.
A very important invention has re-
eently been made by a Gertuan chemist
in the employ of the Russian govern-
ment in the oil regions at Baku, near
the Caspian sea. Russian petroleum
has since the last ten years entered into
competition with American kerosene in
the European markets, and if the new
process of crystallizing the oil fulfills the
expectations, American petroleum will
be excluded there in the near future, as
the Ittitasian product will be much
cheaper and its transportation lese
dangerous, thus saving, besides leakage
and expensive barrels, the heavy in-
surance.
Strange as it may seem, and contrary
to the theories of the scientists, the
great oil regions near the Caspian sea do
not yield any coal, therefore the crude
ail luta to be shipped by rail to Odessa
and other ports where coal can be ob-
tained, and is there refined. It is clear
that in a country with a nomadic popu-
lation and in the Caucasus, where the
ditlieultits of building a railroad are
alinoitt unsurpassable, the cost of trans.
p,rtation is very high and the loss from
leakage great. The new proems does
away entirely with this difficulty. The
expensive barrels are saved, and there is
no leakage, as the petroleum is hard-
ened. At the place where it is to be re-
finite, by another cheap and simple
method it is made fluid again. But, at
the same time, the new invention has
made it possible to refine the crude oil
at its source, which alone saves two-
thirils of the coot of transportation.
The process itself is very simple and
cheap. Petroleum, naptha, or crude
ail, is a very complicated mineral,which
contains as a mixture from eight to fif-
teen hydro-carbon combinations of the
so-called niethan group, of which marsh
eel is the first and paraffine the last in
the eirder. Petroleum, from the chemi-
cal standpoint is not an oil,like the vege-
table or animal oilsor fats,which,though
often having the same hydro-carbon
rombinatiou ad the niineral oils, contain
exegete and may be still further cx-
elized, whereby they are turned into
fatty acids. These when treated with
soda or 'stemma salts, combine, forming
solid 111.11witunces. which have lost all
their former qualities-intlammulelity
fluidity, oily or fatty appearance. They
are turned into 'wisp.
Chemists have for a long time vainly
endeavored to oxodize hydreecarleonm,
but, as in a great many other things, in-
stead here, overlooked what was neareet,
and the most complicted pre:verses did
not bring about the oxidization of the
hydro-carbons, until the Russian foetid
that all that was necessary to obtain the
result was to saponify the oil directly
with soap. For this purpose the crude
oil is heated and from I to 3 percent. of
common tallow soap is added, which
readily dissolves. This mixture is boiled
about an hour, whereupon the whole
mass suddenly changes into a putty-like
substance, which when cold has about
the consistency of hard tallow, and can
be cut and formed into any shape. The
process is the same as making soap.
with the difference that the petroleum is
not entirely saponified, but only in a
suspended state of saponification.
The new subetance haa &moot entirely
lost the characteristic smell of petroleum:
is hard to light, and burns very slowly
with a reddish flame without smoke
and making great heat. It leaves very
little residuum, which is entirely odor-
less. Now, it is a very well-known fact
to the chemist that petroleum contains
line times more heat than anthracite
coal-that is, the actual amount of heat
which can be realized frotn one pound of
petroleum (kerosene) is equal to  
pounds of coal, the petroleum having the
advantage of taking only one-tenth of
the space of the coal, of being cleaner.
cheaper, and more easily regulated. Be-
sides that the construction of the heat-
ing apparatus would be much simpler
should the new subetance be used. The
invention will be of the greatest impor-
tance to the large ocean steamers and
war ships, as they would have only to
carry one-tenth of the weight of fuel for
their boilers, thus saving the other nine-
tenths of %eight and space for cargo or
troops. But it is expected that it will be
used in the household instead of coal in
the near future. The shipping of kero-
sene fur lighting purposes will be made
cheaper, aa the hard substance would be
shipped in cheap boxes instead of the
expensive barrels. At the place of desti-
nation the crystallized material is re-
duced to a fluid by the action of an acid.
-Chemist in Chicago Timea.
Test for a Diamond.
There is an affectirig anecdote told of
an Englishman traveling all the way to
Paris to consult a celebrated chemist
there on the value of a splendid diamond
in his possession, which, being the last
of his stare, he was anxious to dispose
of suntmo pretio. At a glance the chem-
ist recognized in the splendid diamond
a white topaz merely-a very good sort
ef stone in its way, but no diamond.
"Observe, said he, in illustration, "be-
hind the stone, if it be a diamond, you
will see one pin only. for the refraction
ef the diamond is single; loft behind it,
if it be a crystalehe pin will he doubled."
Ile had to tix the stone in wax and the
pin in witx behind it, so much the poor
gentleman's hand shook. When 10;
Overly behind it the pins were two
(which, generally selected as they are of
a type of worthleasness, in this instanee
represented a very considerable suin.)-
The Cornbill Magazine.
Lendon nod Paris.
London is the one and only wonder in
the world. The time is past when peo-
ple go to Paris to find the ne plus ultra.
Perin has its exceptional attractions, of
course, and always must. Hut in Lon-
don, which is the treasure house of the
globe, you find everybody and every-
thing. It Is the E len. the source of en-
joyment, end well-informed travelers
aro gradually learning that fact, and
their desire to participate in the good
things of life takee them to London
rather than to Paris.-Henry Ward
Beecher in New York World.
Pr al
ehel! pipe antlfrill shell defier"
jost arl )(nig reit hi the open barn its they
please. The free bong American eiti-
zen don't fear neuralgia with Selvatien
Oil to the frout. Only a twenty-five cent
Introtinent.
Jeffertion motility 'e merit list e ill
root tip under the new law weedy $75,-
000,00U, ati increase of about $7.4100,000..
Kenton milli( V 'it newssinetit will go to
about 1125.000,00S am' increase of near-
ly 119,000,000.
• 
-seise •
f$100 REWARD. $100.
The readers of the NEW ERA Rill be
plereed to learn that there la at least ,me
threaded disease thet evience has !risen
able to cure in all ILA stages, anti that 16
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the
only positive cure now known in the
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a con-
stitutional disease requires a constitu-
tional treatment. Catarrh Cure Is
taken Internally ,actingdireetly upon the
blood and thUellit surfacer' of the system.
thereby destroying the foundAtion of
the dlieesee and giving the patient
strength, by buildiug tip the constitu-
tion and twisting nature in doitig its
work. The proprietors have so Rakich
faith in its curative powers that they
offer one hundred dollars for any carte it
falls to cure. Send for list of fret 'Mon'.
Addrees,
F. .1. CHEN EY it CO., Toledo, O.
fArSold by druggist, 75 et*.
Beware of patent bee-hives. If you
are reading our stanilard bee journals
you will see they give yeti this warning
in nearly every issue. If you are in the
tegular beaten path of bee culture you
have 110 use for patents. There is no
patent on our stairlard bee-hives' of to- Bruises., Sores, Salt Rheum, Meyer,
.iay. Sores, 'letter, Chapped Hands, ChB-
-waste • 
 Mains, Corns, and all Skin Eruptions,
Itch, Mange and Sciatches of every and poeitively cures Plies or no pay re-
kite: cured in 30 minute's by Woolford's quired. It is guaranteed to give per-
Sanitary Lotion. A sure cure awl per- feet eatisfaetion, or money refunded.
feetly harmless. Warranted by II. B. Prier. 23 centa per box. For sale by II.
Gamer, Druggiet, Hopkinsville. B. Garner.
Farm for sole.-Tract of 170 aeries. in this
beet reetilte. This Is the experience of cautetulti,a.:(7,nel.eaTreh'elresZis tnahnurxi,ce,gletearibtinstiastie '
r.eventt Ave aeries of thus land are in timber.
tasted imineiliately on the Greenville road paper3 byowaeddressingcounty. ISti miles northeast of Illopkinseille. sit
PO. . 0110 ft. story and a half high. on the plater% !Urn-
nennd all neeresary outtimidings. There arr t
al..ol soo.1 barn,,. hisirkpollth P1101.. good spring
of never failinr water •nd an •humaines of
stock ester. Also eight twee in or &gird of
I.•tge and rotiay startle and am id.. 111C4`4
.DILL‘A•
li011 ar homes. special attention Warn O. fltrUi•b
• NfOOd horse. and vehicles to all dyer, uestom4.01ephose th.o every.b.,.
lialawl']ElE LOUISVILLE &NASHVILLE RR
Female College ThroughHETPrVnk
The Fall Tern, will opeo on MONDAY. Al.7-
GUST Au experieneed faculty, thor-
eughenstrueuee and terms a. heretofore. For
other information call on or foltlresa
.1. RUNT.
Hop lousy Ole. Ey
ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any ptoposed line of
In every ease, wh; n used In tweed:ince
with dire-erten*. It eneein. no quinhic.
mid net only neutralize.. klistettial it. poistoi.
but stimulates tee Liver to health, ate ion.
git es tone to the stonuteh. iuml pro es
the appetite.
"Pottersville, Texas, t
Jan.. 15, 1884. 1
"Dr. J. C. .4yer 4- Co.:
"Gentlenzen: For more than
40 years I have lived in locali-
ties abounding in Xalarial
disorders; have been the suldect
of their attacks in many forms.
and found no remedy so reli-
able and safe a.s dyer's .1 gue
Cure. Taken according to
directions, it will never fail to
cure.
J. B. M. HUNTER."
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Without Change and with Speed UariTil
SHORTEST AND QUICK EST BOO
F:arn St Louis, Evansville and Benders--
t.,
4fe.'10
A
0 #
1- •
SOUTHEAST & SOUT
- 111801.'0R collO11128 from above cities to
ille •ad chattanooga, malting direct r .o
nertions with
M'sallmain F'43.14Itee Care
r,.. ,14,,atillish, Mar..011, Jacksoavillo
•t. 1.1..n.la
nneetlen. ars math at Guthrie sad 24••••
oii• t .11 p.ants
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH & WEST
L. I illutan Psis-, ars
rMIGRANTS Seeking homes on theline of this .004 von
rate• •Tieettsp•por adoortitong Hureau. „. •. of tld. 1 amps, y far ta,to, mates,10 Spructe St., New York. t iti ietmoKt, G. P. T A
• tOultorilio KSend lOoto. for 100-Page PernpAlle4
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